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Abstract

Since the Internet’s popular emergence in the mid-1990’s, Internet services such as

e-mail and messaging systems, search engines, e-commerce, news and financial sites,

have become an important and often mission-critical part of our society. Unfortu-

nately, managing these systems and keeping them running is a significant challenge.

Their rapid rate of change as well as their size and complexity mean that the devel-

opers and operators of these services usually have only an incomplete idea of how the

system works and even what it is supposed to do. This results in poor fault man-

agement, as operators have a hard time diagnosing faults and an even harder time

detecting them.

This dissertation argues that statistical monitoring—the use of statistical analysis

and machine learning techniques to analyze live observations of a system’s behavior—

can be an important tool in improving the manageability of Internet services. Sta-

tistical monitoring has several important features that are well suited to managing

Internet services. First, the dynamic analysis of a system’s behavior in statistical

monitoring means that there is no dependency on specifications or descriptions that

might be stale or incorrect. Second, monitoring a live, deployed system gives insight

into system behavior that cannot be achieved in QA or testing environments. Third,

automatic analysis through statistical monitoring can better cope with larger and

more complex systems, aiding human operators as well as automating parts of the

system management process.

The first half of this thesis focuses on a methodology to detect failures in Internet

services, including high-level application failures, by monitoring structural behaviors

that reflect the high-level functionality of the service. We implemented prototype

fault monitors for a testbed Internet service and a clustered hashtable system. We
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also present encouraging early results from applying these techniques to two real,

large Internet services.

In the second half of this thesis, we apply statistical monitoring techniques to

two other problems related to fault detection: automatically inferring undocumented

system structure and invariants and localizing the potential cause of a failure given its

symptoms. We apply the former to the Windows Registry, a large, poorly documented

and error-prone configuration database used by the Windows operating system and

Windows-based applications. We describe and evaluate the latter in the context of

our testbed Internet service.

Our experiences provide strong support for statistical monitoring, and suggest that

it may prove to be an important tool in improving the manageability and reliability

of Internet services.
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Chapter 1

Overview and motivation

Since the Internet’s popular emergence in the mid-1990’s, Internet services such as

e-mail and messaging systems, search engines, e-commerce, news, and financial sites

have become an important and often mission-critical part of our daily lives. Unfortu-

nately, managing Internet services and keeping them running is a significant challenge:

the scale and complexity of these systems, as well as their rapid evolution and their

open-ended workload, mean that the people running these systems have at best an

incomplete view (and at worst a wrong view) of what their systems are doing, what

their systems are supposed to be doing, and how they are doing it. The result is

systems that are hard to manage and unreliable.

1.1 Problem: failures in Internet services

While many Internet services have successfully scaled their systems to serve hundreds

of millions of users, these systems still suffer from poor reliability. As of this writing,

the last 12 months of news headlines have reported significant Internet service failures

at Walmart.com, Blackberry, Check Free, Google, Hotmail, MSN Messenger, Ama-

zon.com, major political web sites, Paypal, Vonage, and Microsoft Money. The causes

of these failures included misconfigurations, problems during software upgrades, dif-

ficulties recovering from power outages and hardware failures, and many causes that

remain unreported. All but one of these reported failures lasted for more than an

1



CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW AND MOTIVATION 2

hour, while half lasted for more than a day [27,28, 37, 51,52, 64, 67–69,90, 91,115]. 1

However, most problems at Internet services do not make it to the news headlines.

Keynote, an Internet service monitor, states that the top 40 sites on the Internet

have a typical availability of 97%, or about 10 days of downtime each per year [81].2

Compare this to the phone network’s gold standard of 99.999%, or about 5 minutes

of downtime per year [88].

There are three fundamental challenges to managing or operating an Internet

service:3

1. Large scale and complex systems exhibit poorly understood behaviors [55].

While good design goes a long way towards improving system predictability,

even the best-engineered systems will exhibit unanticipated behaviors at a large

scale. Not only does it become harder for any one person to understand the

system at the level of detail necessary to predict its behavior, but the scale of the

system increases the likelihood of unexpected dependencies, poorly understood

interactions, and emergent behavior.

2. Because of market pressures and the (perhaps deceptive) ease of deployment,

Internet services are rapidly changing systems. As a recent example, on

July 25, 2005, Microsoft Network unveiled a location-based search tool that

combined aerial imagery with overlaid street maps and yellow page data. Within

hours, Google responded with similar features on their location-based search

service [99]. While this is pace is extreme, the feature sets, software, hardware,

and even architectures generally do evolve at such a rapid pace as to preclude the

use of traditional software quality assurance techniques that rely on extended

1More details of these failures are discussed later, in Section 2.3
2Keynote Systems is in the business of externally monitoring Internet service performance and de-

clares itself the “Internet Performance Authority.” The top 40 sites referred to here are the “Keynote
Business 40,” measuring “the download performance of the 40 most highly traveled, well-connected
sites in the United States from 50 cities around the world.”

3Throughout this thesis we use the terms management and operations synonymously to refer
to the process of maintaining a running system after its initial deployment. We use the term
development to refer to the system design and software programming that occurs before a service
or feature’s initial deployment. Of course, the management and development are also intertwined,
where lessons being learned from an existing deployment are helping drive future development plans.
See Chapter 2 for more background.



CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW AND MOTIVATION 3

design cycles and pre-deployment testing. Moreover, this fast rate of change also

exacerbates the difficulty of understanding a large scale system, and introduces

significant maintenance cost as ad hoc management tools and procedures have

to be kept up-to-date with the current version of the system.

3. The open-ended workload presented by the Internet means that testing In-

ternet services with a complete range of workloads it will face once deployed is

practically impossible. Once an Internet service is deployed, it is subject not

only to previously experienced workloads, which may be replicated or reason-

ably approximated, but also to new workloads as user behaviors change, new

kinds of hacks, denial-of-service attacks, and unanticipated flash crowds, giving

peak loads many times normal demand [76]. Moreover, the variety of inputs

users, much less malicious hackers, can send to a service exacerbate this unpre-

dictability. Combining this new workload with the large scale of the production

system means that reproducing problems in controlled conditions (for quality

assurance testing and debugging) is simply infeasible.

These challenges affect many aspects of systems management, from fault manage-

ment to capacity planning, and software development to testing strategies.

Traditional techniques for detecting and managing failures, such as software re-

liability engineering [103], rely fundamentally on operators and developers having a

deep understanding of the behavior and operation of the system as well as the envi-

ronment in which it will be deployed. In practice, this places limits on the system

structure, behavior, and development process in ways that are unrealistic. Whereas

these techniques work well when developers can reason about a system’s behavior

and explore its operational profiles, that opportunity is not available in a dynamic

Internet service. Their size and complexity, their rate of change, and their unpre-

dictable open-ended workload simply preclude the application of the techniques that

have worked so well in, for example, NASA’s software systems [117].

Realizing that something is wrong with a system is the first step toward fixing it,

and quickly detecting failures can be the largest bottleneck in improving the availabil-

ity of an Internet service.4 Our conversations with Internet service operators confirm

4Other major steps are understanding what the problem is, and repairing it. The full fault
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that detecting these failures is a significant problem: TellMe Networks estimates that

75% of the time they spend recovering from application-level failures is spent just

detecting them [31]. Other sites we have spoken with agreed that application-level

failures can sometimes take days to detect, though they are repaired quickly once

found. This situation has a serious effect on the overall reliability of Internet services:

a study of three sites found that earlier detection might have mitigated or avoided

65% of user-visible failures [107]. Fast detection of these failures is therefore a key

problem in improving Internet service availability. In the rest of this section, we are

going to focus on how fault detection is affected by the challenges of complexity, size

and rapid rate of change.

While realizing that a system is not working may seem simple, many of the failures

that affect Internet services are subtle application-level failures that change the user-

visible behavior of a service without causing obvious lower-level problems that a

service operator would notice. Additionally, many failures do not disable the whole

service, but cause “only” brown-outs, where part of a site is disabled or only some

users are unable to access the site.5

Existing techniques for fault detection take one of two approaches to monitor

systems. They either check that the system’s behavior and outputs conform to a

specification describing correct behavior or they look for known signs of failure in the

system’s behavior. In the context of Internet services, however, the problem is that

in neither case do we understand the system well enough to we know what to look

for.

Checking that a system is conforming to a specification of its correct behavior is

challenging because of the simple fact that, in practice, an accurate specification of

the correct behavior of large software systems is not available. The size of such sys-

tems and the scope of their functionality make writing an unambiguous specification

practically impossible. In addition, most of today’s Internet services provide a service

directly to end users, meaning that their critical functionality is defined only at the

management cycle is much more complicated, and can include steps for temporary avoidance of fault
triggers, permanent repairs, investigation into root-causes, and methods for avoiding repetition of
the same problems in the future.

5See Section 2.3 for more details on failures at Internet services, including examples of actual
application-level failures and reports of recent outages.
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human level, not as easily verifiable machine-level semantics. This makes it difficult

to write a specification that can be used to automatically check for correct operation.

If, instead of specifying what correct behavior is, we attempt to monitor for the

possible incorrect behaviors, we run into similar issues. Because of the size, complexity

and interdependencies within an Internet service, anticipating everything (or even

most) of what can go wrong is simply not practical. Even if we could specify or

capture the correct and/or incorrect behaviors of an Internet system, the rate of

change of the Internet service’s hardware and software environments would make any

specification obsolete almost as soon as it was completed, and maintenance of the

fault detector would be a nightmare.

The problem of fault detection is representative of a class of important problems

in managing Internet services and other large scale systems. Current best practices

for these management tasks require operators to understand the “big picture” of how

a system is put together and operates. This leads to the problem that, as in fault

detection, we do not have a ”big picture” understanding of how these large-scale

systems work. Whether because of scale, complexity, or rate of change, the operators

and developers of Internet services today can see and reason about only the low-

level behaviors of individual components. At best, operators have a learned intuition

of how these low-level behaviors might relate to each other and to the big picture

operation of the whole system. But relying on the intuition of a small number of

people simply does not scale, and as Frederick Brooks argues, throwing more people

at the software problems only makes them worse [15].

We argue that systems developers and operators must accept that none of us fully

understand large scale systems today; and we must look for ways to manage these

systems without depending on a priori knowledge of their inner workings. The next

section introduces our approach of using statistical monitoring to address management

tasks such as fault detection without requiring a priori specifications or understanding

of Internet services.
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1.2 Approach: statistical monitoring

To build and maintain robust Internet services, we must find new techniques to bridge

the gap between what we can easily observe and verify and the “big picture” under-

standing that we need to manage a system. These new techniques must scale to the

size, complexity and rapid rate of change of large scale systems.

In this dissertation, we argue that applying statistical analysis and machine learn-

ing techniques to analyze live observations of a system’s behavior (statistical monitor-

ing) can be a powerful tool in improving the manageability and reliability of Internet

services.6 Statistical monitoring combines:

• The live observation of system behavior. By definition, monitoring the be-

havior of a deployed, on-line system lets us see how it behaves in a realistic

environment. Capturing a large volume of behavior allows us to take advantage

of the “law of large numbers,” and apply statistical techniques with reasonable

confidence.

In the context of fault detection, we observe the structural behavior of a system—

how the internal components of the system interact with each other. We mon-

itor this class of behaviors because, as we show, these interactions are likely to

reflect high-level application functionality in Internet services, allowing us to

treat these observations as a proxy for the semantic functionality provided by

an Internet service.

• Weak assumptions about a system guide our choice of what behaviors to

observe and how to model the relationship between these behaviors and the end-

goal of our task. By requiring only weak assumptions about an Internet service,

our approach is easier to apply to systems that may be poorly understood. In

contrast, techniques that require strong assumptions on a system tend toward

fragility and high-maintenance costs as they require detailed and up-to-date

application-specific knowledge to ensure that their strong assumptions are valid.

6Throughout the rest of this thesis, we will use the term statistical techniques to refer to both
standard statistical analysis as well as machine learning techniques grounded in statistical methods.
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The primary weak assumption we make in applying statistical monitoring to

detect faults is to assume that most of the system is working correctly most of

the time. This means that we can use the majority of our observations to help

us learn what the likely correct behavior of the system is.

• Statistical techniques. We use statistical techniques to extract patterns and

correlations in our observations, and make inferences that guide our manage-

ment of a system. In particular, we look for statistical techniques that are

interpretable, such as decision trees, as opposed to those whose workings are

more difficult to understand, such as neural networks. Improvements in the

performance and applicability of off-the-shelf statistical analysis techniques in

a variety of domains has made their application to systems management a com-

pelling option.

We use statistical techniques to translate our observations of structural behavior

into probabilistic models of a system’s likely correct behavior. Once we have

built these models, we can use them to detect anomalous behaviors that are

likely to indicate some failure in the high-level functionality being provided by

the service.

The primary advantage of this statistical monitoring approach is that it learns

what the Internet service should be doing through dynamic observation, and requires

no a priori application-specific knowledge, other than the weak assumption that

most of the time, most of the system is working correctly. Not only does this make

deployment easy, but it minimizes maintenance of the monitor as well—whenever the

Internet service undergoes major changes, the statistical fault monitor can simply

relearn what the system’s correct behavior is. While in the past, these techniques

may have been considered too computationally expensive to use for on-line monitoring

of a system, advances in both processing power and statistical techniques have made

these statistical analysis of large quantities of data more than feasible.

Moreover, these techniques have the potential to avoid a common trap: automa-

tion irony, the fact that taking humans out of the systems-management loop reduces

their understanding of the system’s operation, making it harder for them to recognize
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problems and step in during extreme circumstances.7 Statistical monitoring, however,

is a technique that can help people improve their understanding of system behavior

by highlighting patterns, correlations and otherwise explaining complex behavior.

Applying statistical monitoring to a specific systems management problem re-

quires several steps. Given a particular system and a specific problem, we must:

1. Determine what underlying property or behavior of the application will most

likely help us solve our problem. We should note that if this property is known

a priori or easily observable, then statistical monitoring is not necessary. If,

on the other hand, the property is unknown, hidden, or costly to determine

precisely, then statistical monitoring may be more appropriate.

2. Determine what easily observable and collectible data might reasonably be as-

sumed to have a relationship to the property of interest. The aim is to find a

proxy that can be analyzed in lieu of the property we actually are interested in.

3. Determine what class of algorithms (e.g., classification, correlation, or clustering

algorithms) and data models are most appropriate for analyzing the data we

have chosen. This choice will be determined jointly by the problem domain—

namely, how we want to use the result of our analysis—and the nature of the

relationship between our chosen proxy data and the actual property we are

interested in.

4. If necessary, modify the system to instrument and gather the data chosen in step

2. At the same time, we must choose a specific instance of the class of algorithms

determined in step 3. Several issues affect both our instrumentation of the

system as well as the algorithm we will choose to analyze the data, including

the quality of data we can collect and the algorithm’s tolerance of noise; and

the scalability of both the instrumentation framework and the algorithm to the

volume of data, number of dimensions in the data. Also, there is an interplay

between how we sample the data, the kinds of noise that can affect the data (e.g.,

dropped packets and time skews), and the algorithm’s tolerance of that noise.

7According to [111], this phrase was first coined in 1987 by Lisanne Bainbridge as “the ironies of
automation” in [7].
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Finally, the algorithm itself must have appropriately tunable sensitivities and

thresholds, and make acceptable assumptions on the underlying distributions

of the data being analyzed.

5. Determine how the result of the analysis will be interpreted. In interpreting

results, one must be careful to avoid over-interpretation: for example, anomaly

detection algorithms may tell us that the behavior of a system has changed, but

not whether or not it has failed, and correlation algorithms may tell us that two

events occur together, but not that one event causes another.

Finally, we must decide how to act upon the result of the analysis. While the

interpretation of the analysis may be more easily generalizable across a problem do-

main, how to act upon the result is likely to be a system-specific policy decision.

Some of the issues that must be considered include the likelihood of the result being

correct, as well as the costs and benefits of acting or not acting if the algorithm turns

out to be correct or incorrect.

Of course, the process of mapping statistical techniques to a specific systems

management problem is not as straightforward as a bullet-pointed process. Above,

we only highlight the relationship between the data being observed and the algorithm

being instrumented. However, there is a significant interplay between all the choices

we make, and limitations imposed on us in one part of the system or analysis process

can often be creatively worked around by modifying another part.

1.3 Contributions and thesis map

This dissertation presents statistical monitoring—the use of statistical analysis and

machine learning techniques to analyze live observations of a system’s behavior—to

help improve the manageability of Internet services. The goal of statistical monitoring

is to enable people to monitor and analyze a large-scale system without requiring them

to know very much about the system in the first place.

The first half of this thesis applies statistical monitoring to the problem of fault

detection and reducing the time to notice a failure in an Internet service. The second
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half of this thesis applies statistical monitoring techniques to two other problems

related to fault detection: automatically inferring undocumented system structure

and invariants and localizing the potential cause of a failure given its symptoms.

This dissertation has three main contributions:

• Identification of two easily monitored structural behaviors, and demonstration

in a testbed environment that a broad range of failures are visible as changes

in these behaviors. These structural behaviors reflect high-level application

functionality, allowing us to use them as a proxy for high-level semantics that

would otherwise be too difficult to capture.

• Application of statistical analysis and machine learning techniques to detect

changes in these structural behaviors. This enables a class of low-maintenance

and application-generic fault monitors that can detect problems without re-

quiring a priori knowledge of correct or incorrect system behavior. We have

prototyped and evaluated these techniques using a testbed Internet service en-

vironment, a clustered hashtable system, and data from real-world Internet

service environments.

• Demonstration of applying statistical monitoring techniques to two additional

problems in the management of complex systems: inference of undocumented

system structure and fault localization. We have prototyped and evaluated

our techniques for automatically inferring system structure in the context of

the Windows Registry, and prototyped and evaluated our fault localization

techniques in the context of our testbed environment.

It should be noted that our it is not a contribution of this thesis to create or

explore new statistical techniques. Our focus is on mapping existing and well-known

statistical techniques to the systems problems of fault management. We explore how

systems may be modified to better accommodate statistical monitoring, what kinds of

issues arise in applying statistical monitoring techniques to these systems problems,

and the results these applications.
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Chapter 2 presents background information relevant to this thesis. First, we

present background on Internet services, including common architectures and devel-

opment practices. We review in detail failures in Internet services, as well as current

best practices for monitoring for failures. Finally, we briefly overview relevant statis-

tical analysis and machine learning algorithms that are used in this dissertation.

Chapter 3 discusses related work in applying statistical techniques and non-statistical

techniques to both Internet service management and fault management more gener-

ally.

The concept of the structural behavior of an Internet service and how we apply

statistical monitoring to these behaviors to detect failures is presented in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5, describes the implementation of our prototype fault detector, our evalua-

tion testbed and our experimental results.

Chapter 6 applies statistical monitoring to the problem of extracting otherwise

hidden structure from observations of a system. We first analyze snapshots of Win-

dows configuration registries to extract complex data type descriptions from the sim-

ple types of the existing configuration values. We show how these data type de-

scriptions are useful for building likely correctness constraints to detect configuration

errors in a Windows system.

Chapter 7 applies statistical monitoring to the problem of localizing the potential

causes of a failure. We evaluate two algorithms, data clustering and decision trees,

in the context of our testbed environment. We then develop a general model of the

fault localization problem which abstracts fault localization across a surprisingly wide

variety of systems, including Internet services, BGP networks and others.

The integration of statistical monitoring into the broader fault management pro-

cess is discussed in Chapter 8, including results from a prototype system for application-

generic autonomous recovery which combines statistical monitoring for fault detection

and localization with a generic, reboot-based recovery technique.

Finally, Chapters 9.5 and 10 discuss future work and conclude.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents background information relevant to Internet services, including

common architectural patterns, failures, and existing fault detection mechanisms. In

the latter part of this chapter, we briefly review a number of statistical analysis and

machine learning algorithms, such as decision trees and data clustering, that we will

take advantage of in later chapters of the thesis.

2.1 Internet services

At the beginning of the Internet’s entrance into popular consciousness, about ten

years ago, Internet services were simple, single machine web servers providing mostly

static content to their users. Today, the largest Internet services span over a hundred

thousand machines, geographically distributed around the world. With the original

static content of the web replaced by dynamic content, personalization and grow-

ing functionality, Internet services often use hundreds or more machines, working

together, to generate a reply to a single request.

Internet services run a wide variety of applications. Some of the more commonly

used sites include e-commerce sites, search engines, e-mail and messaging systems,

photo and document sharing sites, financial services, and news and information ser-

vices. While admittedly these applications cover a broad range of requirements and

systems, this range of services still have much in common that set them apart from

13
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other large computer systems. In the rest of this section, we describe their major com-

monalities: their tiered and cluster architectures, their use of middleware platforms,

their rapid rate of change, and workload characteristics.

2.1.1 Clusters of commodity hardware

Most medium- to large-scale services are built atop clusters of machines with anywhere

from tens of nodes to hundreds of thousands of nodes [14]. The hardware of the cluster

is generally made of commodity machines, chosen based on their cost-effectiveness,

not purely on performance or reliability considerations. The result is that hardware

is often several years behind the state-of-the-art, and fails. The reasoning behind

this decision is driven by economics. With thousands of machines, it is inevitable

that there will be some failures regardless of the reliability of the machines, and once

you’re spending money to deal with failures, the issue of how many failures you are

willing to tolerate becomes a calculable trade-off.

Clustered architectures have several key advantages for Internet services [14, 48].

First, they take advantage of the parallelizable workloads that almost all Internet

services face, to provide improved scalability: adding more hardware nodes can often

lead directly to an increase in capacity. Secondly, upgrade management becomes

simplified: new versions of software can be installed in a rolling fashion across the

nodes of the cluster, without requiring the whole system to be shutdown and upgraded

in lock step. Fault management is simplified as well: suspect nodes can be turned off

or rebooted with only a 1

n
reduction in capacity.

As a caveat, we should note that some classes of Internet services, such as financial

services and airline systems, are developed as a hybrid between a purely clustered sys-

tem and a purely mainframe architecture. In these services, it is often the case that an

existing mainframe system handles core functionality, while a clustered architecture

is wrapped around it to handle the web-oriented functionality.
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2.1.2 Tiered architecture

A common design pattern for clustered Internet applications is the tiered architecture:

the system is divided into multiple tiers of functionality, with each tier depending on

the functionality of a lower tier. Each tier consists of many nodes, plus a load balancer

that directs incoming traffic to one or more nodes within the tier. A user’s request

will usually enter the Internet service and first go to a load balancer to be directed to

a node in the top tier of the system. In processing the request, this node may make

calls to lower tiers; each time the request passes to a lower tier, a load balancer will

direct the request in attempt to provide improved performance and availability.

A typical pattern is to use a three-tier architecture: a presentation tier consists

of stateless Web servers that are responsible for the presentation-related processing,

such as HTML formatting, of responses to user requests; the application tier runs

the application or business logic of the Internet service and is responsible for the core

service; and finally, the storage tier is responsible for managing persistent data in one

or more databases.

2.1.3 Middleware platforms: J2EE

Most Internet services today are built atop some form of middleware platform that

handles generic concerns, such as scalability, load-balancing, security, and allows the

higher-level application code to focus on providing the functionality of the service.

Many older Internet services use home-grown middleware platforms, while newer ser-

vices, as well as services from non-technology companies, use more recently standard-

ized middleware platforms, such as Sun Microsystems’ J2EE standard, or Microsoft’s

.NET platform.

Much of the Internet service-related work presented in this dissertation was pro-

totyped and tested in the context of J2EE, and we spend the rest of this section

describing some of the more salient details of the J2EE platform.

J2EE is a Java-based standard middleware championed by Sun Microsystems [98].

The goal of J2EE is to simplify the development, deployment and management of

multi-tier server-centric applications, such as Internet services.
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At the core of the J2EE middleware architecture are Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs)

and EJB management containers. The application code is implemented as an EJB;

and the middleware provides a management container for the EJB. The EJB is re-

sponsible for application-level functionality, while the management container handles

the generic concerns of replication, thread management, lifecycle management, se-

curity and access control, transaction management and resource pooling, etc. An

EJB and its management container are similar to event handlers, in that they do not

constitute a separate locus of control—a single Java thread shepherds a user request

through multiple EJBs, from the point it enters a J2EE server process until it finishes

processing and returns.

There are several flavors of EJBs. While all EJBs run within the application tier,

entity beans are the interface for interacting with persistent storage, and represent the

data and tables kept in the storage tier. Session beans are responsible for managing

processes or tasks related to a user request. As a rule of thumb, entity beans model

nouns, while session beans model verbs [101].

J2EE also supports a number of additional types of components related to the

presentation tier. Java Scripting Pages (JSP) is a simple markup-language used to

dynamically build HTML pages. JSP tags are components that extend the func-

tionality available within a JSP. A JSP interacts with EJBs through JSP tags. In

addition, Java Servlets are components similar to CGI scripts.

End users interact with a J2EE application through a Web interface, usually built

using JSP scripts and custom JSP tags in the application’s presentation tier, hosted

within a web server. These components in turn invoke methods on EJBs in the

application tier, using a remote method invocation (RMI) protocol. These invoked

EJBs can call on other EJBs, interact with backend databases, invoke other web

services, etc.

While J2EE is often used to build user-facing Internet service, it can also be used

to build web service meant to be used programmatically via a web API, such as

SOAP, or a Java API, such as RMI.

There are many independent implementations of the J2EE standard. Commer-

cial implementations include Sun’s own Java System Application Server Platform,
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IBM’s WebSphere, and BEA’s WebLogic. Open source implementations include

JBoss Group’s JBoss server, and ObjectWeb’s JOnAS application server.

2.1.4 Rapid rate of change

The hardware and software environment at Internet services is almost constantly

changing, with minor changes occurring every day or two, and major changes occur-

ring every 4-6 weeks. This occurs for several reasons. First, the mostly centralized

administration of Internet services makes software upgrades and feature roll-outs

much simpler than distributing new versions of shrink-wrapped software or upgrad-

ing a decentralized system. Secondly, the rapid growth of Internet computing over

the last decade has led to both competitive pressure to improve one’s service, as well

as increasing demand that requires constant improvements in the scale and scalability

of the service. Finally, the size of large Internet services means that hardware (ma-

chines, racks, networks) are failing, and need to be replaced over time. The result of

these frequent changes and rapid evolution is that the workings of Internet services

are often very poorly documented and understood.

2.1.5 Workload characteristics and requirements

All Internet services are open to an uncontrolled external workload from the wide-

area Internet. While workload is often very predictable, sites often experience unan-

ticipated flash crowds (the “Slashdot” effect), denial-of-service attacks, spiders and

robots unintentionally making intensive requests, worms, malicious hackers, and sim-

ply unexpected combinations of requests from regular users. The key point is that

Internet services are subject to a poorly understood and poorly controlled workload

that can cause a myriad of problems.

While Internet services have a large workload, most incoming requests come from

different users, and can be processed independently of each other. This means that

the work performed by most Internet services is almost trivially parallelized. Even

when there is a potential for interaction between two independent requests, they can

often be serviced with a lower level of consistency without doing harm.
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In addition to these common features of the workload, many larger Internet ser-

vices today are also subject to 24x7 availability requirements. Except for a few

services with geographically constrained service boundaries, Internet services serve

people from around the world. The result is that there is little or no time for sched-

uled downtime, and failures at any point in time can have serious consequences.

2.2 Fault-tolerance terminology

In this dissertation, we use the fault, error, failure terminology of [4]. A failure occurs

when a service deviates from its correct behavior, for some definition of correctness.

The definition of a service failure does not necessarily rely on a well-defined specifica-

tion of its behavior—for example, a broken specification can cause a failure—but on

a more abstract, though loosely defined, notion of what a service’s correct behavior

ought to be. An error is the corrupt system state that directly caused the failure. A

fault is the underlying cause of this system corruption. It is worth noting that not all

faults cause errors. A fault is called an active fault if it does produce an error, and is

dormant otherwise.

It should be noted that problems occur across many layers of a system and what is

considered a failure in one layer might be considered the fault that causes an error in

a higher layer. For example, a hard disk might crash (failure) because the disk head

was given a wrong instruction (error) by a bug in the hard disk’s firmware (fault). At

a higher level, this hard disk crash might be considered a fault that causes a software

program to lose access to important data (error) and cease providing functionality to

end-users (failure).

2.3 Failures in Internet services

Despite their growing mission-critical nature, failures, even very serious ones, are

quite common in today’s Internet services. There are many challenges to providing

highly dependable Internet services. The fast software release cycles and the growth

rate of Internet services violate one of the traditional dependable computing principles
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of minimizing change. In practice, the fast release cycles mean that Internet service

software is far from perfect. In addition, frequent software and hardware updates

increase the occurrence of operator errors. Worse still, Internet services are exposed

to unpredictable workloads [76]. Table 2.1 summarizes outages publicized in the last

year. There are likely many more under-reported cases where only capacity or partial

functionality was affected.

Recent surveys show that problems are common in Internet services, even other-

wise well-managed ones. A series of studies by Business Internet Group of San Fran-

cisco (BIG-SF) found that many web sites suffered from undetected application fail-

ures [18–20]. Of the 40 top-performing web sites (as identified by KeyNote Sys-

tems [79]), BIG-SF found that 72% had had user-visible failures in common function-

ality at the time of the survey [20]. These user-visible failures included issues such as

items not being added to a shopping cart or an error message being displayed. These

failures do not necessarily disable the whole site, but often cause brown-outs, where

part of a site’s functionality is disabled or only some users are unable to access the

site.

While brown-outs at Internet services are pervasive, more serious outages also

occur frequently, as noted in Table 2.1. The costs of a site outage, where a site’s

main functionality is essentially disabled or inaccessible, can be substantial. Table 2.2

shows the estimated cost as of the year 2000 of a single hour of downtime at various

types of Internet services:

While there have been several academic studies on failures and their causes in

other large systems such as mainframes, networked workstations, enterprise servers,

and the Internet itself [53, 54, 77, 89, 121, 124], there is only one that we know of

that reports directly on causes of failures in Internet services [107]. In that report,

Oppenheimer et al. study over a hundred post-mortem reports on user-visible failures

at three different Internet services, and find that improved detection of application-

level failures could have mitigated or avoided 65% of reported user-visible failures.

In addition to [107], in [113], Reimer et al. present code analysis techniques to dis-

cover several high impact coding errors. To inform and motivate their research, they

discuss their three years of experience with source code errors in IBM’s source code
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(Date)
Site

Problem description Cause Length

(7/14/05)
Walmart.com

Online store “temporarily
closed” [115]

Unreported 6-12 hrs

(6/22/05)
Blackberry

Disrupted service to cus-
tomers nationwide [27]

Hardware failure
triggered backup
server, operating at
unexpectedly low
capacity

<1 day

(6/15/05)
Check Free

Web site and online bill
payment unavailable [52]

After power outage,
neither master nor
backup systems came
up.

1 day

(5/08/05)
Google

Web site inaccessible [37] DNS problem 15 min.

(2/23/05)
Hotmail

Intermittent access prob-
lems [51]

Faulty server ≈2 weeks

(2/08/05)
MSN Messenger

Intermittent outage for
many customers [68]

“Datacenter issue” 1 day

(12/06/04)
Amazon.com

“Service unavailable” [67] Unreported 5 hrs

(10/20/04)
Political sites

Unresponsive site [91] Unknown 8 hrs

(10/13/04)
Paypal

Customers locked out [64] Software code update ≈5 days

(10/11/04)
MSN Messenger

Customers locked out [90] “Technical glitch” 3 days

(8/02/04)
Vonage

Outbound calls broken
for some users [28]

Unreported 1.5 hrs

(7/29/04)
Microsoft Money

Some users denied ac-
cess [69]

Unreported 4 days

Table 2.1: Recent major outages at Internet services. The descriptions, causes
and length of failure are extracted from news reports during the last 12 months.
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Site Cost/hour

Brokerage operations $6,450,000
Ebay (1 outage, 22 hours) $225,000
Amazon.com $180,000
Home shopping channel $113,000

Table 2.2: Cost of Internet service downtime per hour. This information
is from an April 2000 InternetWeek and Contingency Planning Research survey,as
reported in [109].

production systems. They note that many kinds of failures are not easily discovered

during development and testing, only manifesting under the stresses of a production

environment. Some of the categories of coding errors they note deal with resource

management, concurrency, persistent data management, and violations of informal

interface contracts. Based on their experience, Reimer et al. propose a simple rule-

based approach for detecting these common coding mistakes. In [113], they report

that they have written over 400 rules to detect these mistakes.

While failures manifest in many ways, one particularly pernicious class of failures is

the application-level failure whose only obvious symptoms are changes in the semantic

functionality of the system. As further elucidation, let us model a simple system

as a layered stack of software, where the lowest layers are the hardware and the

operating system, and the highest layer is the application, with various other layers

in between (e.g., libraries, middleware software, standard protocols). In this model,

an application-level failure manifests solely in the application layer, though the cause

of the failure might be in another layer. In particular, an application-level failure is

not fail-stop, as this would generally cause several layers of the software stack to stop.

Sometimes failures are caught internally and users see an obvious error message,

as in Figure 2.1. We hope that in these cases, the error is being logged and details are

being forwarded to operators or developers for diagnosis and repair. Other failures,

however, are not obviously caught internally. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show two examples

of application-level failures. While the author is not privy to the detailed cause

of these failures, it appears that no symptoms are manifest below the application-

layer: the sites respond to pings, HTTP requests, and return valid HTML. Even the

performance of the sites appear to be unaffected. Without knowing the cause of the
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Figure 2.1: Error messages at two web services. These screenshots show a site
displaying obvious error message instead of providing the correct functionality or
attempting to hide the failure.

failure, we cannot be sure that our statistical monitoring approach would detect these

specific failures. However, they are still useful as examples of the kind of application-

level failures that are easily noticed by users, but difficult for automated monitors to

detect without significant application-specific tailoring.

2.4 Existing fault monitors

In [96], Marcus and Stern discuss some of the challenges of building reliable fault de-

tectors. First, any monitor has to be sure it is monitoring all critical components of
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Figure 2.2: An application-level failure at a web service. While this page should
be displaying a complete flight itinerary, it show no flight details at all. Instead, it
shows only an incorrect confirmation date.

Figure 2.3: Another application-level failure at a web service. The price quote
on the second ticket is likely in error.
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the system. The challenge is that the components and their criticality are application-

and system-specific. Other issues include avoiding obtrusive monitors that may actu-

ally cause harm during normal operation, exacerbate failures, or place excessive load

on the system being monitored.

From our discussions with Internet service operators, we find that existing de-

ployed detection methods fall into three categories:

• Low-level monitors are machine and protocol tests, such as heartbeats, pings

and HTTP error code monitors. They are easily deployed and require few

modifications as the service develops; but these low-level monitors miss high-

level failures, such as broken application logic or interface problems.

• Application-specific monitors, such as automatic test suites, can catch high-

level failures in tested functionality. However, these monitors usually cannot

exercise all interesting combinations of functionality (consider, for example, all

the kinds of coupons, sales and other discounts at a typical e-commerce site).

More importantly, these monitors must be custom-built and kept up-to-date as

the application changes, otherwise the monitor may both miss real failures and

cause false alarms. For these reasons, neither the sites that we have spoken

with, nor those studied in [107] make extensive use of these monitors.

• Business-metric monitors watch simple statistics about the gross state of high-

level metrics relevant to the core business of the Internet service. For example,

such a monitor might track the searches per second at a search engine, or the

orders per minute at an e-commerce site. These monitors are generally easy to

deploy and maintain, and with a site with many users, can detect a broad range

of failures that affect the business’s well-being. However, these monitors do

not often give much more than an indication that something might have gone

wrong, and are also often lagging indicators, as it may take minutes or more

before a failure trickles through the system to affect a business metric. Also,

since these monitors are essentially watching user behavior, they can generate

false alarms due to external events, such as holidays or disasters.
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Section Used in ...
2.5.1 Anomaly detection Ch 4 Monitoring system structure
2.5.2 Probabilistic context free grammars Section 4.4 Monitoring path shapes
2.5.3 Data clustering Ch 6 Extracting system structure
2.5.4 Decision trees Ch 7 Correlating faults to causes

Table 2.3: What parts of Section 2.5 are used where in the thesis.

Of course, not all fault monitoring techniques fall neatly into these categories. For

example, at many sites, system operators are in the habit of occasionally manually

checking system functionality. Finally, the catch-all fault detector is customer service

complaints. Unfortunately, poor or slow communication between customer service

centers and operation centers, e.g., when a corporation out sources its call centers,

can make customer service complaints a very slow indicator of failure.

To be most useful in a real Internet service, a monitoring technique should have

the following properties:

High accuracy and coverage: A monitoring service should correctly detect and

localize a broad range of failures. Ideally, it would catch never-before-seen failures

anywhere in the system. In addition, a monitor should be able to report what part

of the system is causing the failure.

Few false alarms: The benefit provided by early detection of true failures should

be greater than the effort and cost to respond to false alarms.

Deployable and maintainable: A monitoring system must be easy to develop

and maintain, even as the monitored application evolves.

2.5 Statistical analysis and machine learning

Throughout this thesis, we use several different statistical analysis and machine learn-

ing algorithms as part of our statistical monitoring process. This section provides a

brief background on these algorithms and references to further reading on each. Ta-

ble 2.3 lists where in the thesis each of these algorithms described is used.
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2.5.1 Anomaly detection

Anomaly detection is the general process of analyzing a collection of data points to

detect deviations from a normal or common order. With relatively minor differences

in application or technique, anomaly detection is also called outlier detection, one-

class classification, or abrupt change detection.

Anomaly detection is a tool in broad use. Anomaly detection is used to monitor for

failures in mechanical and industrial processes [122], intrusion detection in computer

systems [3], fraud detection in financial networks and phone systems [47], and even

detection of the signs of disease outbreak [130]. Outlier detection is usually used to

refer to the process of detecting anomalies for the purpose of regularizing or “cleaning”

data sets and prevent chance impurities from unduly affecting experimental results.

Abrupt change detection refers to anomaly detection in the context of time series

analysis, where the goal is to detect when the trend in a time series suddenly changes.

In this dissertation, we use statistical techniques to build a model of a believed

normal or common behavior of a monitored system. We then use this model to

calculate how well subsequent behaviors conform to this model. Anomalies appear as

behaviors that do not conform to our learned model. The specific modeling technique

we use depends on the type of data being modeled. One technique we use is based

on probabilistic context free grammars, presented in the next section. A second test

we use is the χ2 test of goodness of fit.

A test of goodness of fit compares a sample of data to a population with a specific

distribution, and computes the likelihood that the sample came from the population.

While some tests make assumptions on the underlying distribution of data within the

set, others are distribution-free. One such distribution-free test is the χ2 test, which

works on categorical data:

T =
k∑

i=1

(Oi − Ei)
2

Ei

(2.1)

where Oi is the observed occurrences of the ith category of data and Ei is the

estimated occurrence of the ith category of data according to our model. If T , our

test statistic, is small, then there is a good fit between the observed data and our
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estimated model, whereas if T is large, the fit is poor. We can determine the statistical

significance of a fit for a given significance α by comparing T to the χ2 distribution

with k − 1 degrees of freedom. If T is greater than the 1 − α quantile from the χ2

distribution, then we have a high confidence that our observed data does not fit our

model’s distribution, and was likely generated by a different underlying process.

For more details on nonparametric statistics, including other tests of goodness of

fit, see [40].

2.5.2 Probabilistic context-free grammars

A probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG), is a structure used in natural language

to calculate the probabilities of different parses of a sentence. A PCFG consists of a

set of grammar rules, Rij : N i → ζj, where N i is a symbol in the grammar and ζj is

a sequence of zero or more symbols in the grammar. Each grammar rule is annotated

with a probability P(Rij), such that ∀iΣjRij = 1.

The probability of any given parse tree is given by the product of the probabilities

of all the grammar rules involved in the production of the parse. The probability of

a sentence occurring in the language represented by that grammar is the sum of the

probabilities of all the legal parsings of that sentence.

For more details on probabilistic context free grammars, see [95].

2.5.3 Data clustering

Data clustering is a form of machine learning or data mining used for descriptive

modeling. Data clustering attempts to take a set of unlabeled data (that is, a set

of vectors that are not organized or sorted), and organize the data such that similar

elements are grouped together and dissimilar elements are not grouped together. The

definition of similarity is domain-specific and can be any distance metric.

There are several forms of data clustering algorithms: hierarchical clustering meth-

ods; partition-based clustering, such as k-means; as well as a third recent addition,

correlation clustering [8, 41]. While all of these methods have their advantages and

disadvantages, we focus our description here on hierarchical clustering.
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Hierarchical, bottom-up clustering methods begin by initially placing each element

into its own singleton cluster. Then, the two clusters that appear to be the most

similar to each other are merged together to form a new cluster. This process is

repeated until either all clusters are merged together into one, or all remaining clusters

are more than some dissimilarity threshold apart.

There are two similarity (or distance) functions that need to be specified for

hierarchical clustering. The first is the similarity between two objects, and is usually a

domain-specific function. The second function defines the distance function between

two clusters. Here, there are several standard options: single linkage or nearest

neighbor distance defines the distance between two clusters to be the distance between

the two closest elements in the different clusters; complete linkage or furthest neighbor

distance defines the distance between two clusters to be the distance between the two

elements furthest apart in the different clusters; group average linkage defines the

distance between two clusters to be the average distance over all pairs of elements

across the two clusters.

For more details on data clustering algorithms, see one of [44, 62].

2.5.4 Decision trees

A decision tree is a data structure that represents a discrete-valued function, where

each branch of the tree is a test of some attribute of an input, and where the leaves of

the tree hold the result of the function. Decision tree learning is the process of building

a decision tree to approximate some unknown discrete valued function. While our

description of decision trees focuses on boolean valued functions, decision trees can

be generalized to any discrete valued functions.

During the process of decision tree learning, a learner is provided with a set of

training data. This data consists of a set of inputs, and how these inputs have been

labeled by the function that we want to approximate with a decision tree. Oftentimes,

only part of the available training data is used for learning a decision tree, while the

rest of the data is set aside to validate the result.

One of the simpler decision tree learning algorithms is the ID3 algorithm [110].

ID3 constructs a decision tree top-down, beginning at the root of an empty tree. To
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determine what test to use at any given node in the decision tree, ID3 calculates the

entropy (or homogeneity) of the data. Given a collection of data containing both true

and false labels, the entropy of the set can be calculated by:

Entropy(S) = −p(t) log p(t) − p(f) log p(f) (2.2)

where p(t) is the proportion of true examples, and p(f) is the proportion of false

examples.

The general approach of ID3 is to calculate the entropy of the data at each node

of the tree, and choose a test that will split the data in a way that minimizes the

entropy of the child nodes. If the entropy of the data at a node is below a threshold,

then ID3 creates a leaf node and labels it with the majority value of the data at the

node. Further refinements of ID3 include algorithms that post-prune trees to avoid

overfitting, converting trees to a series of if-then rules, and efficiently learning trees

online from a stream of incoming data.

For a more in-depth introduction and more details on decision tree algorithms,

see any one of [44, 62,100].
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Related work

Related work to this thesis can be roughly divided along two axes. The first axis

splits related work by the problem domain, either fault fault management in Internet

services and other large-scale systems, or fault management in the context of other

systems. The second axis splits related work by the approach, either statistical tech-

niques such as our statistical monitoring, or non-statistical techniques. Together, this

places related work into three loosely-defined, broad categories, which we explore in

this chapter.1

3.1 Statistical analysis for Internet service man-

agement

The category of related work closest to our own is that of using statistical techniques

to help reason about or manage Internet services. This is a relatively young area of

research, having begun in the last several years. However, there are several significant

projects.

At Hewlett Packard Labs, Cohen et al. developed metric attribution, correlating

SLA violations in Internet services with monitored metrics within the system [38,133].

In effect, when something is going wrong, they are able to give a list of metrics, such

1A fourth category in this taxonomy of applying non-statistical techniques to problems outside
Internet services is only distantly related work, and omitted from this chapter.

30
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a high load on the database or drop in network traffic along a link, which are highly

correlated with the an externally visible SLA violation. This work is most related

to our fault localization work, except that they apply correlation techniques to find

metrics related to the underlying problem, but without requiring any tracking of

dependencies between components and end-user requests. At the same time, they do

assume the existence of a simple fault detector, such as a check for SLA violations,

and might have a more difficult time correlating metrics for rare or minor failures,

such when a fault affects only a small number of end-user requests.

In [39], Cohen et al. extend this work to use the results of metric attribution as a

signature for failures. That is, he suggests identifying failures using the list of metrics

correlated with the failure. He evaluates several interesting uses of these signatures,

including searching for related problems in the past or in other systems, and tying

together failures over time to identify recurring problems.

Also at Hewlett Packard Labs, Project5 uses signal-processing techniques to re-

construct likely runtime paths that flow through a distributed system [1]. Using only

observations about timing information of communication between individual compo-

nents, Project5 uses two algorithms, a convolution algorithm and a nesting algorithm,

to compute causal connections between input and output messages to a component,

and thus piece together runtime paths, including average timing information. Unlike

our runtime path instrumentation, these techniques work in black-box environments

where there is no access to the software of the system. While the convolution al-

gorithm only provides performance information about the majority behavior of the

system, and cannot deduce information about specific requests or request behaviors

in the minority, the nesting algorithm can identify these anomalous paths. While

Project5 does not itself attempt to detect or rank anomalies in the system, through

its nesting algorithm, Project5 can provide the observational data required for an

anomaly detector, including the fault detectors we describe in this dissertation.

In [12], Bod́ık et al. detect failures in Internet services by looking for changes

in user behavior. They use a combination of statistical analysis to highlight po-

tential anomalies and clever visualization to improve operator’s confidence in their

techniques. Analysis of HTTP logs from a real site, they were able to detect several
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failures, sometimes significantly before existing processes noticed the problem. By

analyzing user behavior, they avoid the problem of instrumenting the Internet service

itself. In its goal of improving fault detection, this work is the closest to ours. The

primary differentiator between our goals is that [12] develops a system primarily for

use by operators, whereas we develop a system that can provide information to either

operators or further stages of automatic fault localization and recovery.

The Magpie project, developed at Microsoft Research Cambridge aims to extract

representative models of a system’s resource usage and behavior for the purpose of

performance modeling and debugging [9,10]. First, Barham et al. use fine-grained in-

strumentation, such as interrupts, thread context switches and network packet trans-

fers, within the operating system to track extremely detailed resource usage charac-

teristics for requests, and then use a middleware- or application-specific schema to

translate their observations into the equivalent of a very detailed runtime path. Once

these runtime paths have been captured, Magpie uses data clustering techniques to

discover representative runtime paths that express a compact model of the system’s

overall behavior. Like our own approach, Magpie’s instrumentation is determinis-

tic, while the analysis of their data is statistical. The major difference between our

work is that, while the goal of our work is to detect and localize failures, including

application-level problems, Magpie concentrates on characterizing system behavior,

with a specific focus on performance modeling.

At U.C. Berkeley and EBay, Chen, Zheng et al. use a decision tree learning ap-

proach for fault localization,very similar to ours [30]. While Chen et al. assume the

existence of pre-labeled data (i.e., failed or successful requests) and do not attempt

fault detection before localizing a problem, we believe that their exploration of deci-

sion trees is complementary to our own work, and could easily be adapted to use the

output of our fault detectors as the labels on their data.

At NEC Labs, Jiang et al. have taken our own Pinpoint prototype, and replaced

our PCFG-based path-shape analysis with one based on multi-resolution learned au-

tomata [75]. We, as systems researchers, are particularly excited that researchers

in the machine learning community are taking our systems problems and looking

for better algorithms to solve them. When we began to cast our problems into the
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machine learning domain, this is exactly what we hoped would happen.

Applying control theory to dynamically adapt system behavior is a topic of con-

siderable interest, especially in the context of autonomic computing, IBM’s initiative

to build self-managing and self-configuring systems. In [108], Parekh et al. demon-

strate how to apply classical control theory to managing the performance of a system,

and empirically validate their approach by applying their controller to a Lotus Notes

groupware server.

3.2 Other techniques in Internet service manage-

ment

There are many problems in Internet service management, including fault detection

and localization that can benefit from improved architectures and more complete and

careful observation and analysis of system behavior. In this section, we review some

of these non-statistical techniques for improving Internet service management.

ARMOR is a software-based fault tolerance environment for managing failures in

the context of critical systems such as financial, health and telecommunications sys-

tems [6,129]. The goal of ARMOR is to detect failures and repair them in componen-

tized systems built to the Chameleon ARMOR architecture. ARMOR takes a layered

approach to fault detection, with many fault monitors watching each component of

an application. The layers are categorized by the degree of application-integration

and application-specific knowledge used by the detector. The first level of detectors

are assertions and livelock checks that are built into a component at design time.

The second level of detection is done at the local machine level. Here, process exit

status and heartbeats are used to determine whether a failure has occurred. Level

three and four fault detection protocols include cross-machine failure detection, such

as signature checking to avoid data corruption and byzantine agreement protocols.

While the ARMOR system can detect a wide range of failures, detecting application-

level failures does require an a priori understanding of the application functionality

at each node, and the insertion of assertion checks within components.

There has been extensive literature on event correlation systems [13,116], mostly
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in the context of network management. There are also many commercial service

management systems that aid problem determination, such as HP’s OpenView [63],

IBM’s Tivoli [71], and Altaworks’ Panorama [2]. These systems mainly use two

approaches. The first approach uses expert systems with rules (or filters) input by

humans or obtained through machine learning techniques. The second approach uses

dependency models [36, 58, 132]. However, these systems do not consider how the

required dependency models are obtained. Usually, they require system operators

to input the dependency models in either a priori , or as required during system

monitoring.

To address the issue of creating dependency models, Brown et al. use active

perturbation of the system to identify dependencies and use statistical modeling of

the system to compute dependency strengths [16]. The dependency strengths can

be used to order the potential root causes, but they do not uniquely identify the

root cause of the problem, whereas our approach uniquely identifies the root case,

and is limited only by the coverage of the workload. The intrusive nature of their

active approach also limits its applicability in production systems. In addition, their

approach requires components and inputs to be identified before the dependencies

can be generated, which is not required in our approach.

3.3 Statistical techniques for management of other

systems

Recently, statistical analysis and machine learning techniques have begun to see sig-

nificant use in the general context of fault and problem management, across wide set

of domains.

Many approaches to intrusion detection rely on statistical techniques to search

for anomalies that might be signs of intruders [3]. On the surface, fault detection in

Internet services and intrusion detection share many similarities. However, seemingly

minor differences in the domain make significant differences. Primarily, intrusion de-

tection has a very low tolerance for false positives because the prudent responses to

a potential break-in are generally expensive—shutting down the system. In contrast,
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Internet services have cheaper responses available, such as quickly rebooting misbe-

having nodes. Other differences include the high workload on Internet services that

allows statistical techniques to build more complete models of acceptable behavior.

Together these differences make Internet services a more suitable environment for

applying statistical techniques to fault detection.

In the area of bug discovery, Engler et al. use pattern matching techniques to infer

correctness rules upon the source code of a large system. These rules can include,

for example, function-call ordering constraints, and requirements for locking critical

sections. Once these correctness rules are discovered, Engler et al. use them to search

for deviations from these rules within the source code [45]. Kremenek et al. continue

this work in [86, 87], using statistical analysis techniques to reduce the false positive

rate when searching for bugs in systems source code.

Anomaly detection has also been used to detect failures in many other kinds of

systems, outside the computer domain, such as in mechanical systems [122], nuclear

power plants [126], and cellular phone fraud detection [47].

To diagnose configuration errors in the Windows Registry, the Strider project uses

dynamic tracing of registry accesses by errant applications together information about

recent registry changes and typical change frequencies to help narrow down suspect

configuration settings and fix a problem [128]. A related project, PeerPressure, uses a

peer-comparison method to isolate configuration errors in individual machines within

a larger population [127].

Recently, Liblit et al. have proposed an approach they call statistical debug-

ging [92], where they advocate constant sampling of the code-level behaviors of end-

user software during normal execution. These behaviors include the results of con-

ditional tests, the return values of functions, etc. By discovering which of these

behaviors are most correlated with symptoms of a Heisenbug, statistical debugging

helps programmers understand and discover a bugs true cause.

In [85], Kompella et al. present an approach to fault localization in IP networks

using a model of shared risk. They model the potential fault points in the network

and what observable symptoms, such as alarms at particular routers, a fault at each

of these points might cause. Then, given a set of alarms observed over a short window
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of time, the problem of determining what fault point(s) likely caused the observed

failure symptoms can be reduced to a graph cover problem.

In [119], David Sullivan uses Bayesian networks to reason about software config-

uration and performance tuning in a database system. His technique uses a com-

bination of an expert-designed Bayes network with observations of system behavior

to build a controller that automatically adapts a database’s configuration to current

workload characteristics. In their experiments, the controller does quite well, exploit-

ing the configuration knobs of the system to improve performance in ways that even

the database’s own designers had not anticipated.

In the context of file systems, Mesnier et al. explore the problem of setting file

management policies to improve performance. The difficulty of this problem lies in

the number of policy settings, such as cache write-back times, file placement settings,

etc. based on assumptions of how a file will be accessed in the future. In [97],

Mesnier et al. apply decision trees to classify files and select appropriate storage

policies based on easily observable file attributes. They find that their prediction

accuracies often exceed 90% and improve file system performance without requiring

administrators to understand the expected file system workload.

Statistical inference techniques are slowly gaining acceptance in the systems com-

munity, and are being applied to a wider variety of tasks, not only in systems

management, but in other aspects of systems design. For example, in [42], Desh-

pande et al. apply statistical modeling to improve the performance and efficiency of

data-acquisition in wireless sensor network. They do so by using a learned statistical

model of the environment and environmental data to tailor a query plan to balance

the efficiency of sensor readings against the desired accuracy of the result. As sta-

tistical techniques continue to be applied in more varied domains, we hope that the

general experience and lessons presented in this dissertation may be of broader use.



Chapter 4

Monitoring dynamic system

behaviors

Despite operators’ best efforts at monitoring Internet services for signs of failure,

the time it takes to notice that a system is failing is often the largest component

in the overall time to recover from the failure. The difficulty is that many faults

often exhibit symptoms only at the application-level, and do not show symptoms,

such as machine crashes, that operators can notice easily. What this means is that

while end-users notice these high-level problems quickly, it can take minutes or hours

after a failure first occurs before operators notice. To help us detect failures faster,

we would like to know when the application-level functionality of the system has

changed. Unfortunately, measuring or monitoring this directly is impractical.

A key insight is that the software components within Internet services are usually

defined at a granularity tied to application functionality. While this is not true for all

software systems, it is common in Internet services because of software engineering

and scalability concerns. For example, in an e-commerce site, one software component

(or small group of software components) might be responsible for managing users’

shopping carts, while another might be responsible for the product catalog. Because

of this, how the internal components of the system interact with each other to service

end-user requests reflects the application-level functionality that the whole system

is providing. Thus, we can use this internal structure as a proxy for application

37
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functionality, and look for changes in it, in lieu of directly monitoring application

functionality, and without requiring a priori knowledge about the application.

Consider the example e-commerce site we described in Chapter 2. If the shopping

cart component in this site is communicating with the product catalog component,

there’s likely to be a semantic reason for the communication. By observing these

interactions in a live system, we can develop a model of likely correct functionality.

Because these behaviors reflect the semantics of the service, when these patterns

change, we can have a high confidence that the service’s high-level functionality has

also changed, indicating a possible failure. Noticing changes and outliers in these

patterns is a natural fit for anomaly detection algorithms. Note that in using anomaly

detection to analyze the structural behavior of a system, we are not deriving any

truth about the actual application-level functionality of the system, and effectively

side-stepping the thorny problem of representing and reasoning about the semantics

of an application.

There are many different kinds of structural behaviors that one can analyze to give

insight into application functionality and exploit to improve the management of an

Internet service. In this chapter, we first describe the general approach of monitoring

structural behavior. Then, we focus on two specific structural behaviors, component

interactions and path shapes, and explore how modeling and analyzing them can help

us detect failures in application functionality. Also, recognizing that not all systems

have the complex structure to allow analyzing structural behavior to be insightful

and useful, an additional section describes our experience detecting failures through

statistical monitoring of non-structural behaviors of components.

4.1 Monitoring and analysis procedure

Our approach for monitoring a system for anomalies (likely failures) can be divided

into a straight-forward three-stage process:

1. Observation: We capture the runtime path of each request served by the sys-

tem: This path is the ordered set of coarse-grained components, resources, and

control-flow used to service a client’s request. From these paths, we extract two
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specific low-level behaviors likely to reflect high-level functionality: component

interactions and path shapes.

2. Learning: We build a reference model of the fault-free behavior of an ap-

plication with respect to component interactions and path shapes, under the

assumption that most of the system is working correctly most of the time.1

3. Detection: We analyze the current behavior of the system and search for

anomalies with respect to our learned reference model.

During the observation phase, we capture the runtime paths of requests by in-

strumenting the middleware framework used to build the Internet service. As these

middleware frameworks wrap all the application’s components and manage their invo-

cations, instrumenting the middleware gives us the visibility we require. In addition,

by instrumenting a standard middleware, such as J2EE or .NET, we have the ability

to observe any application built atop it. Section 5.3.1 describes the instrumentation

used in our own testbed systems.

Before analyzing these observations, we “bin” our runtime paths by their request

type. By analyzing each type of request separately, we aim to improve the resilience

against changes in the workload mix presented to the Internet service. The degree of

resilience is determined by the quality of the binning function. In our testbed, we use

the URL of a request; a more sophisticated classifier might also use URL arguments,

cookies, etc. Of course, resilience against changes in workload comes at the cost of

hiding failures whose only symptom is a change in user behavior. This trade-off can

be explicitly managed by using a combination of binned and non-binned models to

monitor system behavior. We believe that to catch these failures, however, it is best

to use complementary techniques, such as [12], to explicitly monitor user behavior.

We learn a historical reference model to look for anomalies in components relative

to their past behavior, and a peer reference model to look for anomalies relative to

the current behaviors of a component’s replicated peers. As shown in Table 4.1, these

two models complement each other: a historical analysis can detect acute failures, but

1We refer to the fault-free behavior of a system instead of normal or correct behavior. We wish
to avoid confusion with the statistical definition of normal distributions; as well as the implication
of a formal proved correct behavior.
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Acute failure Existing failure

Partial system failure Historical and peer Only peer
Whole system failure Historical only Neither

Table 4.1: Categories of failures detected by historical or peer reference
models. We can categorize failures along two axes: (1) whether they occur acutely
or have always existed in the system; and (2) whether they affect the part of the
system or the whole system. This table shows which of these categories are detectable
by historical or peer reference models.

not those that have always existed in the system; peer analysis, which only works for

components that are replicated, is resilient to external variations that affect all peers

equally (such as workload changes), but a correlated failure that affects all peers

equally will be missed. Steady-state failure conditions affecting the whole system

would not be detected by either type of analysis.

To detect failures, we compare the current behavior of each component to the

learned reference model. The details of model representation and anomaly detection

are specific to the individual behaviors we monitor. We discuss these in more detail

in sections 4.3 and 4.4.

Once a failure has been detected, a separate policy agent is responsible for deciding

how to respond to discovered failures. While a full analysis of how to react to failures

is outside the scope of this thesis, one such policy agent is discussed and evaluated in

Chapter 8.2.

4.2 Basic system model and assumptions

We abstractly model an Internet service as a set of components interacting with

each other to service user requests. While the precise definition of components is

specific to an environment and system, the components of our model generally refer

to the hardware and software nodes within the Internet service. We use a slightly

abstracted concept of a request to represent the primary unit of work, as well as the

unit of success and failure, in an Internet service. These requests may be end-user

requests, or they may be work triggered internally in a service. In our model, the

structure of a request is essentially the ordered tree of components used to service
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the request.

In our model, all interactions between components are made in the context of

(and on behalf of) a specific request. This implies that if we are able to observe the

behavior of all requests in the system, we are also observing the entire behavior of the

system. The goal of the request abstraction is to encapsulate the smallest observable

unit of application failure or success.

An instance of component, such as a specific software process running on a specific

machine, is a physical component. Every physical component is also associated with

a component type or logical component. Thus, while we directly observe the physical

structure and behavior of a service, we can also reason about its logical structure

and behavior. We simply merge all physical instances of a component class into a

single logical component, and discard details about the physical components from the

request’s associated component tree.

To apply our statistical monitoring approach, we make several general assumptions

about Internet services and their behavior. First, our analysis of component-level in-

teractions fundamentally assumes that the behaviors we are observing are effective

surrogates of application-level functionality, and that a fault that causes the appli-

cation to seriously change its behavior will also cause noticeable changes in how the

system services requests.

A second general assumption allows us to easily build a model of the likely cor-

rect behavior of an Internet service: most of the time, most of the system is working

correctly. This allows us to use the majority of our observations to build a reference

model of likely correct behavior. While this assumption does not require the system

to be completely fault-free, it does mean that if we are only able to observe a system

while most of its components are failing, our reference models will represent incorrect

behavior, and could even lead to misclassifying correct behavior as faulty! Of course,

while Internet services are nowhere near perfect, we would hope that given a reason-

ably administered system and observations over a long enough period of time, that

our weak assumption would hold true.

We also make the following secondary assumptions about the system under ob-

servation and its workload:
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1. Component-based: the software is composed of interconnected modules

(components) with well-defined narrow interfaces. These may be software ob-

jects, subsystems (e.g., , a relational database may be considered a single, large

black-box component), or physical node boundaries (e.g., , a single machine

running one of the web server front-ends to an Internet service).

2. Request-reply: a single interaction with the system is relatively short-lived,

and its processing can be characterized through its runtime path.

3. High volume of largely independent requests (e.g., , from different

users): combining these allows us to appeal to “law of large numbers” argu-

ments justifying the application of statistical techniques. The high request

volume ensures that most of the system’s common code paths are exercised in a

relatively short time, allowing us to quickly and dynamically build accurate and

mostly-complete models of system behavior. This assumption does not hold for

some other applications of anomaly detection, such as intrusion detection in

multi-purpose or lightly-used servers, in which it is not reasonable to assume

that we can observe a large volume of independent requests.

In a typical large Internet service, (1) arises from the service being written using

one of several standard component frameworks, such as .NET or J2EE, and from

the clustered and/or tiered architecture [14, 72] of many such services. (2) arises

from the combination of using a component-based framework and HTTP’s request-

reply nature. (3) arises because of the combination of large numbers of (presumably

independent) end users and high-concurrency design within the servers themselves.

4.3 Structure #1: Component interactions

The first low-level behavior that we analyze is component interactions. An interaction

between components can be any method call, message passing, or call return that

crosses a component boundary and triggers some software execution. Specifically, we

model the interactions between a physical component and each component class in

the system.
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The intuition behind looking for anomalies in component interactions lies in the

fact that components in Internet services are defined at a granularity that is tied to

application functionality. This means that if we observe an interaction between two

components, we can assume that it is providing some functionality at the application-

level. If we observe this same interaction occur many times, we may believe that the

provided functionality is stable and perhaps an important part of the application. If

this interaction then disappears or changes, we can surmise that the application-level

functionality of the service must also have changed, and that this might indicate a

failure.

This component interaction analysis can allow us to notice gross failures in the

behavior of a component instance. For example, if a shopping cart component com-

pletely ceases to make method calls to a database, it is likely that the shopping cart

component is failing. However, more subtle failures in a component, such as the mis-

handling of a single request, are unlikely to provide statistically significant evidence

of a component failure. Nor will component interaction analysis point out individ-

ual requests that have failed. Some of these shortcomings are addressed through the

complementary analysis of path shapes, discussed in Section 4.4.

4.3.1 Modeling component interactions

We represent the interactions of a component instance as a set of weighted links,

where each link represents the interaction between a component instance and a class

of components, and is weighted by the proportion of runtime paths that enter or leave

a component through each interaction.

As a more formal example, assume a system is constituted of four classes of

components, A, B, C and D, shown in Figure 4.1(a). If bi is an instance of B,

we will model bi’s component interactions with three links: bi → A, representing how

often bi interacts with any instance of A; bi → C, representing how often bi interacts

with any instance of C; and bi → D, representing how often bi interactions with any

instance of D. Figure 4.1(b,c) show the models that result from the interactions.

We do not analyze interactions between two individual instances because in many

systems, this level of interaction is not identical across instances of a component.
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(a) Component in-
teractions

(b) Component in-
stance models

(c) Component class
model

Figure 4.1: Component interaction model. (a) A diagram of the interactions
between components b1, b2 and other classes in the system. (b,c) Component inter-
action models, based on the interactions in (a), for the component instances b1 and
b2, as well as the whole class of components B.

For example, some systems use a notion of affinity, where a component a1 will only

communicate with b1, a2 with b2, etc.

Because our analysis only considers the interactions between classes of compo-

nents, and not the interactions between physical instances, our analysis will not di-

rectly detect affinity-related failures. For example, our analysis would not detect low-

ered system performance due to an affinity relationship not being respected. However,

our analysis would detect a problem if an affinity error caused a failure of application-

level functionality. For example, if a request fails because a user’s current data is not

available on a node then we would expect to be able to detect the changes in compo-

nent interactions caused by this failure.

More generally, for a system with N component classes, the model of component

interactions consists of a set of N weighted links for each component in the system,

subject to the following constraints. First, |ci → Cj| <= 1, for all component in-

stances ci and component classes Cj. Secondly, if ci ∈ Cj, then |ci → Cj| = 0.

Finally, ∀ci,
∑N

j=1
|ci → Cj| = 1.

We generate our historical reference models of component interactions by aver-

aging the weights of links through them over time. Our peer reference model is
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generated by averaging the current behaviors of replicated peers in the system.

4.3.2 Detecting anomalies in component interactions

We detect anomalies by measuring the deviation between a single component’s current

behavior and our reference model using the χ2 test of goodness-of-fit:

Q =
k∑

j=1

(Nj − wj)
2

wj

(4.1)

where Nj is the number of times link j is traversed in our component instance’s

behavior; and wj is the expected number of traversals of the link according to the

weights in our reference model. We calculate wj as |j|N , where N is the total num-

ber of link traversals observed involving the observed component. If the observed

component behavior matches our reference model exactly, then Nj = wj.

Q is our confidence that the fault-free behavior and observed behavior are based

on the same underlying probability distribution, regardless of what that distribution

may be. The higher the value of Q, the less likely it is that the same process generated

both the fault-free behavior and the component instance’s behavior.

We use the χ2 distribution with k − 1 degrees of freedom, where k is the number

of links in and out of a component, and we compare Q to an anomaly threshold based

on our desired level of significance α, where higher values of α are more sensitive to

failures but also more prone to false positives.

One of the primary advantages of using the χ2 test of goodness-of-fit is the fact

that it is a non-parametric and distribution-free test. This allows us to apply it to our

observations of component interactions without assuming that this data follows, for

example, a normal distribution. However, the χ2 test does not take into account any

a priori margin for error. That is, we cannot ask whether our observations match our

model plus or minus some percentage error, but only whether or not our observations

might match our model exactly. This means that as we gather more observations,

even the smallest variations in system behavior will eventually become statistically

significant. In some ways, this is a positive feature, allowing us to detect even small

changes in system behavior, but ideally, we would have the ability to control this
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behavior, to test explicitly whether our observations show a statistically significant

deviation beyond some acceptable error ε as compared to our model.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and the Anderson-Darling (AD) tests are also non-

parametric and distribution-free tests of goodness-of-fit. However, unlike the χ2 test,

KS and AD operate on non-binned data, and would be a poor fit to our naturally

binned counts of component interactions. Another alternative is to use a simple

similarity or distance measures, such as the Jaccard similarity coefficient. A function

such as Jaccard can be used to measure the similarity or dissimilarity between current

observations and fault-free behavior. However, these distance measures generally do

not have a statistical grounding, and in our initial experience, have not proved as

useful as χ2.

4.4 Structure #2: Path shapes

A path is the set of components, resources, and control flow associated with the

processing of a user request. While earlier conceptualizations of paths in Scout [102]

and Ninja [57] primarily defined paths as a static data flow, we extend paths to

include runtime properties as well. In this context, a path is the ordered set of

physical components (or component instances) and resources dynamically chosen to

satisfy a request.2

A path’s shape provides the same dynamic information about a request, but dis-

regards information about component instances and specific physical resources; in-

cluding instead information about the component classes and types of resources used

to satisfy a request.

We use the term “request” in a broad sense to mean a unit of work. This includes

both requests that require responses, such as HTTP requests from end-users and those

that do not, such as one-way messages. Our definition of paths is trivially extended

to include requests triggered internally by a system, as opposed to being triggered by

an external workload.

2Scout defines a path as “a logical channel through a multi-layered system over which I/O data
flows within a single host.” Ninja defines a path as “a flow of typed data through multiple services
across the wide area.”
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There are two requirements for the monitoring of runtime paths to be possible

and useful. First, it must be possible to associate a unique path with each distinct

request. For example, if the same request is handled by many components across

different, possibly distributed, processes, we must be able to associate the work done

by these many components with the triggering request.

Second, to be a useful unit of analysis, a path must represent a relatively coarse-

grained (and complete) unit of work. This is the case in most Internet services, where

the relatively high latencies of a wide-area network and the simple interaction model

of web browsing precludes extremely fine-grained units of work. It is not the case,

however, for all systems, such as remote procedure call (RPC) servers where more

complicated client-side software may initiate many requests of a server to complete a

single unit of work.

Path shapes capture a different aspect of system behavior than component inter-

actions. While component interactions represent how a single component behaves as

it processes many requests, path shapes capture how a single request is processed

by many components. This also makes it likely that different kinds of faults can be

detected by analyzing these two structural behaviors.

One kind of failure that can be detected via path shape analysis, but not by

component interactions, would be an occasional error that affects only a few requests

out of many. Since few requests are affected, the fault would not significantly change

the weights of the links in a component interaction model. Path shape analysis,

however, could detect anomalies in the individual paths. As a converse example,

consider that it is normal for a password-verification component to occasionally reject

login attempts. Path shape analysis of a request that ended in a login failure would

therefore not be considered anomalous in its own right, even if the login was rejected

erroneously. However, if the password-verification component was rejecting too many

login requests, then a component interaction analysis would detect an anomaly.

4.4.1 Modeling path shapes

We represent the shape of a path in a call-tree-like structure, except that each node in

the tree is a component rather than a call site. i.e., calls that do not cross component
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R1,1 : S → A p = 1.0 R3,2 : B → C p = 0.2
R2,1 : A → B p = 0.66 R3,3 : B → CB p = 0.2
R2,2 : A → BB p = 0.33 R3,4 : B → $ p = 0.2
R3,1 : B → CC p = 0.4 R4,1 : C → $ p = 1.0

Figure 4.2: Path shape model. Top left: a set of three inter-component call paths
through a system consisting of three component types (A, B, C). Top right: Call paths
1 and 2 have the same shape, while 3 is different. Bottom: PCFG corresponding to
this collection of paths. S is the start symbol, $ is the end symbol, and A, B, C are
the symbols of the grammar.

boundaries are hidden.

We model a set of path shapes as a probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) [95],

a structure used in natural language processing to calculate the probabilities of differ-

ent parses of a sentence. A PCFG consists of a set of grammar rules, Rij : N i → ζj,

where N i is a symbol in the grammar and ζj is a sequence of zero or more symbols in

the grammar. Each grammar rule is annotated with a probability P (Rij), such that

∀iΣjRij = 1. The probability of a sentence occurring in the language represented by

that grammar is the sum of the probabilities of all the legal parsings of that sentence.

In our analysis, we treat each path shape as the parse tree of a sentence in a

hypothetical grammar, using the component calls made in the path shapes to assign

the probabilities to each production rule in the PCFG. Figure 4.2 shows an example

of a trivial set of path shapes and the corresponding PCFG.

To build a historical reference model, we build a PCFG based on a set of path

shapes observed in the past, and our peer reference model from the path shapes

observed in the last N minutes. In both cases, we want to be sure that our models

are based on enough observations that we capture most of the different behaviors in

the system.
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4.4.2 Detecting anomalous path shapes

Once we have built a reference model, we use it to calculate an anomaly score for

subsequently observed path shapes. To calculate this score, we start at the root of

the tree of component calls in a path shape and compare each transition in the tree

to its corresponding rule Rij in our PCFG:

∑

∀Rij∈t

min(0, P (Rij) − 1/ni) (4.2)

where t is the path shape being tested, and ni is the number of production rules

in our PCFG where the left-hand side is N i. The simple intuition behind this scor-

ing function is that we are measuring the difference between the probability of the

observed transition, and the expected probability of the transition at this point. We

use this difference as the basis for our score because in these systems, we have found

that low probability transitions are not necessarily anomalous. Consider a PCFG

with 100 equally probable rules beginning with N i and probability 0.005 each, and 1

rule with probability 0.5. Rather than penalize the low-probability 0.005 transitions,

this scoring mechanism will calculate that they deviate very little from the expected

probability of 1/101. Figure 4.3 shows how this scoring function separates fault-free

paths from faulty paths in one experiment.

Because rare requests can result in rare (anomalous) path shapes, it is expected

that in a large system there may always exist a small number of requests that are

assigned relatively high anomaly scores. To decide whether there may exist an actual

failure requires an additional step of processing to look at the rate of anomalies across

many requests.

After scoring our path shapes, if more than αn paths score above the (1 − n)th

percentile of our reference model’s distribution, we mark these paths as being in-

dicative of a true failure in the system. For example, any path with a score higher

than any we have seen before (i.e., above the 100th percentile) will be marked as

likely faulty requests. Similarly, if α = 5 and 1% of paths suddenly score higher than

our historical 99.9th percentile, we will mark these 1% of paths as likely faulty, since

0.01 > 5 ∗ (1 − 0.999).
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of path shape scores. The left graph is a histogram of
path shape scores during fault-free operation. The right shows the scores when we
cause part of the system to misbehave. Some requests fail as a result, and are clearly
separated from the successful requests by our scoring algorithm. This data is taken
from our experiments with the Petstore 1.3, described in Chapter 5.

Here, the α coefficient allows us some degree of control over the ratio of false

positives to true-positives. All other things being equal, we would expect to have less

than 1

α
of our anomalous paths to be false positives when a failure occurs.

Alternatives

Before settling on our PCFG scoring function (Eq. 4.2), we also tried and discarded

two scoring functions used in natural language processing: first, taking the product of

the probabilities of all the transition rules and, second, taking their geometric mean.

While the former had an unacceptable bias against long paths, the latter masked

problems when only a small number of improbable transitions were exercised.

Together with Peter Bod́ık, we have used one-class support vector machines (SVM)

to detect anomalies in the path shapes and component interactions we captured in

our experiments. While SVM worked as well as our χ2 test of goodness of fit for

detecting anomalies in component behaviors, standard SVM techniques did not work

well when analyzing path-shape behaviors. A core step in an SVM analysis is to

compute the similarity score (a dot-product-like function called a kernel method)

between two paths. However, in the case of path-shapes, a good anomaly detector

must not only detect differences in a path, but also estimate how significant those
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differences are. While our PCFG scoring method does this with its calculation of the

deviation from expectation, the standard SVM tree-comparison techniques do not.

An SVM analysis that allowed for feature-weighting might improve the SVM analysis

of path shapes.

Formal derivation of an anomaly score

While the anomaly score (Eq. 4.2) is not well-grounded in a strict mathematical sense,

a more formal derivation of an anomaly score rooted in decision theory (Eq. 4.3) gives

us a similar (though not identical) scoring function.

λ =
P (x|SUCCESS)

P (x|FAILURE)
(4.3)

To decide whether an observed path x is anomalous or not, we compare the

probability of our observations occurring in the context of a successful request and

in the context of a failing request. We set our decision-boundary at λ = 1, where we

choose to believe the request succeeded if λ < 1, and we choose to believe the request

failed if λ > 1.

Taking the log of Equation 4.3, we have:

log λ = log P (x|FAILURE) − log P (x|SUCCESS) (4.4)

We can directly calculate log P (x|SUCCESS) from our probabilistic context free

grammar. For convenience, we also replace log λ with λ′, setting our decision bound-

ary at λ′ = 0. This gives us:

λ′ = log P (x|FAILURE) − log PCFG(x) (4.5)

What remains is to calculate P (x|FAILURE). Since we cannot make any state-

ments about likely behavior, it seems reasonable to make an assumption of simple

uniform behavior, such that:

P (x|FAILURE) =
∑

∀ti∈x

1

ni

(4.6)
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where ti ranges over all transitions in the path shape x being tested, and ni is

the number of possible behaviors at this transition point—or equivalently, ni is the

number of production rules in our PCFG where the left-hand side N i equals the

left-hand side of the transition ti.

We can further refine this by smoothing the calculation of P (x|FAILURE) to

account for the possibility of previously unseen behaviors occurring during a failure:

P (x|FAILURE) =
∑

∀ti∈x

1

ni + 1
(4.7)

This leads to the anomaly score:

λ′ = log
∑

∀ti∈x

1

ni + 1
− log PCFG(x) (4.8)

Empirically, using the PCFG function to calculate the probability of a path has a

bias against long paths. However, this anomaly score removes that bias by using as

a comparison point the probability of a faulty long path occurring.

4.5 Monitoring non-structural observations

While most Internet services have a significant amount of observable structure that is

ties to the functionality they provide, not all distributed systems share this property.

When a system does not have an observable structure, its structural behavior is not a

reflection of the functionality it provides, or its structure is just too simple or constant

to provide useful insights, then we must monitor alternative behaviors to help detect

failures in the system and its components.

One such system is a clustered hash table (CHT) [56, 70, 93]. A CHT acts as a

single-key lookup data store, where keys and data are distributed across a cluster

of machines. Clients of CHTs generally access data within the CHT by sending a

single key query. While there are many implementations of CHTs, generally, one or

more nodes of the CHT have part or all of the data matching the query. Nodes of

the CHT can respond independently or coordinate their actions to serve the client

request. Writes can be slightly more complicated, but generally involve either locating
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all existing copies of a key and overwriting their values completely, or writing new

copies of a key across the CHT and invalidating older versions.

These CHTs generally have a very simple structure and few, if any, complicated

interactions between nodes to reflect high-level functionality. This is no different in the

specific systems that we wish to monitor, session-state management store (SSM) and

DStore. In these two systems, the primary interactions occur between a thin library

residing at the client and individual nodes of the CHT system. In particular, no multi-

hop interactions occur while serving a client request, and it is normal behavior for a

CHT node to either send a message back to a client (if it has data) or to silently ignore

the message (if it is too busy or does not have data). This means that monitoring

these interactions for changes is not likely to lead to a good failure detector.

In this section, we look instead to monitoring for alternative symptoms of failure.

We describe statistics that are easy to collect, and likely to be early indicators of the

kinds of failures that we might expect will affect the primary purpose of a CHT, such

as disk usage, memory usage, and message response activity.

While we present in this section the simple statistical techniques we use to analyze

these non-structural observations, we should note that more sophisticated techniques

do exist and may be more suitable in many applications. We discuss these simple

techniques here and evaluate them in Section 5.9 as a proof-of-concept that statis-

tical monitoring of non-structural behaviors can aid fault detection at times when

structural behaviors may not.

4.5.1 Activity Statistics

Activity statistics, e.g., the number of processed writes, represent the rate at which a

node is performing some activity. Activity statistics are primarily a function of current

workload. This means that, in a system with high load and well-functioning load

balancers, activity statistics should be comparable across peer nodes. A node whose

activity statistics are significantly different from its peers is likely to be functioning

differently, and possibly failing.

If the workload on the system is known to be stable or only slowly-changing

over time, we can also compare current activity statistics to short-term or long-term
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historical activity rates.

Since clustered hash tables can be deployed on a relatively small number of nodes,

we calculate the median absolute deviation of the activity statistics. This metric is

robust to outliers even in small populations, and lets us identify deviant activity

statistics with a low-false positive rate.

4.5.2 State Statistics

State statistics represent the size of some state, such as the length of a message

queue, or the amount of memory being used by a node. These statistics can be more

complex than activity rates, varying in periodic patterns as a result of past state,

current workload, and periodically scheduled tasks within the node. For example, if

the software on a node is written in Java, the amount of memory it is using tends

to grow until the garbage collector is triggered to free memory; then, the pattern

repeats. Unfortunately, we do not know a priori the period of this pattern—in fact,

we cannot even assume a regular period.

To discover the patterns in the behavior of state statistics, we use the Tarzan

algorithm for analyzing time series [78]. For each state statistic of a node, we keep

an N-length history or time-series of the statistic. We discretize this time-series

into a binary string. To discover anomalies, Tarzan counts the relative frequencies

of all substrings shorter than k within these binary strings. If a node’s discretized

time-series has a surprisingly high or low frequency of some substring as compared

to the other node’s time series, we say that this statistic implies that the node is

potentially faulty. This algorithm can be implemented in linear time and linear space,

though even our simpler non-linear implementation provides sufficient performance

to monitor a small number of nodes.

4.5.3 Combining statistics

Since we monitor several different statistics, we have the equivalent of several anomaly

detectors: one anomaly detector for each monitored statistic. This leads to the obvi-

ous question of how to combine the results from these monitors. A simple strategy
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is to decide that a node may be faulty if more than some threshold N of its statis-

tics appear anomalous. If N = 1, then our monitor combination is very sensitive,

marking a node as faulty if any of its statistics appear anomalous. This makes the

combination very aggressive, but also prone to false positives. At the other extreme,

setting N = |total#monitors| makes our combination very conservative, requiring all

statistics to be anomalous before we will believe that the node may have failed. This

setting makes our combined monitor more resilient to false positives, but will likely

detect fewer failures.

In our experiments, described in Chapter 5, we empirically found that setting

N = 3 provided a good balance between aggressive fault detection and protection

from spurious alarms. However, this setting was not very sensitive. For example,

we found that false positives rarely, if ever, caused more than 2 statistics to appear

anomalous at any time; and that true failures generally caused 6 or more statistics to

appear anomalous at once. This suggests that any setting between N = 3 and N = 6

would have provided similar performance.

More complex combination schemes may also be considered, such as the summing

individual anomaly scores instead of their boolean output, weighting the influence

of individual statistics, and attempting to filter out duplicate or correlated statistics

from consideration.

4.6 Summary

This chapter described the application of statistical monitoring to detect failures

in Internet services. In the context of complex Internet service environments, with

their large workloads and rapidly changing systems, statistical monitoring has several

important features:

• Operators and developers are not required to write either a model of correct

behavior, or explicitly test changing application functionality. A model of prob-

ably correct behaviors is learned automatically through on-line observation of

the Internet service. Learning these models automatically depends on the weak

assumption that most of the system is working correctly most of the time,
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and eases deployability and reduces maintenance requirements when monitor-

ing rapidly changing, poorly understood systems.

• Under certain assumptions, structural behaviors can act as proxies for applica-

tion functionality, allowing us to monitor for changes in functionality without

understanding the application’s semantics. The two behaviors we discuss in

this chapter, component interactions and path shapes, are defined under the

assumptions that component boundaries are defined at the granularity of appli-

cation functionality, and that interactions between components occur to provide

some high-level function.

• We can also extend statistical monitoring to non-structural behaviors in systems

without significant structure. In these cases, we look for monitorable metrics

that are likely to change in anticipated failure modes.

• Monitoring the online behavior of a system with a significant workload can

help us substantially avoid the test coverage problem presented by high-level

application test suites. The need for artificially generated and executed tests of

functionality is removed by monitoring system behavior under the load of many

users. These users are constantly exercising the important pieces of the service,

and by tracking how their requests are serviced, we monitor exactly the com-

ponents and interactions of the application that the users are depending upon.

Moreover, our monitoring occurs in the most realistic environment possible, the

real system itself, and allows us to notice changes in system behavior caused by

the open-ended workload.



Chapter 5

Evaluating fault detection

In this chapter, we test our statistical monitoring approach to failure detection. We

present experiments that test failure detection capabilities, failure detection time, and

susceptibility to false alarms during normal day-to-day operations.

To test fault detection rates, we use our prototype statistical monitor, Pinpoint, to

monitor the structural behaviors within a widely-used middleware framework (J2EE)

for building Internet services [98]. We inject various faults and errors into applica-

tions running on top of this middleware, and evaluate how well Pinpoint detects and

localizes the resultant failures.

We also connect Pinpoint to a clustered hashtable, and monitor its non-structural

behaviors as we inject a number of failures. Finally, we have obtained log data

captured during several serious failures at a large Internet service, and apply statistical

monitoring techniques to validate their applicability to real-world failures.

5.1 Metrics

To measure how well our approach detects the failure of a system, we use the met-

rics of recall and precision, two metrics borrowed from information retrieval research

(Figure 5.1). When searching for items belonging to some target population, re-

call measures the proportion of the target population that is correctly returned, and

precision measures the proportion of returned items that actually match the target

57
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Figure 5.1: Metrics of recall and precision. Given a set of actual faults (A), and
a set faults detected by some monitor (B), the correctly detected faults (C) will be

the intersection of sets A and B. Recall can be calculated as |C|
|A|

. Precision can be

calculated as |C|
|B|

.

population. In our context, perfect recall (recall=1) means that all faults are detected,

and perfect precision (precision=1) means that no false alarms were raised.

Sometimes, we also refer to recall as the fault detection rate. We use the term

miss rate to refer to the proportion of undetected faults, e.g., 1 − |C|
|A|

.

Another common metric of fault detector efficacy is the false positive rate or false

alarm rate. This metric measures how often a monitor mistakenly raises an alarm

when no fault is actually occurring. In the context of Figure 5.1, the false alarm rate

can be calculated as |B|−|C|
tperiod

, where tperiod is the period over which we have observed

the set of actual failures and reported failures. The related metric of the false negative

rate, or miss rate, can be calculated as |A|−|C|
tperiod

. As measurements of false positive and

false negative rates are highly dependent on the rates of failures, system changes and

other events in a specific environment, we do not attempt to measure them. Instead,

we focus on how well our approach detect different kinds of faults, irrespective of their

rate of occurrence.

A final important metric is the time to detect a failure. Failure detection time is

simply defined as the time between the first occurrence of a fault and the first report

of its detection by our monitor. However, in an uncontrolled environment, this can be

difficult to measure, since we often know only when we detected a fault, not when the
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fault first occurred. In our experiments, we are able to measure fault detection time

by using our first injection or triggering of a failure as the base point for calculating

the time taken to detect the problem.

Later, in Chapter 7, we describe how to use the metrics of recall and precision in

the context of fault localization.

5.2 Prototype

The core of Pinpoint is a plugin-based analysis engine with a simple dataflow oriented

architecture. Data-flow architectures are a natural fit for analyzing streaming data,

such as dynamic observations of system behavior. However, building efficient data-

flow infrastructures that are well-suited for statistical analysis and machine learning

algorithms is an area of on-going research [131]. We do not claim significant nov-

elty in the architecture of our prototype, and simply describe our architecture for

completeness.

In our system, we use record collections to represent sets of data, such as obser-

vations, intermediary results of an analysis, or the final output of analysis. Each

record in a record collection wraps around an opaque Java object, allowing plugins

to associate arbitrary metadata with each object.

Plugins are active code modules that (generally) operate on record collections.

Plugins can read data from record collections, as well as write data to and remove

data from record collections. Plugins can be triggered to run whenever a record

collection changes, or can simply be run on a periodic basis.

While plugins and record collections can be dynamically created, the initial con-

figuration of the analysis engine is defined using a simple XML-based configuration

file. We have found that an important benefit of using a plugin-based analysis engine

is the ease of experimenting with new analysis techniques and modifying implementa-

tion details by simply copying and modifying existing plugins and configuration. This

allows us to experiment with new analysis code while still enabling easy code reuse

and leaving original plugins and configurations untouched and in working condition.
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Figure 5.2: Analysis pipeline for anomaly detection in component interac-
tions.

Figure 5.3: Analysis pipeline for anomaly detection in path shapes.

The analysis pipelines for generating models of likely correct behavior and detect-

ing failures in component interactions is shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.2 shows the

analysis pipeline for path shapes. For simplicity of presentation, some minor details

are removed,such as helper plugins for debugging and various stages of reconstructing

runtime paths from observations.

In both analysis pipelines, we see the same basic stages of a) binning the incoming

runtime paths by type; b) loading a model for each bin; c) extracting a type of

structural behavior from the paths; d) comparing the extracted behavior to each

model to generate an anomaly report per bin; and e) merging the anomaly reports

from all bins together into a single final report.

Most of these stages can be parallelized for scalability. When analyzing path

shapes, the processing of incoming paths, extraction of path shapes and comparison

of a path shape to a model are easily parallelizable as each incoming request can be

analyzed separately. To parallelize the analysis of component interaction models, we
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have to separate the extraction of component interactions from the collection of these

interactions into a component behavior model. The analysis step that is most difficult

to parallelize is the building of our path shape and component interaction models,

since building a model fundamentally centralizes observations from across our system

into a single model. However, we can still parallelize the building of the different

models for each of our behaviors and bins of runtime paths. Also, since our models

are based on the majority behavior of the site, our model-building should tolerate

heavy sampling, if necessary, to aid in the scalability of our model generation.

5.3 Testbed Internet service

In this section, we describe the setup of our testbed platform. We have instrumented

a popular middleware platform to gather the behaviors we observe, deployed several

applications atop our platform, and injected a variety of faults and errors to test the

detection capability of Pinpoint. Though our testbed is not perfect, notably because

of its small size, we have attempted to make it as realistic as possible.

5.3.1 Instrumentation

We have instrumented the JBoss version 3.2.1 open-source implementation of the

J2EE middleware standard which provides a standard runtime environment for three-

tier enterprise applications [74, 98], as described in Section 2.1.3. JBoss is widely

used: it has been downloaded from SourceForge several million times, was awarded

the JavaWorld 2002 Editor’s Choice Award over several commercial competitors, and

according to one study [11], offers better performance than several competitors as well.

More than 100 corporations, including WorldCom and Dow Jones, are using JBoss

as an important piece of their computing infrastructure. According to a 2004 survey,

JBoss is in wider commercial deployments than competing application servers [21].

In the presentation or web server tier, our instrumentation captures the URL and

other details of an incoming HTTP request, and also collects the invocations and

returns for used JSP pages, JSP tags, and servlets. In the application tier, which

manages and runs the Enterprise Java Bean modules that make up the core of the
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application, we capture calls to the naming directory (used by components to find

each other) and the invocation and return data for each call to an EJB. Finally, we

capture all the SQL queries sent to the database tier by instrumenting JBoss’s Java

Database Connection (JDBC) wrappers.

When a client request first arrives at the service, the request tracing subsystem

is responsible for assigning the request to a unique ID and tracking it as it travels

through the system. To avoid forcing extra complexity and excessive load on the com-

ponents being traced, the tracing subsystem simply reports whenever an important

event occurs, such as a request’s entry into or exit from a component. These events

are later collated into a complete history of the request’s path through the system.

We track unique request IDs with a requests computational processing by stor-

ing the ID in a thread-specific local variable during local computations. Whenever

a request is about to cross a component or machine boundary, e.g., via a remote

method invocation (RMI), we retrieve the current unique ID from this thread-specific

variable and pass it along with the request. With the assumption that components

do not spawn new threads, and that all the component entry and exit points are

instrumented, this scheme allows us to correctly associate a single unique ID with

all the processing that occurs on its behalf. In a system where components spawned

their own threads, we would likely have had to instrument the thread creation classes

as well.

Whenever we observe an event, we capture six pieces of information: (1) a unique

ID identifying the end-user request that triggered this action; (2) an event number,

used to order events within a request; (3) whether the observed event is a component

call or return; (4) a description of the component being used in the event (e.g.,

software name, IP address, etc.); (5) timestamp; (6) any event-specific details, such

as the SQL query string. These observations are reported asynchronously across the

service, and gathered at a central logging and analysis machine. We use the unique

request IDs and event numbers to recreate the path that each request took through

the system. A sample observation record is shown in Figure 5.5.

Minor refinements significantly improve the performance of this instrumentation
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Figure 5.4: JBoss instrumentation points. This figure shows the typical flow of
a user request through the pieces of our instrumented JBoss testbed. Stars and gray
backgrounds mark middleware components and protocols that we have modified for
our instrumentation framework. Our instrumentation does not require any changes to
applications, including presentation layer JSP tags and application-layer EJB compo-
nents, or the storage layer database. Not shown in the figure are our instrumentation
points for the Java messaging service (JMS) and the Java naming server (JNDI).

scheme. First, we modify our instrumentation to only periodically report static infor-

mation, including component descriptions and some event-specific details, and modify

the logging machine to cache this static information. In addition, minor modifications

would be necessary to correctly handle reporting of asynchronous requests.1.

Our instrumentation is spread across several sites within the JBoss code. Each site

instruments one type of component (EJB, servlet, etc.) and required changes to only

1–3 files. Each instrumentation site required 1–2 days of graduate student time to

implement and debug. In our instrumentation, we make observations asynchronously,

and drop observations rather than hurt the performance of the system. Table 5.1

summarizes the code changes we made to JBoss.

Using asynchronous reporting of observations on a single-node system, our unop-

timized implementation can maintain full instrumentation without dropping obser-

vations at a steady rate of 75 clients, and can tolerate bursts of up to 300 clients

1Instead of reporting a 〈unique ID, counter〉 tuple to identify each observation, we would have to
report a triple of 〈unique ID, asynchronous branch ID, counter〉 Whenever an asynchronous message
is sent a new, unique asynchronous ID would have to be created. Without reporting this triple of
information, it would be difficult or impossible to order observations of an asynchronous request.
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[Observation: [

eventType = component use

requestId = 1062313694989_1532882574

sequenceNum = 0

originTimestamp = 1062313694989

collectedTimestamp = 1062313718254

originInfo = {java.vm.vendor=Sun Microsystems Inc.,

os.name=Linux,

type=servlet,

program.name=run.sh,

os.version=2.4.20-perfctr,

java.class.version=48.0,

java.vm.info=mixed mode,

jboss.server.name=petstore-backend-1,

os.arch=i386,

java.vm.version=1.4.0-b92,

ipaddress=169.229.50.206,

java.specification.version=1.4,

java.vm.specification.version=1.0,

hostname=x6.Millennium.Berkeley.EDU,

name=class org.mortbay.jetty.servlet.Default}

rawDetails = {}

attributes = {observationLocation=org.mortbay...ServletHolder,

stage=METHODCALLBEGIN}

Figure 5.5: A sample observation for a call into the JBoss ServletHolder
container for J2EE servlets. Servlet holders only have a single invoke() method,
so this observation point does not bother to report the method name. This observation
has already been merged with the cached static details about the component and its
environment.
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Subsystem Description Modified
files

Added
Lines
of
code

Notes

HTTP server Assigns unique IDs
to incoming requests

1 54 Also logs IDs and
HTTP status for
visibility

Servlets Records servlet entry
and exit

1 23

Database
wrapper

Reports SQL state-
ments as they are ex-
ecuted

3 243

Naming server Reports name reg-
istrations, directory
lookups and results

2 135

Remote
method in-
vocation

Transmits request ID
along with remote
call

3 88

Java messaging
service

Reports use of asyn-
chronous messaging
service and assigns
unique IDs to asyn-
chronous requests

3 42

EJB compo-
nents

Reports EJB entry
and exit

1 255 Implemented as a
plugin interceptor
to JBoss

JSP tags Reports JSP tag us-
age

3 66

Table 5.1: JBoss instrumentation details. Details of the minimal impact of our
JBoss instrumentation. In addition to our instrumentation points, we also wrote
a 1200 line helper library used across most instrumentation points. All together,
instrumenting the 56k-line JBoss system required only 2100 additional lines of code,
much of it error checking and braces.
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for minutes at a time (with subsequent queuing delays in reporting observations).

Using synchronous reporting, our observations are not subject to queuing delays, but

does increase request latency by 2 − 40 ms depending on the length of the path,

and degrades system throughput by 17%, from 25 to 29 requests/sec on our baseline

testbed.

The majority of our performance costs come from our use of Java serialization

as the basis of our network transfer protocol. However, the deployment of commer-

cial instrumentation packages such as Integritea on large sites such as Priceline.com

suggests that this relatively coarse-granularity of instrumentation is practical if some

engineering effort is focused on the implementation [123].

5.3.2 Applications and workload

We deployed three different applications in our testbed platform:

• Petstore 1.1 is Sun’s sample J2EE application, which simulates an e-commerce

web site (storefront, shopping cart, purchase tracking, etc.). It consists of 12

application components (EJBs and servlets), 233 Java files, approximately 11k

lines of code, and stores its data in a Cloudscape database. The primary ad-

vantage of this application is that we have been able to modify the original

application to distribute its presentation and business logic across a cluster of

machines.

• Petstore 1.3 is a significantly rearchitected version of Sun’s initial application.

This version includes a suite of applications for order-processing and supply

chain management. It consists of 47 application components, 310 files, 10k

lines of code, and also stores its data in a Cloudscape database. Because of its

new architecture, we were unable to cluster Petstore 1.3, though we do run the

application, database and analysis engine on separate machines. However, its

increased functionality makes it an interesting application in our testbed.

• RUBiS is an auction web site, developed at Rice University for experimenting

with different design patterns for J2EE [26]. The complete RUBiS package
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contains over 500 Java files and over 25k lines of code. More relevant for our

purposes, RUBiS has 21 EJB components and several servlets. RUBiS stores

its product catalog, user database and transaction information in a MySQL

database. The RUBiS application is not easily clustered, though, like Petstore

1.3, we run the application, database and analysis engine on separate machines.

RUBiS comes with its own load generator that simulates a user browsing the auc-

tion web site with a state transition matrix. This transition matrix represents the

probability of moving from any one interaction (e.g., searching for an item) to another

(e.g., purchasing an item). Each load generator can simulate a variable number of

clients, with each client running in its own thread within the load generator. Between

requests, clients pause for a randomized think time, generated from a negative expo-

nential distribution borrowed from the TPC-W benchmark [125]. The load placed

on the testbed by RUBiS’s load generator is controlled by varying the number of

simulated clients.

We built our own HTTP load generator for our Petstore applications. The Petstore

workloads presented by our load generator simulates traces of several parallel, distinct

user sessions, with each session running in its own client thread. A session consists of

a user entering a site, performing various operations such as browsing or purchasing

items, and then leaving the site. We choose session traces such that the overall

workload fully exercises the components and functionality of the site. As in RUBiS’s

load generator, each client pauses for a think time between requests, and load is

controlled by varying the number of simulated clients.

In our load generator, if a client thread detects an HTTP error, it retries the

request. If the request continues to return errors, the client quits the trace and

begins the session again. Our load generator will also reset its session if it finds

that the next URL being requested is not reachable from the current page; this can

happen, for example, if an error causes part of the service to fail. Our recorded traces

are designed to take different routes through the web service, such that a failure in a

single part of the service will not artificially block all the sessions early in their life

cycle.
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Note that the errors that affect the playback of traces are an easily detectable

subset of the failures that we are trying to detect with our fault monitor. Many failures

will cause the load generator to stop a trace several requests after the failure originally

occurs. Also, many failures are only noticeable by the load generator because it has

knowledge through the session traces of the URLs which should be appearing in

the server’s returned HTML. Of course, changing the server application would likely

require updating our load generator session traces as well.

While our synthetic workload is very regular, our discussions with multiple large

Internet services indicate that this regularity is realistic. One site reported that their

aggregate user behavior at any time is generally within 1-2% of the behavior at the

same time in the previous week, with the exception of major events such as holidays

or disasters. Also, while we would like to validate that the scale of the workload

in our testbed environment is comparable to the workload per machine in a typical

Internet services, we have found that such request rate information is considered to

be highly confidential, as it is related to the customer base of an Internet service, and

are unfortunately unable to publish a comparison.

Unless otherwise indicated, when we deploy these applications, we run our obser-

vation collector, the application, the database and the load generator each on separate

machines. Our clustered version of Petstore 1.1 runs with one front-end node and

three middle-tier nodes.

5.3.3 Fault and error load

The stated goal of Pinpoint is to detect application-level failures, as described in

Section 2.3. Since we detect failures by looking for changes in application behavior,

we have tried to choose fault and error loads which will cause a variety of different

reactions in an application.2 We believe one of the primary factors that determines

how an application will react to a problem is whether the system was designed to

2As presented in Section 2.2, by generally accepted definition [4], failures occur when a service
deviates from its correct behavior, for some definition of correctness. An error is the corrupt system
state that directly caused the failure. A fault is the underlying cause of the system corruption. In our
experiments, we both inject faults (such as source code bugs) and errors (such as directly through
Java exceptions). In the rest of this thesis, we use the term “fault injection” to include both fault
and error injection.
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handle the failure or not. Thus, our injected faults and errors include those that

a programmer building a system should expect, might expect, and likely would not

expect.

To inform our choice in fault and error loads, we surveyed the studies of system

failures discussed in Chapter 2, as well as the faults injected by other researchers in

their experiments [34,66,104]. While some experiments focus on a range of byzantine

faults, we found that most the faults injected concentrated on problems that caused

program crashes and other obvious failures, as opposed to triggering only application-

level failures.

The faults and errors we inject are:

Java exceptions: Because Java coerces many different kinds of failures, from I/O

errors to programmer errors, to manifest as exceptions, injecting exceptions is

an appropriate method of testing an application’s response to real faults. To test

an application’s response to both anticipated and possibly unexpected faults,

we inject both exceptions that are declared in component interfaces and unde-

clared runtime exceptions. Note that both kinds of exceptions can sometimes

be normal and other times be signs of serious failures.

Naming directory corruption: To simulate some kinds of configuration errors,

such as mislabeled components in a deployment descriptor, we selectively delete

entries from the Java Naming Directory server (JNDI). The effect of this error

is that future lookup requests for the deleted entries will fail, as if the lookup

request, component’s deployment information, or naming server was misconfig-

ured.

Omission errors: To inject this error, we intercept a method call and simply omit

it. If the function should have returned a value, we return 0 or a null value.

While omission errors are not the most realistic of the failures we inject, they

do have similarities to some logic bugs that would cause components to not

call others; and to failures that cause message drops or rejections. Moreover,

omission errors are unexpected errors, and how well Pinpoint detects these
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problems may give us insights into how well other unexpected faults will be

detected.

Overload: To simulate failures due to the system overloads of a flash crowd or

peak loads, we adjusted our load generators to overload our testbed. In our

system, the first signs of an overload came at the database tier, with database

queries timing out.

Source code bug injection: Even simple programming bugs remain uncaught

and cause problems in real software [114, 120], so introducing them can be

a useful method of simulating faults due to software bugs [34]. We injected

these bugs into the Petstore 1.3.1 application using an automated bug injector

that we wrote for the Java language. We use the Polyglot extensible compiler

framework [106] as a base for a Java-to-Java compiler that can inject several

different simple bugs, summarized in Table 5.2. While these are all minor

bugs, evidence suggests that no bug is so trivial that it does not occur in real

software [65]. Some of the more common (but much more involved) source code

bugs we did not inject include synchronization and deadlock issues and subtle

API incompatibilities.

For our experiments, we first generate an exhaustive list of the spots where a

bug can be injected within a component, after eliminating locations in unused

code. Then, we iterate over these “bug spots” and inject one bug per run of

the application. At runtime, we record when this modified code is exercised to

track what requests may be tainted by the fault. Section 5.4.1 describes the

effect of some of these bugs.

Empirically, we have found that several kinds of low-level hardware and OS faults,

such as memory corruptions, CPU register bit-flips, and I/O errors do not often

manifest as application-level failures that would otherwise go unnoticed [23, 93], and

therefore we do not inject these classes of faults in our experiments. These faults

usually either have no visible effect on system operation, or cause easily visible process

crashes or machine hangs. While bit-flips and memory problems can cause application

data corruption, as reported in [50], simple explicit checks, such as checksums, are
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Bug Type Description Code changes Num

Loop
errors

Inverts loop condi-
tions;

Good: loop{ while(b){stmt;}
Bad: loop{ while(!b){stmt;}

15

Mis-
assignment

Replaces the left-
hand-side of an
assignment with a
different variable

Good: i = f(x);
Bad: j = f(x);

1

Mis-
initialization

Clear a variable ini-
tialization.

Good: int i = 20;
Bad: int i = 0;

2

Mis-
reference

Replaces variables
in expressions with
a different but cor-
rectly typed variable

Good: Avail = InStock −
Ordered;

Bad: Avail = InStock −
OnOrder;

6

Off-by-one E.g., replaces < with
<= or >= with >

Good: for(i = 0; i<count; i++)
Bad: for(i = 0; i<=count; i++)

17

Table 5.2: Overview of injected source code bug types and injections. None
of these bugs are detected by the Java compiler.
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Figure 5.6: A masked failure in Petstore 1.1. During an Inventory database
failure, Petstore 1.1 attempts to mask the problem, showing items as back-ordered,
instead of displaying an error

more likely to reliably detect these corruptions. This is feasible because, when the

data is first created, there exists a known good state of the memory, and a checksum

can be calculated. Unfortunately, this known good state does not exist for application

behavior in general.

We expect that exceptions and omissions are extremely likely to affect the struc-

tural behavior of an application, while source code bugs may or may not cause changes

in the application structure. By injecting this range of faults, we test both whether

our algorithms detect anomalies when the application’s structural behavior changes,

and whether more subtle faults that cause user-visible errors are also likely to change

the application’s structural behavior.

Together these injected faults cause a variety of errors in our testbed. As an

example of a mild failure, faults injected into the InventoryEJB component of Petstore

1.1 are masked by the application, such that the only user-visible effect is that items

are perpetually “out of stock” (see Figure 5.6).3 At the other end of the spectrum,

injecting an exception into the ShoppingController component in Petstore 1.3 prevents

the user from seeing the website at all, and instead displays an internal server error

for all requests (see Figure 5.7).

The final part of our fault injection methodology is the verification that the faults

3The InventoryEJB component manages the descriptions of items and their availability in the
store.
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Figure 5.7: An unmasked failure in Petstore 1.3. Petstore 1.3 does attempt
to mask some serious failures, such as a problem in the ShoppingController. Any
attempt to access the site results in this obvious error.

we inject actually cause user-visible errors. We do this in our experiments by modi-

fying our load generator to verify all the HTML output of an application with MD5

hashes from fault-free runs. To make this verification feasible, we force our dynamic

applications to produce mostly deterministic output by resetting all application state

between experiments and by running a deterministic workload. In addition, we

write special-case filters in the load generator to canonicalize any remaining non-

deterministic output, such as randomized order numbers, before hashing. When the

HTML returned by the service fails its MD5 check, this failure is recorded in the load

generator’s logs, and the load generator attempts to continue with the session.

Even though we are in control of the fault injection, it is not trivial to determine

which client requests in an experiment are actually failing. Component interactions

and corrupted state or resources can all lead to cascading failures that cause requests

to fail even when we do not explicitly inject faults into them. As our ground-truth

comparison, we mark a request as having failed if (1) we directly inject a fault into

it; (2) the request causes an HTTP error; or (3) the returned HTML document fails

our MD5 hash.

For the majority of our experiments, we collected application traces from Java

exception injections, omission faults, and source code bug injection experiments. Due

to the time it takes to run these experiments, we collect these traces once, then analyze

them off-line. In addition, we injected JNDI corruption and overload failures, and

analyzed the failures in real-time.

In practice, we expect Pinpoint to be deployed as a real-time monitor. We believe

real-time monitoring using statistical techniques is feasible since the bottleneck of our
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analysis system is not the statistical techniques. When running on-line experiments,

such as those described later in Chapter 8, the bottleneck of our analysis is our

unoptimized instrumentation of JBoss. If we take the instrumentation bottleneck out

of the critical path of our analysis by analyzing recorded observations of behavior

off-line, we are able to process the 5 minutes of data captured in our experiments in

less than a minute with even our unoptimized Java monitor, indicating that real-time

monitoring with statistical techniques is feasible.

No fault injection scheme can accurately mimic the variety and effects of failures

that occur in the real world. However, given the number and breadth of failures

we have injected into our applications and our use of an enterprise-ready middleware

software as the base of our testbed, we have confidence that the application’s behavior

following a failure realistic, even though the fault itself is artificially caused.

5.3.4 Comparison monitors

To evaluate Pinpoint’s ability to detect failures, we implemented several types of

monitors for comparison. Here we describe our implementation and experience with

various kinds of low-level and application-specific monitors. Since we do not have

real users generating workload on our site, we do not include business-level metrics

monitors to watch for changes in user behavior.

HTTP monitoring

Our own load generator doubles as a straightforward HTTP monitor, recording when-

ever any of its requests generates an HTTP error, such as an HTTP 500 response, an

indication of an internal server error. At Internet services, HTTP return codes are

readily available through internal web server logs. In addition, third-party monitor

such as those provided by Keynote Systems [80], can monitor the status of HTTP

requests they initiate.

To ease the comparison of our HTTP monitor’s fault detection to Pinpoint’s, we

modified our Internet service to return each request’s unique ID to the load generator

as an extra HTTP header. This allows our load generator to record the unique IDs
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of the requests it believes have failed, and compare that list directly to Pinpoint’s

results.

HTML monitoring

Our load generator also acts as an HTML monitor, searching for obvious signs of

failures within the HTML document returned by a web application. Specifically,

our simple HTML monitor scans for the appearances of the keywords “error” and

“exception” in the HTML text. This is designed to detect explicit error messages

displayed by an application, as well as Java exceptions being propagated to the HTML

of a document. In our applications, this monitor does not generate any false positives.

In general, however, such a simple monitor would detect false positives when the words

“error” or “exception” occurred naturally on a page, such as when a bookstore was

selling a book about failures, or a discussion forum for users asking for help solving

their problems.

Exception monitoring

To compare Pinpoint to a simple Java exception monitor, we modified the Java run-

time classes to detect when exceptions were created. Whether an exception is consid-

ered to be a failure depends on both the kind of exception and where in the program

it manifests. E.g., an end-of-file exception is normal at the expected end of a file, but

a failure condition in the middle of the file.

Though we expected that some exceptions would be raised during normal op-

eration of the system, we were surprised by the degree to which this is true. We

found that even a fault-free run of Petstore 1.3.1 on JBoss generates over 27k Java

exceptions during startup, and another 35k Java exceptions under client-load for 5

minutes. We analyzed these exceptions and found that no one type of exception

(declared, runtime, core java.lang exceptions, application exceptions, etc.) accounted

for these apparently “acceptable” exceptions (see Table 5.3). Furthermore, many of

the exceptions that were thrown were the same kind of exceptions that are thrown

during real faults, e.g., we saw over 10k ClassNotFoundExceptions. This variety of

exceptions comes from many benign causes: FileNotFoundExceptions occur while
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Class Count Num. of types

java.∗(other than java.lang) 14154 (52%) 11
java.lang.∗ 12083 (44%) 16
javax.∗ 809 (3%) 8
org.apache.∗ 116 (0%) 2
org.jboss.∗ 60 (0%) 6
other 28 (0%) 2
Total 27250 (100%) 45

(a) Number of normal observed exceptions, categorized by Java class

Description Count
Declared 20015 (73%)
Runtime 7203 (26%)
Throwables, errors, and unknown 32 (0%)

(b) Number of normal observed exceptions, categorized
as declared or runtime exceptions

Table 5.3: Summary of exceptions observed during a normal run of JBoss.
We found a large variety of exceptions occurring during normal operation, with no
simple classification to distinguish between “acceptable” and exceptions that occur
during true failures. For example, java.lang.NullPointerExceptions, a common
exception during true errors, occurred 575 times during normal operation.

searching for optional configuration files; and ClassNotFoundExceptions occur when

searching for a Java class through a chain of class loaders—if the class is not found in

one class loader’s context, the system searches for it with the next class loader. Be-

cause of the quantity and variety of benign exceptions, however, we concluded that

building an application-generic exception monitor was not feasible for this class of

system.

Log monitoring

Log monitoring is a common error detection mechanism in deployed systems. Though

not as involved as application-specific test suites, log monitors are still system- and

application-specific, usually requiring operators to write regular expression searches
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to match potential errors in server log files. We wrote a simple log monitor, searching

for “ERROR” messages, in our testbed’s application log, and found that it detected

“failures” in almost all our experiments, including false alarms in all of our fault-free

(manually validated) control experiments. After some study, we concluded that dis-

tinguishing these false alarms from the true failures was non-trivial, and disregarded

these log monitoring results from our comparison.

Other monitors

Since we are purposefully injecting non-fail-stop faults, we did not implement a low-

level ping or heartbeat monitor. As none of our injected faults, including our overload

experiments, caused our servers to crash or hang, we can assume that these ping and

heartbeat monitors would not have noticed any of our injected faults.

Nor do we include application-specific test suites in our comparison, since deciding

what application functionality to test would have been the determining factor in

detecting many of these failures, as a test suite can be engineered to detect almost

any expected failure. Additionally, Pinpoint’s main improvement in comparison to

application-level monitors is not strictly its ability to detect failures, but it’s ability

to detect failures using low-maintenance, application-generic techniques.

5.4 Fault detection rate

Our fault detection experiments measure the recall of our Pinpoint fault detector

across the various kinds of faults we inject, described in Section 5.3.3. The results

of our systematic fault detection experiments are summarized in Figure 5.8. Both

path-shape analysis and component interaction analysis performed well, detecting

70-90% of most of the different kinds of faults we injected, as compared to a 25-50%

fault detection rate for our comparison monitors. The one exception is source code

bug injections, which were much harder to detect by all our Pinpoint monitors and

comparison monitors. We discuss source code bugs in detail in Section 5.4.1.

In addition to the fault detection experiments summarized in Figure 5.8, we ran

several experiments injecting naming server corruptions while running the RUBiS
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application, as well as overloading our testbed system with more clients than it could

handle. In these tests, Pinpoint correctly detected each of these types of faults. In

the case of the overloaded fault, our testbed database would usually saturate before

the rest of the system, causing exceptions in the middleware (timeouts, etc.) when

attempting to contact the database. Pinpoint correctly noticed these anomalies,

usually discovering anomalous behavior in the database table “component” or the

entity beans responsible for mediating application communication with the database.

Studying these results, we find that the detection rates for Pinpoint’s analyses

present significant improvements over the other monitors, reducing the miss rate

by 30-70%. The combined Pinpoint monitors are strictly better than the combined

comparison monitors. That is, no fault detected by either of the comparison monitors

is missed by the combined Pinpoint monitor.

To better understand what kinds of failures Pinpoint detected and did not detect,

we looked at several factors that might be affecting Pinpoint’s detection capability,

including the type of fault injected, the severity of the failure, and various aspects

of the components into which we injected the failure. We found one primary factor

for component interactions was the number of requests affected by the fault: major

failures, where more than 1% of requests were affected, were much more likely to

be detected than minor failures. This explains why component interaction analysis

did better detecting failures in Petstore 1.1 as compared to Petstore 1.3. The latter

application splits its functionality across more components, many of which are not

used frequently. While our analyses do not do as well detecting these failures, it is

possible that at least some of these effects are an artifact of our experimental setup.

With only ≈ 1000 requests per experiment, a minor failure affects fewer than 10

requests, and may not be noticeable by the dynamic thresholding algorithm of our

path shape analysis, or statistically significant for our χ2 test of goodness of fit in our

component interaction analysis. The effect of this limitation in on-line system would

be to increase fault detection times for failures in rarely exercised components, as the

monitor would have to wait for more requests to arrive before declaring an anomaly

with statistical confidence.

Other factors that reduced the effectiveness of component interaction analysis
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(a) Individual monitors

(b) Combined monitors

Figure 5.8: Comparing fault detection miss rates. The miss rate of Pinpoint’s
path shape and component interaction monitors is significantly better than the com-
parison monitors. Combined, Pinpoint’s monitors are strictly better than the com-
bined comparison monitors.
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included faults in components with little structural behavior, e.g., components that

never call other components. Similarly, path shape analysis did poorly when failures

occurred toward the end of a path, and therefore did not affect the path shape.

5.4.1 Source code bugs

Here, we delve into detail on the effects of the source code bugs we injected into the

Petstore 1.3.1 application, describing in more detail their impact on the system, and

Pinpoint’s performance in detecting them.

Most bugs caused relatively minor problems (such as an extra “next page” button,

where no next page exists) rather than major problems that would keep a user from

browsing the site and purchasing products. Overall, only a third of the bugs we

injected kept any user session from completing. Of the bugs that did keep sessions

from completing, almost all affected less than 50 sessions during an experiment. Only

one bug injection in the shopping cart code was more serious, causing all sessions (over

400) to fail.

After running these experiments, we found that path-shape analysis and compo-

nent interaction analysis did not do significantly better at detecting source code bugs

than the HTTP monitors:
Monitor Bugs detected

(of 41)

% detected

HTTP 4 10%

HTML 1 2%

Path shape (α = 2) 5 12%

Path shape (α = 4) 3 7%

Path shape (α = 8) 3 7%

Component interactions 5 12%

Upon inspection, the reason was that most of the software bugs that were injected,

even though they caused user visible changes to the output of the application, did not

cause major functional changes in the application, nor cause component-level changes

internally. This indicates that analyzing component interactions (either directly or

through path-shape analysis) is not likely to detect this class of simple source code
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bugs, and it may be fruitful to analyze other system behaviors as well.

Pinpoint’s analyses were able to detect bugs when they did change a component’s

interactions, however. For example, the bug with the most impact on user sessions

kept the shopping cart from iterating correctly over its contents. While this behavior

is internal to the shopping cart and not noticeable by itself, it had a secondary effect

that JSP tags in the presentation layer no longer had items to display and so stopped

iterating as well. As the iteration of JSP tags is visible by our instrumentation,

Pinpoint did notice this change, and reported that the JSP tags related to displaying

cart items were behaving anomalously.

5.5 Faulty request detection rate

Once we have detected a failure in the system, it can be important to estimate

the impact of the failure; that is, what kinds of requests and how many of them,

are failing. Determining which specific requests are failing gives us the ability to

judge the significance of the failure and possibly help narrow down a cause. Our

request-oriented path-shape analysis, as well as the HTTP and HTML monitors, can

help do this. Other monitors, including component-interaction analysis, many of low-

level heartbeat monitors and business-level metrics cannot directly identify individual

failing requests.

We evaluate failing request identification separately from failure detection because,

though dependent, they are separable issues. In particular, we can potentially detect

a fault in a system without identifying all (or even most) of the failing requests.

We apply the same general metrics of recall and precision which we introduced

earlier, except now we apply them to measure how well Pinpoint identifies faulty

requests given that a fault exists. In this context, perfect recall means that we have

identified all the true failing requests; and perfect precision means that we have not

mistakenly identified any successful requests as faulty.

Unlike our fault detection evaluation Section 5.4, we can measure both the preci-

sion and recall of identifying failing requests, since we have a variety of both failing

and successful requests in each of our experiments.
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Figure 5.9: The precision and recall of discovering faulty requests with
path-shape analysis as we vary α sensitivity. Here, we show how our sensitivity
threshold affects the number of requests correctly and incorrectly labeled across all
our Petstore 1.1 and Petstore 1.3 fault injection experiments. As expected, there is
a trade-off between high precision and high recall, but we also see that sensitivity
strongly affects precision, but has a less pronounced effect on recall. For comparision,
we also mark the precision and recall of our HTTP and HTML error monitors.

In Figure 5.9, we investigate how adjusting the α parameter affects the recall

and precision of our path-shape analysis. We see that our sensitivity threshold does

allow us some control over the precision and recall over the precision and recall of

our faulty request detector. While this figure shows the average recall and precision

across all of our fault injection experiments, it is worth noting that there is a heavy

bimodal distribution of detected and undetected failures in individual experiments.

That is, precision and recall in an individual experiment is either significantly better

or significantly worse than the average shown here, as illustrated in Figure 5.10.

Overall, we found our path-shape analysis does a good job of detecting faulty

requests without detecting false positives. It is worth noting that the faulty request

identification precision and recall values in this section are during anomalous periods.

Because of our dynamic thresholding, we can catch most faulty requests during these

times, (even if their individual PCFG scores are otherwise acceptable), and avoid

detecting false positives when the system is behaving normally.
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(a) HTML monitor (b) HTTP monitor

(c) Path-shape monitor, α = 4

Figure 5.10: Distribution of recall and precision in faulty request detection.
The distribution of recall and precision across experiments is strongly bimodal. In
some fault injection experiments, recall and precision are both zero, with no fault
being detected. In others, recall and precision are both high. We have added a small
degree of random jitter to our data points to show the density of their distribution.
Our path shape analysis monitor has a lower number of fault injection experiments
where no fault is detected is lower, as compared to HTTP and HTML monitoring,
though the latter have better recall and precision when they do detect a failure.
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5.6 Fault detection time

Another measurement of the efficacy of a monitor is how quickly it detects failures.

Machine crashes are usually detected by low-level monitors within seconds, while

higher-level failures can take longer to detect. When running application-level mon-

itors, how often a test suite is run usually determines how long it will take them to

detect failures. Business-metric monitors take many minutes to notice a failure, as

problems that affect business metrics can take some time to affect these indicators.

The most comprehensive fault monitor, customer service complaints, can take hours

to days to report failures, depending in the severity of the failure and how well a

customer service department is integrated with the technical staff of the service. Pin-

point’s goal is to detect the higher-level failures within the time scales of low-level

monitors.

To test the time to detection, we monitor the RUBiS application in real-time, and

arbitrarily picked one component, SBAuth, into which we inject failures.4 We measure

the time it takes Pinpoint to detect a failure by injecting an exception into SBAuth

and recording how long it takes for Pinpoint to notice a statistical significant anomaly

in RUBiS’s behavior. We also spot checked our results against fault injections in

several other of RUBiS’s components to ensure that we were not seeing behavior

unique to faults in SBAuth.

Overall, Pinpoint detected the failure within the range of 15 seconds to 2 minutes,

depending on the system’s and Pinpoint’s configurations. To explore what affects

Pinpoint’s time-to-detection, we repeated our experiment many times, varying the

client load, the periodicity with which Pinpoint checks for anomalies, and the amount

of immediate “history” Pinpoint remembers as a component’s current behavior.

At low client loads (e.g., 10 clients, or ≈ 85 requests/min), our injected fault is

triggered infrequently, causing Pinpoint to detect failures relatively slowly. Addition-

ally, the nature of the RUBiS load generator causes a high variance, as randomized

client behavior sometimes triggers faults rapidly and sometimes slowly. As shown in

Figure 5.11, increasing the load to 50 clients (≈ 430 requests/min) improves the time

4SBAuth provides user authentication services, verifying user names and passwords and returning
user IDs to the rest of the system.
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Figure 5.11: The time to detect a failure as we vary the client load on the
system.. The time to detection improves as more of the system is exercised with
more clients, then degrades as the extra load induces queuing delays in reporting
observations. In these experiments, the current component behavior is based on the
prior 15 seconds of observations, and Pinpoint searches for anomalies every 5 seconds.

to detection, and the variance across our experiments decreases. As we continue to

increase the client load, however, our time to detection begins to increase again. Due

to a performance artifact in our instrumentation of JBoss, placing too high a load

on the server causes observations to be delayed in the reporting queue, meaning that

at any given time, Pinpoint is not analyzing the current state of the system. At 100

clients (≈ 860 requests/min), detection of the failure is being delayed by 40 seconds.

Without either reducing load or dropping observations from the reporting queue, the

queue does not recover, and observation delays only increase over time. We believe

that a more efficient observation system that avoided reporting delays would allow

continued improvement with increased client load.

By decreasing the amount of history Pinpoint remembers to represent a compo-

nent’s current behavior, we increase Pinpoint’s sensitivity to changes in application

behavior. In short, changes in behavior can dominate the model of current behavior

more quickly if there is less “old” behavior being remembered. However, this affect

causes a much less pronounced affect on detection time than the client load.
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We also experimented with changing how often Pinpoint searches for anomalies,

but found that as long as the period was significantly less than our time-to-detection,

it was not a major factor in the time to detect a fault.

5.7 False positive rate

False positives can be a serious issue in anomaly detectors. In our analysis of Pinpoint,

we recognize two kinds of false positives: semantic false positives, where Pinpoint

correctly detects a change in system behavior, but this change is acceptable and

correct behavior, not a failure; algorithmic false positives, where our algorithms make

statistical mistakes, as the available information about system behavior incorrectly

classifies correct behavior as anomalous. 5

Alongside each of our fault detection experiments in this chapter, we ran control

experiments where we monitored a fault-free (and change-free) Internet system. In

none of these control experiments did Pinpoint show any false positives, leading us to

infer that Pinpoint is resilient to algorithmic false positives under stable workloads.

We did, however, notice algorithmic false positives when identifying faulty requests

during a failures, as discussed in Section 5.5, as well as algorithmic false positives in

the fault detection of non-structural behaviors, as described in Section 5.9.

As the rate of semantic false positives is tied to the rate of administrative action,

frequency of hardware and software updates, and other environment-specific factors

at an individual Internet service, we do not believe that we can realistically test the

rate of false positives in our testbed. We can, however, study Pinpoint’s resilience

to marking common day-to-day changes to a service as anomalies. To do just this,

we ran two case studies that involved the kinds of common system changes that are

likely to cause noticeable changes in system behavior.

5In addition to false positives, there is the separate issue of judging the importance or criticality
of a failure. Sometimes called impact analysis, this is basically the problem of determining whether
a true failure is worth fixing, and is not directly addressed by this dissertation. Some heuristics
for determining the importance of a true failure might incorporate the magnitude of the behavioral
change, how often the affected component is historically used, or the number of requests affected by
the failure. However, it is not obvious how well any of these heuristics would work.
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In our first case study, we significantly changed the load offered by our work-

load generator—we stopped sending any ordering or checkout related requests. In

our second case study, we upgraded the Petstore v1.3.1 to a bug-fix release, Petstore

v1.3.2. For both our path-shape and component interaction analyses, we used a his-

torical analysis based on the behavior of Petstore 1.3.1 under our normal workload.

Of course, we expect that major software upgrades will significantly change appli-

cation functionality and require Pinpoint to retrain its models of system behavior.

As discussed in Chapter 2, minor software upgrades, such as this bug-fix upgrade,

occur much more frequently, on the order of days or weeks, whereas major software

upgrades occur every few months.

In both of these studies, neither our path-shape analysis nor our component-

interaction analysis triggered false positives. In the workload-change case study, none

of the paths were anomalous—as to be expected, as they are all valid paths. And

though the gross behavior of our components did change with the workload, the fact

that we analyze component interactions in the context of different types of requests

compensated for this, and we detected no significant changes in behavior.6

In the upgrade to Petstore 1.3.2, we also did not detect any new path shapes; our

component behaviors did change noticeably, but still did not pass the threshold of

statistical significance according to the χ2 test.

Though not comprehensive, these two studies suggest that our fault detection

techniques are robust against reporting spurious anomalies when application func-

tionality has not significantly changed.

Despite Pinpoint’s apparent robustness against reporting algorithmic and seman-

tic false positives, we do not make the claim that false positives will not occur. Instead,

in Section 9.3, we argue that the problems caused by false positives can be avoided

if we can ensure that actions taken in response to false positives are inexpensive and

safe.

6As noted in 4.1, resilience to workload variation comes at the cost of not detecting failures whose
only visible symptom is a change in user behavior.
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5.8 Limitations

Here, we describe two limitations of Pinpoint that we have observed. The first is

a reconfirmation of one of Pinpoint’s assumptions. The second is a limitation we

discovered in analyzing components with multi-modal behaviors.

5.8.1 Request-reply assumption

We decided to test Pinpoint’s assumption of monitoring a request-reply based system

in which each request is a short-lived, largely independent unit of work by applying

Pinpoint to a remote method invocation (RMI) based application. While RMI is a

request-reply system, a single interaction between the client and server can encompass

several RMI calls, and the unit of work is not always well defined.

In our experiment, we monitored ECPerf 1.1, an industry-standard benchmark for

measuring the performance of J2EE implementations. ECPerf contains 19 EJBs and

4 servlets. Because running unmodified applications is one of Pinpoint’s goals, we

decided to use the simplest definition of a unit of work in the context of this system, a

single RMI call from the client to the server. This avoids the extra maintenance and

deployment effort required either to mark up a client-server interaction with explicit

begin-work and end-work markers or to understand the client-server interaction in

enough detail to interpret particular RMI calls as beginning or ending a unit of work.

Unfortunately, under this simple definition of a unit of work, most of the resultant

paths we captured end up being single component calls, with no structure behind

them. Thus, when we injected faults into ECPerf, there are no observable changes in

the path, since there was very little behavior in the path in the first place. When a

faulty component is called, we observe an incoming RMI and a return result, showing

the same behavior at a coarse-grain as when there is no failure.

Path-analysis did detect some anomalies in the system when we injected faults,

but these anomalies did not occur in the same RMI requests that we injected faults

into. Presumably, some state in the client was corrupted, and affected later RMI calls

that did have more structure behind them. The end result of detecting anomalies in

secondary failing requests, but not in the first request that failed is that it becomes
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more difficult to track down the root cause of a problem.

To generalize Pinpoint to an RMI-based system, we would have to expand our

definition of a path to encompass multiple interactions, though this would likely

entail application-specific tailoring.

5.8.2 Multi-modal behavior

We found another limitation of our component interaction analysis was the monitoring

of components with multi-modal behaviors. In this context, we use the term multi-

modal behavior to refer components which take on one of multiple behavior profiles,

each of which is considered correct, but all of which are significantly different from

one another.

While monitoring the clustered version of Petstore 1.1, one of the components we

monitored was the middleware-level naming service. This service has one behavior

mode in the front-end tier, where it mostly initiates name lookups, and another

behavior mode in the middle tier, where it mostly replies to lookup requests.

We found that in monitoring this component, with multiple modes of behavior de-

pending on the deployed location of the component instance, our method of modeling

component interactions was highly prone to false positives. In essence, our component

interaction model as described in Section 4.3.1 attempts to capture a non-existent av-

erage of the multiple modes, and subsequently detects all the components as deviating

from this average.

One possible solution to easing this limitation is to use a model that captures mul-

tiple modes of behavior, though this has the danger of mis-classifying truly anomalous

behavior as simply “another mode.” Another option is to extend the component-

identification scheme to differentiate between components placed, for example, in the

web tier vs. backend, thus allowing Pinpoint’s analysis to build separate models

for each. The difficulty with this latter option is to ensure that the naming scheme

captures the right details, without requiring extensive a priori knowledge of a com-

ponent’s behavior, and also to avoid splitting valid component groups apart to the

extend that the models lose their ability to validate behaviors across many peers.
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Statistics Description Type

NumElements Number of objects stored State
MemoryUsed Total memory used State
InboxSize Size of Inbox in last second State
NumDropped Dropped request in last second Activity
NumReads Reads processed in last second Activity
NumWrites Writes processed in last second Activity

Table 5.4: Metrics that are monitored to detect failures in SSM.

5.9 Fault detection with non-structural behaviors

In this section, we describe our experiences detecting failures by monitoring non-

structural behaviors in a semi-persistent clustered hashtable—a system whose struc-

ture would likely not vary in the face of many failures—using the techniques described

in Section 4.5. We present experiments run in the context the Session State Man-

agement (SSM) prototype [93]. Pinpoint’s monitoring has also been deployed in the

context of the DStore persistent clustered hash table. Details about Pinpoint and

DStore are available in [70].

SSM is a clustered hash table designed and optimized for storing user session

state within large scale Internet services. This session state requires persistence for

only a bounded length of time, and includes data such as a user’s shopping cart or

their recent searches. Clients of SSM, application software nodes within the Internet

service, store data on some number of SSM nodes in the cluster. How many copies

of the data are saved depends on the data’s durability requirements. Clients are

responsible for remembering where in the cluster their data is saved. The specifics of

SSM’s protocols decouple the performance and reliability of individual requests from

the performance and reliability of individual nodes in the SSM cluster. This allows

SSM nodes to be rebooted and managed as if they were stateless machines.

To monitor SSM, we made minor modifications to its core software to record and

report several metrics that we believed might show correlations with faulty behav-

ior. These metrics, shown in Table 5.4, included both state statistics and activity

statistics, as defined in Section 4.5.

These metrics are periodically (once every second) reported to a central Pinpoint
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analysis engine, which determines whether any nodes of the system might be acting

anomalously. If anomalous behavior is found, the offending node is rebooted, with

the goal of at least temporarily curing transient failures.

While SSM is able to gracefully tolerate performance failures in individual nodes,

we do wish to recover these nodes to prevent an eventual decay in overall system

performance. In the following benchmark, we ran an experiment with 6 SSM nodes

and 3 load generating machines, each sending approximately 450 requests per sec-

ond. We injected a performance fault into one of the nodes of SSM by introducing a

1ms sleep before handling each request. This performance fault simulates the kind of

failure that might occur because of software aging. Figure 5.12 shows the resulting

performance of the overall cluster as we inject this performance fault every 60 seconds.

Each time the fault is injected, Pinpoint detects it within 5-10 seconds and triggers

a recovery of the node through reboot. During both the performance fault and sub-

sequent recovery, all requests are serviced properly. This combination of automatic

fault detection and repair is a compelling example of autonomous recovery.

During normal behavior, some of the metrics we monitored did appear individu-

ally anomalous. However, our strategy of combining statistics, as described in Sec-

tion 4.5.3, successfully filtered these potential false positives out. We found that true

failures caused multiple metrics to appear anomalous simultaneously, and therefore

were not filtered out.

5.10 Experience in real environments

To validate the usefulness of using statistical monitoring for fault detection in real

environments, we have applied this approach to analyzing system and application

logs from two large Internet services.

5.10.1 Amazon.com

Amazon.com is a popular e-commerce site, and one of the largest such sites on the

Internet today, selling millions of items, from books and DVDs to apparel and toys.

Amazon.com provided us with samples of logs from a period of trouble-free operation,
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Figure 5.12: Detecting performance failures in a single SSM node. A 1ms
sleep is injected before each request. Pinpoint detects the failure within 5-10 seconds
and triggers a reboot of the faulty node. The white bands indicate periods during
which a fault is being injected into an SSM node. The width of each white band is
the time taken to detect a failure and trigger a reboot. As noted, the design of SSM
decouples the overall system performance from failures in any single node, hence the
stable overall performance during periods of fault injection.

as well as three sets of sample logs from three different periods of failure.

Amazon.com’s architecture is similar to the tiered architecture we described in

Chapter 2. The key points are that Amazon.com runs many distinct software services

that interact to fulfill user requests. Each software service is deployed on a, possibly

large, set of machines. We did not modify Amazon.com’s infrastructure or software

to collect our logs, and instead analyzed data that was already being collected.

Many software services at Amazon.com, including the front-end tier and many

of the backend services, collect some form of transaction record logging information

about the functions being performed at each service for each request. Figure 5.13

shows an illustration of the kind of information available in these logs.

While some of these transaction records are marked with a request ID, not all are,

and in the log samples we are analyzing, we do not have enough information to tie

transaction records across the system together into a complete record of the runtime

path used to service a end user’s request. Instead, we look to analyze the data in

these logs using a form of component interaction analysis.

Since we do not know what the most useful unit of failure might be, e.g., whether

it is hosts, processes, or something else that might be the best indicator of a fault,

we cast a broad net: we treat the value of each 〈key = value〉 pair as a potentially
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# information about the incoming request
URL = http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-form/...
ID = 1234567890
name = www.amazon.com

port = 80

# information about processing node
Hostname = internal host
# information about the processing of request
Methods = {methodA,methodB,methodC}
Time = 123 ms
# information on returned values
Size = 123 bytes
Status = 200

Figure 5.13: An illustrative example of the kinds of information available in
Amazon.com’s log format. Transaction records are formatted as 〈key = value〉
pairs. While some keys are standard across Amazon.com’s systems, other keys are
service-specific. This example lists the information that might be captured as a
request first enters the Internet service. At other tiers in the system, the logs might
include information about contacted databases or the type of software service being
called.
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significant component identifier. Some of these values may represent actual instances

of software or hardware components, while others may be more abstract entities,

such as protocol port numbers or even query strings. Not all of these entities will

prove useful, but at this point, we believe that the important ones will show their

significance in later stages of our analysis, while the unimportant ones will not.

We assert that if two component identifiers co-occur in the same transaction

record, then a potential interaction or relationship exists. By observing the co-

occurrences of component identifiers in many transaction records over time, we see

the true interactions reinforced, while occasional, circumstantial co-occurrences will

appear as noise.

At this point, we have almost enough information extracted from these logs, both

component identifiers and component interactions, to run our component interaction

analysis as described in Chapter 4. However, our analysis, and especially our peer-

based component interaction analysis, depends on knowing the component classes

in the system. Additionally, our historical analysis also has difficulties as many of

the component identifiers appearing in the logs are nominally transient (for example,

many search queries enter the system, but each of their URLs is different as each is

executing a different search). While we do not discuss it in detail here, suffice it to say

that we are able to extract a sufficient approximation of these classes using a data

clustering algorithm. The approach we take is similar to the approach we present

in Chapter 6 for extracting complex data structure definitions from the simple data

types of the Windows Registry.

Once we have this approximation of component classes and their membership in-

formation, we apply our component interaction analysis in a straightforward manner.

We take 5-minute-long snapshots of the transaction records in our sample logs, and

use each 5-minute snapshot to build a historical reference model of component be-

haviors. Rather than simply take an arbitrary snapshot (e.g., the first snapshot) as a

reference of believed good behavior, we assume simply that over time, it is likely that

most snapshots are will show good behavior. So, we use every 5-minute snapshot as

a reference model (and hence a point of comparison) for all of the following 5-minute
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snapshots.7

For convenience, we generate a single anomaly score for a snapshot by summing the

anomaly scores of all components across all comparisons to existing reference models.

More formally, for a snapshot st, reference models {r1, ..., rt−1}, and components C

existing in st, we calculate:

anomaly(st) =
1

t − 1

t−1∑

i=1

∑

c∈C

comparison(c, st, ri) (5.1)

where comparison(c, s, r) calculates a comparison function (such as χ2) between

the behavior of component c in s and the behavior of the same component in r. While

this summation does have some obvious biases, such as a bias against systems with

many unique components, it is useful for quickly visualizing trends of change. One

correction that we do make is to introduce a prior belief that there is no anomaly in

the system:

anomaly(st) =
1

t − 1 + k

t−1∑

i=1

∑

c∈C

comparison(c, st, ri) (5.2)

The constant k effectively reduces the influence of unrepresentative snapshots

taken early in the analysis process by discounting the anomaly score early in the

process. As t grows and we have built up more reference models, the influence of k

weakens, and in the limit, Eq. 5.2 approaches Eq. 5.1.

We analyzed sets of sample logs from each of three different historical failures. In

each of these cases, our analysis of the logs found detectable signs of anomaly at the

same time or earlier than Amazon.com’s existing detection mechanisms. In two of the

failures, shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15, the anomaly score jumped several orders of

magnitude during the failure. In the third failure, shown in Figure 5.16, the anomaly

score shows generally more noise and increases by only a single order of magnitude

during the failure. We also analyzed 2 hours of logs captured during a trouble-free

period showed a low level of background “anomaly-ness”, consistent with the levels

7In a real deployment one would eventually have to throw away old reference models, but because
our sample logs are only a couple hours long, we have the luxury of keeping and using all the models
we build as references.
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Figure 5.14: Anomaly calculations during a failure. The problem occurs at time
80, and shows precursors minutes earlier

Figure 5.15: Anomaly calculations during a second failure. This failure occurs
at time 40

of anomaly-ness during the non-faulty periods in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 but found no

spurious spikes. While we would have to analyze many days of logs to estimate a

false positive rate for our detection techniques, the lack of anomalies in these 2 hours

of logs captured during a fault-free period, as well as the non-faulty periods of our

other sample logs, is encouraging.

This analyses suggest that major failures in a real systems are detectable using

statistical monitoring, as well as suggesting two additional benefits:

• First, we found that statistical monitoring was able to detect a variety of dif-

ferent kinds of failures without requiring special knowledge of the application

or system, and without requiring special configuration to watch for particular

types of failures. That is, the same mechanism was able to detect failures in

different layers of the system, including the network, the database, and load bal-

ancer. In some cases, such as the database failure, statistical monitoring detects
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Figure 5.16: Anomaly calculations during a third failure. A failure occurs at
time 80. Background noise is high, but without analysis of additional logs, it is not
possible to tell whether this is related to the onset of a failure.

the failure even though we are not directly monitoring database behavior.

• Secondly, we found that in one of the three sets of logs we analyzed, our statis-

tical monitor noticed anomalous behavior 5-10 minutes before the failure was

noticed by Amazon.com’s current process. Given that this failure was repaired

within 20 minutes of being discovered, a 5-10 minute head start could have been

significant.

5.10.2 Large Internet service #2

In addition to applying statistical monitoring to analyze a kind of structural behavior

at Amazon.com, we have been able to apply our non-structural behavior analysis

to metrics captured at a second large Internet site. The captured metrics include

quantitative statistics such as response time and CPU usage. In this analysis, we

analyzed only activity statistics, such as response time and CPU usage, using the

median absolute deviation, as described in Section 4.5.

We analyzed metrics captured in real time from on the order of a hundred ma-

chines, and marked machines whose metrics were not matching their peers. While

our results are preliminary, we were able to detect a number of real failures. We

found that the nodes with the most significant deviations in their metrics were, upon

further investigation, failing. The failures we noticed included several that were not

detected by existing monitors at the site. As example of the variety of failures we

were able to detect, two of the underlying faults we found were a node whose hard
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drive was full and a rack whose network bandwidth was being hogged by a single

errant machine.

During this evaluation, we made several interesting observations. First, we found

that, as in our Amazon.com experiments, statistical monitoring was able to detect a

variety of underlying fault types without monitoring for each type of fault explicitly.

The implication is that we do not need to have significant a priori knowledge of a

site’s vulnerabilities to faults to be able to detect these failures. Secondly, we found

that in this site, it was common to have components that demonstrated bi-modal

behavior, confirming the limitations as described in Section 5.8 of building a model

based on the average behavior of the whole population of a class of components. In

this case, the bi-modal behavior was easy to recognize and filter. Solving this problem

in the more general case, however, remains a topic of future work.

5.11 Summary

This chapter described our evaluation of statistical monitoring applied to fault detec-

tion:

• In the context of our testbed Internet service, our prototype statistical monitor,

Pinpoint reduced the number of undetected faults by 30-70%, depending on

the specific class of fault. Moreover, in an online deployment, our prototype

detected failures within 15 seconds to 2 minutes, depending on client load.

• We find that injecting failures caused by simple source code bugs can have a

visible affect on Internet service output without causing interfering with major

functionality. In these cases, our statistical monitor does not detect significant

anomalies in system behavior, nor does it detect significantly more source code

bugs than alternative low-level failures.

• In our testbed, our prototype monitor showed resilience against false alarms

during common day-to-day system changes, such as extreme workload variations

and minor software upgrades.
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• We demonstrated that statistical monitoring of non-structural behavior can also

be a useful fault detector when a system does not have significant structural

behavior to analyze. We showed this in the context of Session State Manager

(SSM), a clustered hash table, where Pinpoint monitored for performance and

other failures. In this deployment, Pinpoint detected failures within 5-10 sec-

onds. Because SSM is designed to tolerate crash failures and reboots, we were

able to use Pinpoint’s alarms to trigger automated recovery of failed nodes

without harming the performance or functionality of the overall system.

• We discussed the early results of applying statistical monitoring techniques

to detect failures in real log data garnered from two large Internet services.

While preliminary, the results are also promising, demonstrating that statistical

monitoring can detect real failures in large systems without requiring a detailed

understanding of the system itself, without anticipating the specific kinds of

faults that might occur, and in at least some cases, without explicitly monitoring

the portions of the system that were the cause of the failure.

Together, we believe our experience supports our hypothesis that statistical moni-

toring can be an important tool for detecting failures in large systems. Specifically, the

properties of statistical monitoring techniques seem to be particularly well suited to

poorly understood component-based systems, such as rapidly changing and complex

Internet services.



Chapter 6

Inferring system structure

In addition to fault detection, there are several stages of the fault management process

that can benefit from statistical monitoring. In this chapter, we study the problem

of describing the structure of a system, and present a statistical monitoring approach

to infer patterns that describe its structure.

Descriptions of a system’s structure are an important part of deciding whether

the system is in a good or bad state, and may also aid operators’ understanding of

the system. Unfortunately, the structures that would help us more easily detect prob-

lems are often not explicitly represented in the system’s state. As a simple example,

consider the information lost when a program’s high-level source code is compiled

to low-level hardware instructions. To enable debugging or reasoning about the pro-

gram’s execution, we must either re-insert the lost information through annotations

or refer back to the original source code. The challenge is that not all systems we

wish to “debug” or reason about have an equivalent to high-level source code which

we can reference.

In the context of Internet services, we may be able to tell whether or not two back-

end servers are behaving similarly. However, we may not always know whether they

should be behaving similarly. In Chapters 4 and 5, we assumed that this information

was already available, through well-known component types, directories, manifests,

or similar sources. Unfortunately, these sources are not always available or sufficient.

For example, we may be externally analyzing the machine-level behavior of the nodes

100
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in a service, without knowledge of what software components are running on each

machine or a manifest identifying the peer groups within the machines in the service.

In this case, analyzing the behaviors of the machines in a service over time may

allows us to approximate whether two machines should be behaving similarly based

on whether they have behaved similarly in the past.

In this chapter, we focus on inferring hidden system structure in a different do-

main: configuration settings stored in the Windows Registry. The Windows Registry

stores hundreds of thousands of configuration settings. Each individual setting has

a basic type (String, integer, boolean, etc.) associated with it. Usually many con-

figuration parameters, grouped together, control a single logical part of the system’s

behavior. For example, one group of parameters might control a device driver, while

another group might control a printer configuration. These groups often have strict

constraints on their format, but these constraints are not enforced, and sometimes

are not even well-known. This makes detecting misconfigurations difficult.

While the Windows Registry is a very different environment from the Internet

services environment discussed in the rest of this thesis, the size and complexity of

the registry means that statistical monitoring is still relevant. Primarily, statistical

monitoring gives us the ability to analyze a large amount of data to make useful

assertions about an otherwise poorly understood system. Gathering a description of

the complex data structures within the Windows Registry is not otherwise feasible,

as the operating system’s policies and innumerable third party software applications

and corporate IT policies combine to define the configuration settings in the registry.

Moreover, the data-driven approach lets us provide customized results for specific

environments, and the automatic nature of the analysis enables us to easily adapt as

the underlying system changes.

The next section provides more background on the configuration problem in gen-

eral and the Windows Registry specifically. The rest of this chapter details how we

apply statistical monitoring to automatically infer the hidden structure within the

Windows Registry and evaluate its use in detecting misconfigurations.
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6.1 Misconfigurations

Managing the configuration of computer systems today is a difficult task. Too easily, a

computer user or administrator can make a simple mistake or lapse and misconfigure

a system, causing instabilities, unexpected behavior, and generally unreliability. Bugs

in the software that changes these configurations, such as installers, only worsen the

situation. Unfortunately, while there are many constraints which can differentiate

between valid and invalid settings, few of these constraints are explicitly written

down, much less written down in a form that could be automatically applied to

detect misconfigurations.

The difficulty of managing a complex configuration is a wide-spread problem,

affecting a large variety of systems. In [107], Oppenheimer studies failures at three

large Internet services and finds that configuration errors were the largest category

of operator mistakes that caused end-user visible downtime. Studies of wide-area

network systems indicate that misconfigurations in BGP are responsible for almost

3 of every 4 BGP routing announcements [94]; and that misconfigurations are a

significant cause of extra load on DNS root servers [17].

In [49], Ganapathi et al. study problems related to the Windows Registry, and

find that faulty configuration data in the registry can cause a variety of failures, from

general system instability to hiding critical functionality from a user or causing normal

functionality to have unanticipated side effects. These misconfigurations can occur

for any number of reasons, including failed application installations or uninstallations

that leave behind an inconsistent configuration; a malicious or buggy program that

corrupts a user’s configuration; untested interactions between different versions of a

library or program; or a user who is simply unaware of the side-effects and semantics

of a configuration parameter.

Ganapathi et al. show that over one third of the misconfigurations they studied

could have been detected and diagnosed by proactive monitoring of the registry.

The challenge of proactive monitoring, however, is knowing what misconfigurations

might occur and how to look out for them. Automatically discovering likely signs of

misconfigurations is the focus of this chapter.
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Figure 6.1: Some of the hierarchical keys and values in a typical Windows
Registry.. HARDWARE, SECURITY and SYSTEM are among the top-level keys,
and each has several subkeys (though only SYSTEM is expanded to show its subkeys
in this view). ClassGUID is the name of a value, and {4D36E97B...} is the actual
content of that value.

6.2 Background: Windows Registry

The Windows Registry provides centralized storage for information and settings about

the hardware, operating system, applications, users and user preferences on a Win-

dows PC. The registry provides a hierarchical structure for settings, allowing keys

to have subkeys and named values, similar to the directory and file structure of a

file system, as shown in Figure 6.1. It is up to clients of the registry to decide how

to organize their own settings, though some conventions are generally followed. For

example, vendors usually place their user-specific application settings underneath the

key \HKEY CURRENT USER\Software\[VendorName].

For the purposes of our analysis, we use a slightly simplified representation of the

Windows Registry structure. Rather than having hierarchical sets of keys containing

〈name,value〉 pairs, we add the name of the values as a leaf key in our tree of registry

keys and assign values directly to the leaves in our tree. This minor change simplifies

our model, without causing loss of information contained in the registry.
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Figure 6.2: An example configuration class. This figure shows two examples
of a file type registration. Both the .GIF and .JPG file type registrations have a
similar structure, containing configuration settings that describe how to open and
how to name GIF and JPEG image files, respectively. By discovering such similar
structures, we can recognize configuration classes that can help us better organize
and manage the Windows Registry.

6.3 Approach

To better detect misconfigurations in the Windows Registry, the first part of our

approach is to analyze registry data from systems that we believe are correctly con-

figured. These systems include research and support desktops under use, as well as

freshly installed computers, all of which appear to be working correctly, and whose

users are not complaining of particular problems with their configuration. From these

snapshots, we will extract from them what we call configuration classes, the equiv-

alent of complex data type definitions and describe the format of groups of settings

within the registry. As shown in Figure 6.2, one configuration class we can infer from

the Windows Registry is the group of keys describing file type registrations. Every

file type registration uses several keys grouped together to describe, such as, what to

call a type of file, and how to open the file. The same key structure is repeated for

each registration of a file type.

In the absence of the ground truth definition of configuration classes, we attempt

to infer their existence by analyzing the keys in the Registry using a data clustering
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algorithm. In this analysis, we look for similar groups of keys occurring in multiple

places in the registry as signs of an implicit configuration class. Thus, while in

Chapter 4 we used statistical techniques to detect changes in observable structures,

here we are using statistical techniques to infer the complex structure of the Registry

from relatively unstructured observations of the Registry’s content.

Once we have found these configuration classes, we search for rules that describe

the constraints and invariants on them. We hypothesize specific constraints based

on the data in our registry snapshots, and validate our hypotheses against all our

snapshots before fully believing them to be valid constraints.

By taking a statistical monitoring approach to learning configuration classes and

inferring correctness constraints, not only are we able to automate the process, but we

are also able to tailor our learned constraints to specific environments. For example,

in many environments, it is not necessary to configure a web proxy, and the proxy

configuration can correctly remain empty. But, in most corporate IT environments,

setting a proxy is a prerequisite for functioning web access. Having the ability to easily

infer a set of constraints from examples means that we can learn these environment-

specific constraints easily as well.

PeerPressure, described in [127], takes a similar statistical monitoring approach to

isolate configuration errors in the Windows Registry. The primary difference between

it and the work described in this chapter is that PeerPressure’s goal is troubleshooting

after the fact, whereas our goal is to infer enough information from known-good

registries to be able to detect misconfigurations as they occur, regardless of whether

they have yet caused a problem for the user.

6.4 Discovering configuration classes

Configuration classes are a natural first building block to discovering more about

the structure of the information stored in the Windows Registry. We know that

many types of information stored in the registry, including software registrations,

per-user account information, and hardware settings among others, are all repeated

for each instance of the entity they describe. Discovering this extra structure within
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a registry allows us to create general configuration constraints that apply across all

of the instances of a class. We look for repeated groups of configuration settings that

share a common hierarchical structure: two items in a configuration belong to the

same class if more than a threshold amount of their substructure is identical.

Note that configuration classes ignore the ancestors of a key in the hierarchy. That

is, whether or not two keys are in the same location in the hierarchy does not affect

our decision to put the keys together in a configuration class. Basing our decision

only on the substructure of keys allows us to define a finer-granularity of class and

also allows us to detect configuration classes that are spread out across the registry

in separate user accounts, backups of parts of the registry, etc.

6.4.1 Class discovery algorithm

We use data clustering, described in 2.5.3, to identify configuration classes by group-

ing together configuration settings with similar structures. There are two main flavors

of data clustering algorithms, each of which requires some a priori information about

what the resulting clusters should look like. Partitioning methods, such as K-means

clustering, requires one to know how many clusters should be created, while hierar-

chical clustering requires one to know how far apart distinct clusters should be from

each other. In this context, we do not know how many configuration classes we might

find, and therefore, find hierarchical clustering to be more appropriate. In recent

years, a third flavor of data clustering algorithms, correlation clustering, has been

developed which requires no desired number of clusters or distance threshold, but

instead a definition of similarity and dissimilarity [8, 41].

Our prototype uses a hierarchical, bottom-up clustering method using arithmetic

averages (UPGMA) and calculates the distances between clusters based on the simple

convex average metric [61, 73]:

distance(a, b) =

∑
ai

2 − bi
2

N
(6.1)

where a and b are the two clusters being compared. ai and bi represent the pro-

portion of registry keys within each cluster that contain the ith subkey. For example,
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if half of the keys in the cluster a contained the subkey TYPE, then aTYPE = 0.5. N

is the number of unique subkeys occurring in the keys of a and b together.

We stop clustering when we meet a threshold distance. If the threshold is set

too high, then we may fail to notice commonalities between slightly different sets of

keys and either find too many distinct configuration classes or find that keys are not

grouping together classes at all. In contrast, if the threshold is set too low, then

dissimilar groups of keys will be lumped together, and we will find configuration

classes whose members might not have much to do with each other at all. In the

experiments shown in this chapter, we set this threshold to 0.01. Empirically, we found

this threshold to work well in keeping a good balance in discovering configuration

classes.

The complete algorithm for discovering configuration classes and extracting names

for them is shown in Algorithm 1. The first step (before data clustering is applied),

is to filter out keys with little substructure. This removes keys, such as leaf-nodes

in the hierarchy of registry keys, with so little structure that they are unlikely to be

part of a configuration class.

Once we have initialized each key into its own unary cluster, we begin running

our data clustering algorithm. The findClosestClusters() function searches for and

returns the two clusters closest to each other. We merge that pair together, and add

the combined cluster to our set of clusters. Once we have merged all clusters less

than a threshold distance apart, we stop. At this point, the resulting clusters larger

than minclustersize are our discovered configuration classes.

While we are using this algorithm in the context of the Windows Registry, the

outline of the algorithm and how we apply it to infer similarities and structures

between groups of elements is quite general. This should come as no surprise, as data

clustering as been used to organize and discover structure in data sets for over 80

years. The specialization that has to occur when applying data clustering to infer

structure in a specific domain is determining what observations are most likely to give

us clues about the implicit structure we wish to discover. Once we have identified

what observations are likely to be most useful, we can define a distance metric on

those observations and apply data clustering.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for data clustering and naming.

load registry R
clusters = {k|k ∈ R, |k.subkeys| ≥ minsubkeys} {ignore keys that have too little
substructure}
loop

pair = findClosestClusters(clusters)
if pair.distance ≤ thresholddistance then

clusters.remove(pair)
newcluster = merge(pair)
clusters.add(newcluster)

else
exit loop

end if
end loop
for all c s.t. c ∈ clusters, |c| ≥ minclustersize do {loop through resulting
configuration classes}

namec = {s|∀k ∈ c, s ∈ k.subkeys}
end for

Once we have our set of configuration classes, we need an additional step of analysis

to create identifiers for each class. We do this by extracting the common substructure

of the keys in each cluster as the name of the configuration class. To double-check

that this class name is appropriate, we can verify that all or almost all of the keys in

the registry snapshot that match this substructure are within the discovered cluster.

While the specific structure we use is registry-specific, using the common structure

of the items in the cluster to define its identity is a generic one.

A more sophisticated naming system might only use those features which dif-

ferentiate this class from others, in effect, reducing the size of the name without

reducing its efficacy. Though this would be more efficient, our experiments have not

yet warranted the added complexity.

6.4.2 Naming class instances

Once we have discovered a configuration class, it is useful to also know how to name

instances of the class. This becomes especially important later, as we look for settings

in the registry that might be referencing these instances (see Section 6.5). While
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Figure 6.3: Learning likely identifiers for class instances. By looking at the
hierarchical difference in the names of the keys shown here, we can infer that hklm,
Software, Classes, and interface are not identifying names, and that the strings on
the level of BF95...AAA4F are.

determining the exact identifier is difficult, we can easily determine a superset of

identifying strings by looking at the differences in the hierarchical key names of the

instances. Figure 6.3 shows an example of this process. Here, we look at three keys

that differ only in their last elements, presenting us with an obvious identifier for each

instance.

The problem of determining the identifying keys becomes more difficult when

the configuration class is spread out across the registry in different locations in the

hierarchy. For example, completely identifying user-specific configuration settings

often requires using both the user’s ID string and a randomized ID together. One

example is the configuration class formed by the keys:

\hku\S...797\....\shellnoroam\bags\55\shell

\hku\S...707\....\shell\bags\8\shell

\hku\S...451\....\shell\bags\3\shell

Using our heuristic of looking at the branch-points in the tree represented by these

keys, we see that the total set of identifying strings is {S...797, S...451, shellnoroam,

shell, 55, 8, 3}.
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In this example, the first branchpoint represents the user ID, and the final branch-

point is an identifying number. Together with the middle branchpoint, this creates a

likely superset of the identifies for a key. We call this a superset because it is possi-

ble that some of the branchpoints in the hierarchy may not actually be necessary to

uniquely identify the keys. For instance, the difference between keys with the shell

and shellnoroam in the above example may not be significant. Unfortunately, without

more information than is available here, we cannot automatically determine whether

some of these identifying strings are irrelevant, so we include them all.

6.5 Generating hypotheses

In Chapter 4, we described how to use the easily observable units of software compo-

nents and their behaviors to build models of probably correct behavior. Once we have

extracted the structure of configuration classes from the registry, we can use them

in much the same way, as a building block to detect misconfigurations and errors in

the registry. The primary difference in how we use configuration classes versus com-

ponents is based on the discrete, unordered nature of the values that configuration

settings take on, as opposed to the ordered counts of interactions that we observe in

component-based software systems.

In this section, we describe how we look for both internal constraints that describe

the valid structure of values within an instance of a configuration class, and the

external relationships across configuration classes and arbitrary keys in the registry.

We describe four kinds of constraints and how to generate them: size constraints,

value constraints, reference constraints, and equality constraints.

Our general strategy for discovering these constraints is to first start with a tem-

plate rule that describes the form of the constraint. Then we iterate over the sample

registry snapshots and the discovered configuration classes and fill in the template to

generate a hypothesis for a constraint. We validates this hypothesis against the data

in each of the snapshots to ensure that it meets our confidence thresholds and either

accept or reject the hypothesis as a valid constraint.

While the particular template rules we use are specific to our domain, rule finding
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is a general technique that has been widely used in various domains, including to

discover likely program invariants and errors in systems code [45, 46].

6.5.1 Size constraint

The size constraint specifies that, within a given configuration class, the value of a

subkey always has a fixed size. This constraint is an example of an internal constraint,

as it only refers to the structure within a single configuration class. Intuitively, the

size constraint is likely to describe configuration settings that take a fixed form, even

when the values of the form vary.

The template for a size constraint is “∀i ∈ C, |i.subkey| = x”, for a given size

x and configuration class C. Using Algorithm 2 and a set of registry snapshots, we

hypothesize possible size constraints.

Algorithm 2 Inferring size constraints.

for all c s.t. c ∈ set of configuration classes do
for all subkey s.t. subkey ∈ namec do

if ∃x s.t. ∀k ∈ c, |k.subkey → value| = x then {Found hypothesis}
propose |c.subkey → value| = x

end if
end for

end for

6.5.2 Value constraint

The value constraint is an internal constraint that declares that, within a configuration

class, the value of a subkey always takes on one of a small set of values. For example,

a value constraint easily describes situations where a key represents an option setting,

such as a choice between TRUE and FALSE.

The template for a value constraint is “∀i ∈ C, i.s ∈ {x1, x2, ..., xn}” for a small

set of values X, a subkey s and configuration class C. To fill this template, we look

at all instances of a given type across our sample registries, and, for each subkey

within the structure, sees what possible values it has. If the number of values is

much less than the number of samples, we form the appropriate hypothesis. In our
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implementation, we use i < lg(n) as the threshold for determining whether i � n.

Algorithm 3 summarizes this procedure.

Algorithm 3 Discovering values constraints.

for all c s.t. c ∈ setofconfigurationclasses do
for all subkey s.t. subkey ∈ namec do

if |unique(i.subkey → value|i ∈ c)| � |c| then {Found hypothesis}
propose c.subkey ∈ unique(i.subkey → value)|i ∈ c

end if
end for

end for

Currently, we only looks for constraints that limit registry values to one of a

small number of enumerable values, and do not attempt to discover constraints that

limit values to being within a continuous range of values, such as real values between

[0, 1.0).

6.5.3 Reference constraint

The reference constraint is an external constraint, and specifies that a particular key

in the registry must always reference an instance of a particular configuration class.

For example, a default printer setting should name the configuration settings for a

printer registration.

The template for a reference constraint is “k ∈ ID(i)|i ∈ C”, for some config-

uration class C, and where ID(i) is the set of strings identifying the instance i of

the configuration class C. Algorithm 4 shows how we infer a hypothesis from this

template. We first create a hashtable of all the values in the registry. As we add the

values to the hashtable, we preprocess the values to better match registry semantics,

such as by lower-casing all strings. We also filter out any values that are too small,

under the belief that values such as “1” are so common that they are more likely to

generate false positives than true constraints. We then iterate over the configuration

classes in the registry, and make a list of all the keys whose values match one of the

instances of the configuration class.

While our internal constraints take advantage of the fact that most configuration

classes are repeated many times—sometimes thousands of times—to provide a high
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confidence in a hypothesis, our external constraints only have one sample per reg-

istry snapshot. Because of this lower sampling, it is that much more important to

cross-validate reference constraints across many registry snapshots. Our prototype

hypothesizes reference constraints for registry snapshot being analyzed, then creates

the final constraint only if the reference constraint exists in all of the snapshots.

Algorithm 4 Discovering reference constraints.

Put all values in registry into a hashtable t s.t. t[v] = { all keys with value v}
for all c s.t. c ∈ setofconfigurationclasses do

for all id s.t. ∃i ∈ c, id ∈ ID(i) do
if |t[id]| > 0 then {Found hypotheses}
∀k ∈ t[id], propose ∃i ∈ c s.t. k → value ∈ ID(i)

end if
end for

end for

6.5.4 Equality constraint

The equality constraint specifies that a set of keys in the registry must always have

the same value, though it does not constrain what that value may be. The equality

constraint is an external constraint, and is the only one of our correctness constraints

that does not refer explicitly to configuration classes.

To discover equality constraints, we simply extract all the keys from a registry

snapshot into a hashtable, hashed by their values. As in the previous subsection, we

lower-case strings in a preprocessing stage as we place keys in the hashtable, since

many values, like host names and user names in Windows, are case-insensitive. We

filter out small values to avoid false matches. We then iterate over the hashtable,

looking at all keys with a common value, and hypothesize that any set of keys whose

values are identical should always be equal to one another. Algorithm 5 summarizes

this procedure.

To create a cross-validated equality constraint, we iterate over the hypotheses from

one registry snapshot, and look for mostly-identical hypotheses among the hypotheses

from the other registry snapshots. We then intersect the keys on the left-hand-side

of these equality constraint hypotheses to create a final equality constraint. If we
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cannot find similar hypotheses in each of the other snapshots, then we invalidate the

hypothesis.

Algorithm 5 Discovering equality constraints.

Put all values in registry into a hashtable t s.t. t[v] = { all keys with value v}
for all v s.t. t[v] 6= ∅ do

propose ∃x s.t. ∀k ∈ t[v], k → value = x
end for

6.6 Evaluation

We have built Glean, a prototype implementation of the algorithms described in this

chapter, and have used it to analyze eight registry snapshots from different Windows

XP machines. All of these machines were desktop deployments within the same

corporate environment. Each of the registries had about 200,000 keys. Each of the

performance numbers presented in this section is the mean of 3 successive runs of

Glean on a 2GHz Intel Pentium IV machine with 512MB of memory.

6.6.1 Configuration classes

The first step of our analysis of the Windows Registry, discovering the configuration

classes, began by filtering out registry keys with little substructure. This step left

between 25,000 and 31,000 keys in each of our registry snapshots for us to analyze.

We merged these keys into (on average) 1600 clusters. Only 1500 keys of the 25,000

were unique and did not fall into any of our discovered clusters.

These 1600 clusters varied greatly in size, with the plurality of clusters having a

small size (half contained only two keys), while the largest cluster having over 5500

keys grouped together. The mean size of the cluster was 15 keys; the median size was

6 keys. For the rest of the experiments described, we disregarded clusters with two

or fewer items in them.

The largest configuration class is identified by the signature:

(DEFAULT)
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TYPELIB

PROXYSTUBCLSID32

PROXYSTUBCLSID

and represents registrations for Component Object Model (COM) interfaces. A

COM object, essentially a shared library, advertises the fact that it implements

an interface by creating a key labeled with the interface’s well-known identifier in

a well-known location, at \HKLM\ Software\ CLASSES\ INTERFACE\* . The PROX-

YSTUBCLSID32 or PROXYSTUBCLSID subkey then points to the class identi-

fier of the COM object. For example, if a COM object with class id A imple-

mented an interface identified as I, then it would create the key \HKLM\ Software\

CLASSES\ INTERFACE\I. It would also create the subkey \HKLM\ Software\ CLASSES\

INTERFACE\I\PROXYSTUBCLSID32, and assign a value to PROXYSTUBCLSID32 of A. Other

subkeys can be added to convey optional information about the COM object.

The keys within the configuration class identified by the above signature is for

interface libraries that have both 16-bit and 32-bit versions.

At the same location in the registry, we also discover a second configuration class,

with 1700 instances. Even though it is stored at the same location, it differs signif-

icantly from the above, and represents 32-bit COM interfaces that do not provide a

16-bit interface library:

(Default)

PROXYSTUBCLSID32

NUMMETHODS

Also, at the same location in the registry, Glean was able to distinguish the con-

figuration class identified by:

CLSID

(Default)

CURVER

This configuration class represents version-independent identifiers for interfaces,

and is used to solve the problem of finding the latest version of a COM interface when
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multiple versions are installed simultaneously. This configuration class maps from a

version-independent identifier for an interface to the identifier for the newest version of

the interface installed on the system. Thus, a program that does not require a specific

version of an interface can use this configuration setting as a layer of indirection to

look up the newest version of an interface.

Other interesting configuration classes Glean discovers includes the file type regis-

trations for video files (AVI, WMV, ASX, MPEG, ...) and other formats. Glean also

finds separate configuration classes for trust settings for various security certificates;

security settings for different Internet zones; hot-fix patch descriptions; and many

others. While we were not able to manually check and verify all of the configuration

classes that Glean found in the registry, we did continue our spot checks across tens

of configuration classes. We found that most of the configuration classes Glean found

appeared to map to an extensible configuration point, where the same configuration

structure was being repeated at the same location in the Windows Registry as mul-

tiple objects (e.g., printers, drivers, mimetypes) were added to the operating system

or an application). Other discovered configuration classes represented user-specific

configuration settings spread across the Windows Registry in individual user’s hier-

archies. These classes included settings such as Internet Explorer’s default font and

color settings.

We did find a small minority of configuration classes that seemed to have been

incorrectly inferred. This occurred when different keys in the registry shared similar

structures, apparently though happenstance. For example, two COM object registra-

tions, a “digital video encoder” configuration, and the configuration for the “default

waveout device” all contained the subkeys FRIENDLYNAME, CLSID, and FILTERDATA,

and were clustered together as a configuration class. This seems like a likely false

positive of our configuration class clustering.

For the rest of our experiments in this chapter, we arbitrarily chose the configu-

ration classes discovered in one of our registries as the ”canonical set” of classes to

use when analyzing all our registries. We chose a canonical set in order to ease cross-

validation of our results across our various registry snapshots. Though we would have

preferred to generate a canonical set by merging the configuration classes of many
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registries, time constraints kept us from implementing this feature.

Including the I/O time to read the registry snapshot and write the configuration

clusters to disk, generating these configuration clusters takes 4 minutes. The main

resource constraint on our C# -based prototype is its unoptimized memory usage—it

uses several hundred megabytes of memory to cluster the keys in a registry snapshot.

In addition to code optimization, there are more efficient algorithms for clustering

large datasets that would improve upon our prototype’s resource usage. For example,

the Cure algorithm, described in [60], requires only space linear in n to perform a hi-

erarchical clustering. Like other hierarchical clustering algorithms, Cure does require

O(n2log(n)) time in the worst-case, but when data points have low-dimensionality,

the time complexity is reduced to O(n2). Moreover, this algorithm allows for sampled

clustering for dealing with extremely large data sets, allowing the time complexity to

scale as O(s2) where s is the sample size, while still producing a quality clustering of

the data.

6.6.2 Correctness constraints

After generating our configuration classes, we analyzed our registry snapshots to infer

the effectiveness of size, value, reference, and equality constraints. Altogether, Glean

discovered 2785 size, 2706 value, 672 reference, and 1859 equality constraints.

Both kinds of internal constraints were generated and validated across three reg-

istry snapshots. Due to functional limitations of our initial prototype, the external

constraints were generated from the analysis of a single registry, meaning they are less

likely to generalize well across registries. Our prototype takes 3min 40sec to generate

and validate the internal constraints, and 56sec to generate the external constraints.

Of the size constraints, 238 were rules declaring that the value of a key must be

empty (size=0). Some of the more notable size constraints found included that the

CLSID subkeys (an abbreviation for the class id used to reference to COM objects) of

most configuration classes had a size of 38, the correct length of a COM ID. Similar

size constraints were found on keys that used different names, such as EVENTCLAS-

SAPPLICATIONID, APPID, and CLASSGUID, to refer to class ids. Whereas a

manually created constraint would likely only have looked for the well-known CLSID
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and would have missed these others, Glean found all these automatically.

The value constraints show how Glean can infer clear and useful constraints on con-

figuration settings. In one set of keys, located at \hklm\System\controlset*\services\*,

Glean discovers that the TY PE subkey must have a value of 16 or 32, clearly refer-

ing to a distinction between 16-bit and 32-bit services. Glean also correctly generates

value constraints on the perceived type and content type (or mime type) of the config-

uration classes for the various file type registrations described above. Glean correctly

limits the video file types to being perceived as video files, and makes similar con-

straints on image files, audio files, compressed files, etc.

Among the reference constraints that Glean finds is one that declares that various

“shell extensions” keys (that declare how files are opened in the Windows graphical

interface) be limited to a class of COM registrations that provide details on context

menu handlers, icon handlers, and other signatures of COM objects that are capable

of handling file-related actions. Included among the equality constraints that Glean

finds are all the various keys that store the host name of a machine. Glean also

discovers many registry keys that store user names.

We found that almost all of the constraints that we inspected to be reasonable.

But, there are corner cases that cause Glean to behave poorly. For example, if a set

of default user preferences is replicated within a registry, once for each user of the

machine, it can quickly pass the required threshold of support to generate a rule that

incorrectly constraints these preferences.

In particular, Glean is also vulnerable to poor sampling among its registry snap-

shots. For example, if Glean is fed registry snapshots from machines that do not

have a particular application installed, Glean will obviously not be able to generate

any constraints on that application’s configuration settings. Worse, if Glean is fed

bad registry snapshots, it can generate constraints that are too loose, and fail to de-

tect problems. For now, the solution is to carefully choose the snapshots that Glean

bases its constraints on, though the long-term approach is to scale up Glean’s analysis

techniques to analyze many more registry snapshots at once and/or use representative

sampling of registries, and assume only that most of the snapshots are correct.
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6.6.3 Real-world misconfigurations: PSS logs

To evaluate Glean’s ability to detect real configuration errors, we analyze a database

of 43 serious registry problems gathered by the Strider project from Microsoft’s Prod-

uct Support Services (PSS) knowledge base and e-mail case logs on customer issues

and solutions. These problems manifest in many different ways, from incorrect func-

tionality to silent errors, and are caused by missing or corrupted registry data. These

43 problems do not include configuration errors that depend on context, such as leav-

ing a corporate proxy setting enabled on one’s laptop while traveling. For each of

these configuration errors, our database includes the offending registry key; whether

the key’s existence, absence, or an invalid value causes the error; and natural lan-

guage descriptions of the symptoms and solution to the problem. Unfortunately, this

database does not include enough information for us to determine the configuration

class of the key as found in our own registry snapshots. If the key does not appear in

our snapshot, we pessimistically assume that Glean would not be able to determine

its configuration class.

We evaluate each of these configuration errors against Glean’s discovered consis-

tency constraints. Overall, Glean successfully detects 33% (14/43) of these errors,

with several being detected by multiple constraints. Our most successful constraint

is the equality constraint, which detected 13 of these configuration problems. The

size and enumeration constraints each detected 4 errors, and the reference constraint

detected 1.

The configuration errors that Glean’s constraints did not catch fell largely into

two categories. The first category of errors Glean missed were errors that added

or removed keys to the registry, but did not affect the value stored in a key. As

Glean’s constraints are mostly value-oriented, they did not notice these structural

changes. This indicates that a fruitful direction of future work would be to generate

constraints on the sub-structure of keys. In a preliminary analysis, we find that if

Glean had included a simple constraint that the configuration class of a key be stable

over time, Glean would have detected 44% of our 43 serious registry problems.

The second category of errors Glean missed were those that changed the value of

keys with unknown configuration classes. Part of this problem lies in our pessimism in
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assigning our configuration classes to the problem keys in our database. Glean would

have detected several more errors if we had, for example, optimistically assigned

configuration classes to new keys based on their location in the registry’s hierarchy of

keys. However, a larger problem exists when Glean’s training set comes from machines

without the same applications as the machines Glean is meant to guard. For example,

one of the errors Glean failed to detect was in a configuration for Microsoft Money v.

11, not installed in the snapshots used to train Glean.

6.7 Summary

This chapter discussed the application of statistical monitoring to infer patterns and

regularities in a system’s structure, for the purpose of helping operators better un-

derstand a complex system, and to aid in detecting problems in the system.

We studied this problem in the specific context of the Windows Registry, a con-

figuration database of hundreds of thousands of configuration settings. While each

individual settings is strongly typed with a simple data type, there is no explicit

description of the complex data structures that govern the organization of the config-

uration database. We applied data clustering to this hierarchical structure, and auto-

matically inferred data type definitions for over a thousand configuration classes, from

DLL registrations, file handlers, drivers, and printer settings. We used these learned

configuration classes as a building block for expressing configuration constraints on

the structure of the registry; these constraints, in turn, were able to detect a third of

the most common Windows Registry errors.



Chapter 7

Correlating faults to causes

As described in Chapter 2, today’s Internet services (e-commerce, search engines,

enterprise applications and others) commonly suffer from brown-outs, application-

level failures and other problems, resulting in the failure of user requests. It is critical

to quickly determine the source of such problems to reduce the overall downtime of

the system.

The focus of this chapter is applying statistical monitoring to fault localization:

isolating the likely root causes of system failures. Current techniques often rely on

operators to input extensive knowledge about the system and how faults might prop-

agate through it, or to dynamically drill down and track errors through the layers of

the system [13, 116]. But the more complicated the system is, the more difficult it is

to understand and drill down through the system.

The need for fault localization arises when the only detectable symptom of a

failure is an end-to-end failure. In such a failure, the operators of an Internet service

do not see symptoms of a problem close to its cause, such as a machine crashing in

the backend of the system. Instead, the signs of failure occur far from their root

cause. In the extreme case, faults are not detected within the system’s boundaries

at all, and are only noticeable, for example, as timeouts at test clients or web server

front ends. The challenge then is to trace back from these symptoms of a failure to

the cause of a problem.

Automating a complete solution to diagnosing the root cause of a problem is

121
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well beyond our grasp—even the phrase “root cause” has thorny philosophical conse-

quences: Is the root cause of a performance failure a faulty piece of hardware? or a

poor procurement process for better hardware? or is the true root cause a poor design

and testing process at the hardware manufacturer? The influences on Internet ser-

vice development and evolution occur at many scales and time periods. We therefore

distinguish fault localization, the process of finding where a problem lies in a large

system, from fault diagnosis, the process of finding what the root cause of a problem

is and why that problem is occurring, and focus our efforts on fault localization.

7.1 Challenges

The fundamental challenge of fault localization is that problems often appear as end-

to-end failures in the operation of the system as a whole, without causing obvious

failures in the system’s pieces. Simply noticing that something has gone wrong is

not enough to tell us where to look to fix it. Other times, a problem’s symptoms

are simultaneous errors in many components, and isolating the source of the problem

from its cascaded failures is the challenge. In both cases, we are trying to take a set

of symptoms occurring across the system, and use them to point us back toward the

cause of the problem elsewhere.

Fault localization is difficult because we rarely fully understand the dynamic be-

havior of a system well enough to trace back from the symptoms of a failure to their

underlying cause. Most fault localization techniques, including event correlation sys-

tems, are based on static dependency models describing the relationships among the

hardware and software components in the system. These dependency models are

used to determine which components might be responsible for the symptoms of a

given problem [16, 36, 58, 132]. The first major limitation of traditional dependency

models is the difficulty of generating and maintaining an accurate model of a con-

stantly evolving Internet service. Their second major limitation is that they typically

only model a logical system, and do not distinguish among replicated components.

However, since large Internet services have thousands of replicated components, there

is a need to distinguish among them to find the instance of the component that is at
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fault.

7.2 Approach: Correlation

Ideally, we would be able to directly observe the fault propagation paths that con-

nected the symptoms of a failure to the location of its cause. Given the myriad

ways that failures can propagate, through direct and indirect interactions, data and

control channels, and both logical and physical resource dependencies, tracking the

exact propagation path, regardless of its form is not practical. Instead, we recognize

that the runtime path of a client request naturally encapsulates many of these fault

propagation paths, such as the data and control channels, direct interactions, and

resource dependencies1

For each request, we record the set of components used to service it, together with

its believed success or failure, based on whether or not it exhibited any symptoms

of a failure. Then, to help us trace back to the location of a failure, we analyze

many requests together, and search for a correlation between the failing requests and

the features of their runtime paths through the service. In other words, we look for

components that are part of the failing requests, but not part of the successful ones.

If we find a correlation between failures and the use of particular components, then

we say that these components are a potential cause of the failure.

Of course, correlation does not imply causality, but it does help us narrow down

our list of possible causes. Another trap we must be aware of using a correlation

technique to identify a component which is correlated with the detection of the failure,

and not the failure itself. For example, if our detection mechanism only detected

faulty requests when they happened to use a particular component Afalsesuspect, then

our correlation algorithm might falsely identify Afalsesuspect as the cause of the failure.

Of course, if this component is used in successful paths as well the faulty requests,

then it will likely not have a high correlation to the failures.

A primary assumption of our approach is that requests are generally independent,

in that a fault occurring in one request does not directly cause the failure of a separate

1As defined in Chapter 4, a runtime path is the ordered set of coarse-grained components, re-
sources, and control-flow used to service a client’s request.
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request. For example, if some bad request corrupted the state of a component which

caused all future requests using that component to fail, our approach would be able to

localize the corrupted component, though not the original bad request. In contrast,

if a bad request directly caused another request to fail, without first causing a failure

in a more persistent intermediary, then our approach likely would not be helpful.

Also, in attempting to find a correlation between component usage and request

failures, we are assuming that our traces of components are already capturing the

root-location of a fault. That is, our approach simply narrows down an existing list

of system components to the likely cause of a failure. In contrast, our correlation-

based approach would not be as useful if the cause of a failure was in a part of the

system not captured in our tracing infrastructure.

As in fault detection, tracing real requests through the system enables us to easily

adapt our analysis to dynamic systems and rapidly evolving systems where using

static dependency models is not practical. Moreover, using an automatic analysis

allows us to consider a much larger volume of observations than a person manually

monitoring the same system would be able to take into account.

We have evaluated two different correlation algorithms. We presented the first

algorithm, data clustering in joint work with Mike Chen [33]. While the results of

data clustering showed that statistical monitoring was better than alternatives such

as stack analysis, our second algorithm, based on using decision trees for correlation,

is more robust and better performing. We present the use of decision trees in this

thesis.

We learn a decision tree to classify (predict) whether a path shape is a success

or a failure based on its associated features. These features correspond to the path

information that Pinpoint collects, such as the names of EJBs, IP addresses of server

replicas in the cluster, etc. Of course, we already know the success of the requests

we are analyzing—what interests us is the structure of the learned decision tree.

Examining which components are used as tests within the decision tree function tells

us which components are correlated with failed requests. In our experiments, we use

the ID3 algorithm for learning a decision tree, although recent work suggests that

C4.5 decision trees might perform better [30]. More background information about
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decision trees is presented in Chapter 2.

The training set for our decision-tree learning is the set of paths classified as

successful or failing by our fault detector. The input to our target function is a path,

and the output of the function is whether or not the path is failing. Our goal is to

build a decision tree that approximates our observed failures based on the components

and resources used by the path.

Once we have built a decision tree, we convert it to an equivalent set of rules by

generating a rule for each path from the root of the tree to a leaf. We rank each of these

rules based on the number of paths that they correctly classify as anomalous. From

these rules, we extract the hardware and software components that are correlated

with failures.

Note that decision trees can represent both disjunctive and conjunctive hypothe-

ses, meaning that they have the potential to learn hypotheses that describe multiple

independent faults as well as localize failures based on multiple attributes of a path

rather than just one, i.e., caused by interactions of a set of components rather than by

individual components. More interestingly, it allows us to at least partly avoid speci-

fying a priori the exact fault boundaries in the system. With the caveat that this will

require more observations to make a statistically significant correlation, we can allow

the decision tree to choose to localize to a class of components, a particular version of

a component, all components running on a specific machine, etc., rather than stating

before-hand that we want to localize to a particular instance of a component.

7.3 Decision tree evaluation

In Chapter 5, we evaluated the ability of Pinpoint, our prototype fault monitor,

to detect anomalies when a failure occurs. Here, we analyze how well the fault

localization aspect of our prototype is able to determine the location of a fault within

the system. This evaluation looks both at how well our decision tree algorithms

localize faults given a perfect fault detector, and how well our algorithms localize

faults given the results of Pinpoint’s anomaly detection.
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For this evaluation, we use the same Internet service testbed described in Sec-

tion 5.3. We use the runtime path traces as recorded during our fault detection

experiments, and use these traces as the input to our fault localization algorithm.

Separately, we use our knowledge of fault injections and our various fault detectors,

including the results of our path shape monitor, to mark individual requests in our

traces as successful or faulty.

7.3.1 Metrics

We continue to use the metrics of recall and precision to measure fault localization

ability. After localizing a fault, a fault monitor returns a set of components suspected

of causing the failure, ranked by the degree to which we believe each component might

be responsible for the failure. We simplify our evaluation by ignoring this ranking,

and simply consider all statistically significant suspects as equal.

In this context, with only one fault injection per experiment, recall becomes a

Boolean metric, indicating whether the faulty component is a member of the suspect

set. Precision measures how many innocent suspects there are in the suspect set.

7.3.2 Results

The overall results of our localization tests comparing Pinpoint’s detection and lo-

calization techniques to each other are shown in Figure 7.1. In this figure, we show

how well our decision-tree based localization and our component interaction based

localization fare in our experiments.

We show the results from applying our decision tree algorithm to three variants

of faulty request data, each showing how well the decision tree fares as the requests

classified as faulty become more and more “noisy,” and compare them to the localiza-

tion achieved through component interaction analysis. In the first variant, we mark

only the requests into which we directly injected failures as having failed (“Injected

failures”). Intuitively, this provides the cleanest data for localizing the primary cause

of a failure, as it ignores cascading failures and has no statistical error in the fault

detection mechanism. These results are the most competitive with the localization
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rates of our component interaction analysis—the only false suspects that occur are

due to the structure of the application itself. For example, the decision tree cannot

distinguish between two components that are always used together. Also, there exist

components which appear to correlate very well with some failures—without having

any causal relation with the failures—hiding the true cause of a fault.

The second variation of our request data marks requests as faulty if we have either

injected them with a fault or if they have been affected by a cascading fault (“Injected

and cascaded failures”). These results are noisier, and introduce false suspects as our

algorithms attempt localize both the primary and cascaded fault simultaneously.

The last variation of our request data marks requests as faulty or successful based

on the results of our path shape monitor, described in Chapter 4 (“Path shape detec-

tion”). The results of analyzing this data show the highest miss rate, as we contend

with noise both from the PCFG selection mechanism and the cascaded faults.

Not represented in Figure 7.1, but worth noting, is that in our clustered experi-

ments with Petstore 1.1, is that the decision tree algorithm was able to narrow down

the location of the faulty component even when it was unable to pinpoint the exact

component instance that was failing. In these cases, it was able to point to either a

class of components containing the faulty component or to the machine running the

faulty component.

Finally, Figure 7.1 also shows the localization ability of our component interaction

analysis-based fault detector. Since component interaction analysis directly identifies

a suspected faulty component, there is no second analysis step to localize a failure.

In our experiments, component interaction analysis did quite well at discovering the

location of a fault. This implies that for many faults, symptoms of the failure are

likely to occur close near their cause.

From this, we conclude that a decision tree’s ability to localize failures depends

heavily on the noise in the traces, confirming a well-known limitation of statistical

models on noisy data. Here, the decision tree’s localization capability drops when we

add cascaded failures and false positives from runs of the path-analysis algorithm.

This indicates that heuristics for separating primary from cascaded faulty requests,

such as picking the first anomalous request from each user’s session as the primary
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Figure 7.1: Localization recall of our decision-tree fault localization per fault
type.

fault, are likely to improve the performance of decision-tree localization in real de-

ployments. We discuss the problem of statistical modeling and data quality further

in Section 9.1.

7.4 Limitations

One limitation of our Pinpoint localization prototype is that it cannot distinguish

between sets of components that are tightly coupled and always used together. In the

Petstore application, we found sets of components that are always used with the com-

ponents into which we injected faults. As a result, Pinpoint reports a superset of the

actual faulty components. To better isolate faulty components and improve precision,

one potential technique is to modify the system to randomize some interactions by

modifying load balancers or occasionally breaking affinity to ensure that components

are used in many different combinations. In replicated systems, another option is to

randomize the interactions between components by, for example, round-robining a

front-end component’s calls to a set of replicated backend components.

Another limitation of Pinpoint is that it does not work well when faults cascade,

such as when a fault in one component corrupts the state of a neighboring component
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and permanently affects its functionality. In this case, subsequent requests using the

second component will fail, without showing any dependency on the root cause of the

problem. For example, a user will not be able to login if the component responsible

for creating new accounts has stored an incorrect password. In this case, the state

“corruption” induced by the account creation request may be subsequently localized

to the password-verification component. One potential solution is to extend the

request tracing to account for shared state by logging what persistent state was read

or written by each request. This would allow us to correlate failures across requests

through their common state dependencies.

A third limitation derives from Pinpoint’s application-generic monitoring. Since

Pinpoint has no application-specific knowledge about requests, deterministic failures

due to pathological inputs cannot be distinguished from other failures. For example,

a user may have a bad cookie that consistently causes failures. One possible solution

is to extend Pinpoint to record attributes of the requests themselves, and use them

as another possible factor in distinguishing between failed and successful requests.

7.5 Summary

This chapter discussed the application of statistical monitoring to the problem of fault

localization. We prototyped a statistical monitor in the context of Internet services

specifically, and evaluated its results in the context of our Internet service testbed.

We found that by monitoring the same runtime paths we had been observing for

the purposes of detecting failures, as in Chapter 4, we were often able to effectively

trace backwards from the visible symptoms of a failure to its underlying cause within

the system. As in our previous applications of statistical monitoring, we were able to

attack the fault localization problem without having an a priori detailed understand-

ing of how faults might manifest or propagate through they system, taking advantage

only of the two simple assumptions. First, that the general location of a fault was

visible to our tracing system and, secondly, that requests to the service generally

failed independently, that is, a fault in one request does not directly cause a failure

in a separate request.



Chapter 8

Integration with Fault

Management Processes

This chapter describes how automated fault detection and localization may integrate

into the overall fault management process at an Internet service. Strictly speaking,

how automated fault management techniques may be integrated into the management

process of any system is a policy matter, separate from the techniques presented in

Chapters 4 through 7. However, we are also interested in the broader results of

applying statistical monitoring to the overarching goal for which it was originally

conceived: lowering the mean time to recover from failures in Internet services.

We begin by discussing general issues that may arise in a variety of situations.

Then, in the second half of this chapter, we present and evaluate an autonomous

recovery system that integrates automated fault detection with automated repair,

and discuss some of the specific details we confronted during the integration.

8.1 Integration with fault management process

Our purpose in investigating statistical monitoring is to reduce the overall time to

recover from failures and improve the reliability of Internet services. To fulfill this

goal, we must at some point integrate automated statistical monitoring into the overall

fault management process at an Internet services. However, we do not advocate the

130
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dramatic step of replacing existing manual and semi-automated processes wholesale.

Though a slightly non-technical issue, one of the primary concerns with integrating an

automated analysis into an existing fault management process is convincing operators

to trust the analysis. To help build this trust, we believe it is prudent to follow

a cautious approach of augmenting existing fault management processes by using

statistical monitoring in parallel with existing techniques.

In exploring the three problems of extracting system structure, detecting faults,

and localizing faults, we have implicitly assumed a staged process of fault manage-

ment, where the outputs of one stage of the process are the inputs to the next stage.

For example, the results of our path-shape analysis for fault detection feed into our

fault localization algorithms. While this is not the most precise characterization of

the fault management process—consider our component interaction analysis, which

contains elements of both fault detection and localization—it is a useful one, and we

continue to use it in this section.

Integrating statistical monitoring into existing fault management processes in-

volves many of the same issues that occur when making any change to a fault man-

agement process. Inherently, the designers of a system must make a policy decision

that takes into account the deployment and maintenance costs of the change, the re-

liability of a new technology or functionality, and how the new technology will affect

the time-to-recover from failures and the impact of failures. Designers must be careful

to take into account the worst-case scenarios for improving or worsening the overall

reliability of the system. They must also consider how the new technology will be

perceived by the people who will be interacting with it, including whether operators

are likely to understand and trust it.

While most of these considerations, as well as the final policy decision, are nec-

essarily environment- and system-specific, statistical monitoring has the potential to

be a powerful tool within a fault management process. Because a statistical monitor

itself operates largely automatically and can update its models as the underlying sys-

tem changes (e.g., without requiring people to describe the change), the maintenance

costs associated with the system are low, and the deployment costs are limited to the

setup of the observational infrastructure. A statistical monitor’s automatic analysis
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of a system’s behavior mean that the monitor is likely to reduce the time it takes to

notice patterns and changes in the system’s behavior, thus potentially reducing the

time-to-recover as well. The use of interpretable statistical techniques can provide

operators with an explanation of the monitor’s results, contributing to the monitor’s

understandability and operator confidence in the monitor.

How a statistical monitor affects the overall reliability of a system is highly de-

pendent on how the fault management process is designed to react to the results

of a statistical monitor. There are three broad options for reacting to a statistical

monitoring stage, whether it is statistical monitor for fault detection, localization,

etc.

1. If we are automating multiple stages of fault management, we can choose to

actively push the results from one automated analysis to the next stage of au-

tomated analysis. For example, in the case of fault detection, an alarm might

immediately trigger a fault localization analysis and then an attempt at repair-

ing the failure. A fully automatic process is of benefit when a safe, automated

response is available and the improvement in performance and reliability due to

the speed of the automated response is greater than the performance and relia-

bility cost of false positives. Practically, this means that each automated stage

of the fault management process should be cheap, safe, and likely to succeed in

a reasonable proportion of cases.

2. We can choose to actively push the results of a stage to human operators, for

them to handle the next stage of analysis or repair. This may be best when an

automated response to an analysis result is not available or would be unsafe.

However, since the cost of a false positive, requiring the attention of a human

operator, is high, the threshold for sending an alarm or report to a human

operator should also be relatively high.

3. We may make the results of a statistical monitor passively available, where

human operators may look at them if another event triggers their interest in

the current state of the monitored system. For example, if operators receive

complaints from users, they may look at the current state of the monitor to
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help direct their attention to the most likely problem spots. Making the results

passively available rather than automatically responding or actively requesting

the attention of a person may be the best option if there is both no cheap and

safe automatic response, and the analysis generates too many false positives for

a person to look at each one.

Note that these three scenarios are not mutually exclusive. We can treat each

option as a distinct response to a statistical monitor’s analysis, and set a separate

threshold for triggering each response. For a given response, our threshold for trig-

gering it will be based on the expected utility of triggering the response, taking into

account the rate of false positives and the cost and safety of the response. For exam-

ple, if we have a statistical monitor for fault detection, we can choose to always make

the current results of the fault detector passively available to operators, effectively

setting the threshold for triggering passive reporting to zero. At a higher threshold,

if the fault detector notices a potential problem—even only a minor problem—then

the detector may trigger a rapid response of fault localization and attempted re-

pair. Finally, if this failure appears to be a major problem, the highest threshold of

alarm, then a human operator may be notified. By using all three integration options

simultaneously but applying separate thresholds of action for each option, we can

effectively take selective advantage of automated analysis, enjoying the benefits while

avoiding the disadvantages. Moreover, during initial deployment, one can integrate a

statistical monitor with relatively high thresholds (or even infinitely high thresholds)

for triggering automatic or manual responses, and slowly lower thresholds if and when

the monitor proves itself to the human operators of the system.

8.2 Autonomous recovery

In this section, we explore the issues involved in building the fully autonomous fault

management process. That is, we consider the scenario where a fault detector auto-

matically triggers a cheap and safe response to a potential problem.1

1The autonomous recovery prototype discussed in this section is joint work with George Candea,
and was developed with the help of Shinichi Kawamoto, Pedram Keyani, and Steve Zhang. It
appeared in [25] and [24].
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Figure 8.1: A design pattern for autonomous recovery. Each component is
wrapped with a monitor and a recovery container. The monitor reports on a com-
ponent’s behavior to a centralized detection and localization engine. The recovery
container is responsible for restarting and cleaning a component’s state to recover
from transient software problems.

Our design for autonomous recovery is illustrated abstractly in Figure 8.1. One

of the lessons we learned while building this prototype was that we could not directly

combine a fault detection and localization system with a recovery system, but needed

an additional recovery manager to mediate between our detection and recovery sub-

systems. For example, without a recovery manager, our fault detector believes a

component in the middle of recovery is still failing, because its behavior is different

from normal. Thus, the fault detector requests the “faulty” component be recovered

again. This process repeats, never allowing the component the time to stabilize its

behavior and function properly. A separate recovery manager can have the end-to-

end knowledge required to damp this behavior, as well as to provide a vehicle for

implementing a variety of policies.

In addition to using statistical monitoring to detect failures in component interac-

tions, as described in Chapter 4, we add a recovery container around each component.

These recovery containers implement a microreboot strategy, as described in [23],

which selectively reinitializes a component’s in-memory state and control flow, thus

repairing many software faults, including data structure corruptions and deadlocks.
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8.2.1 Recovery manager and policy

The recovery manager keeps track of the previously-rebooted subset of components

and, if the new subset is the same, it chooses to restart the entire application instead

of again restarting that subset of components. If the problem persists even after

rebooting the entire system, the policy module can notify a system administrator by

pager or email, as necessary. Of course, as noted earlier, a reasonable policy would be

to wait for a high confidence of failure before triggering a relatively high cost action

such as notifying an human administrator.

Our prototype policy only employs two levels of rebooting (microreboot followed

by a full reboot), but more levels could be used for other kinds of applications. The

policy employed in our autonomous recovery manager is as follows:

1. Given a received failure report, ignore all components with a score of less than

1.0 (since the scores are normalized, 1.0 is the threshold for statistical signifi-

cance).

2. The existence of several components with a score above 1.0 indicates something

is wrong: either one component is faulty and the other ones appear anomalous

because of their interaction with it, or indeed we are witnessing multiple simul-

taneous faults. We choose to act conservatively and microreboot all components

that are above the 1.0 threshold.

3. For the next interval of time ∆t, failure reports involving the just-rebooted

components are ignored, since it takes a while for Pinpoint to realize the system

has returned to normal. In our experiments in this chapter, ∆t was set to 30

seconds.

4. If subsequent failure reports (after ∆t) indicate that the just-recovered compo-

nents are still faulty, we can either repeat the reboot-based recovery a number

of times, or directly proceed to restarting the entire application. Our current

policy implements the latter.

After a full application restart, if the problem persists and appears to be a signif-

icant problem, then an administrator should be notified.
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A detailed analysis of the various policies and the trade-offs involved is beyond

the scope of this chapter; exploring the space of possible policies is an important piece

of future research. For example, in other types of systems, it may be better to just

microreboot the top n most anomalous components (for some parameter n). Or, it

may be preferable to microreboot these components serially, instead of all at once.

We have purposefully built our recovery manager such that new policy modules can

be plugged in, to encourage further research on the topic. An interesting problem we

have not addressed is dealing with faults that keep reappearing, either because they

are triggered by a recurring input, or are simply deterministic bugs.

One final issue is that of recovery manager availability: should the recovery man-

ager go down, nobody will be watching over the system. We have built the recovery

manager such that it can restart quickly. After a restart, the manager will have lost

its recent history, and this may introduce a period of vulnerability to, for example,

spuriously rebooting a just-rebooted component. However, this period of vulnerabil-

ity will pass in time ∆t. The recovery manager can be run in a simple infinite loop to

restart upon crashing, or another part of the system, such as the application server,

could be responsible for watching the recovery manager and restarting it if it appears

to have failed.

8.2.2 Evaluation

We implemented our approach in the same testbed and fault injection environment

that we described in Chapter 5, using the JBoss implementation of the J2EE middle-

ware standard, and deploying the RUBiS auction application atop it. The version of

RUBiS we used in this experiment was modified to use the Session State Management

(SSM) data store for semi-persistent data in order to enable microrebooting [93]. We

placed the web server and application middleware on an Athlon 2600XP machine

with 1.5 GB of RAM; the database, Pinpoint and SSM were each hosted on Pen-

tium 2.8 GHz nodes with 1 GB of RAM and 7200 rpm 120 GB hard drives. The

client simulator ran on a 4-way P-III 550 MHz multiprocessor with 1 GB of RAM. In

choosing the number of clients to simulate, we aimed to maximize system utilization

while still getting good performance; for our system, this balance was reached at 350
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concurrent clients for one application server node. All machines were interconnected

with a 100 Mbps Ethernet switch and ran Linux kernel 2.4.22 with Java 1.4.1 and

J2EE 1.3.1.

The metric we use to evaluate the impact of failure and recovery on end users

is action-weighted goodput (Gaw ). Gaw aims to count the requests which make (or

do not make) a successful contribution to a user’s high-level action. Such an action

may be a search for an item on an e-commerce site, the completion of a purchase,

or retrieval of an e-mail message. An action may consist of several HTTP requests,

and Gaw considers these requests to be successful only if all requests are successful.

In other words, if a user cannot complete an action, all the action’s requests are

considered to be lost work. Thus, Gaw accounts for the fact that the damage caused

by a request failure depends on context of a user’s task. Also, Gaw captures the fact

that tasks with more actions often correspond to greater amounts of work from the

user’s point-of-view.

In Figure 8.2, we illustrate the functioning of the integrated system in reaction

to a single-point fault injection; this is representative of the reaction to the other

categories of faults we injected. Each sample point on the graph represent the number

of successful and failed requests during the corresponding 1-second interval. Requests

appear to be “failing” prior to the fault injection point because of Gaw ’s accounting:

if an HTTP request fails, then all past requests within the user’s task are marked as

failed as well, to reflect that the user’s work has been lost.

In Figure 8.3, we zoom in on the interval between 332 and 360 seconds, to analyze

the events that occur; the horizontal axis now represents seconds. We mark on

the graph the points (along with the time, to millisecond granularity) at which the

following events occur: we inject the fault (t1), then the first end user request to fail

as a consequence is at t2, the Pinpoint analysis engine sends its first failure report to

the recovery manager (t3), the recovery manager decides to send a recovery command

to the microreboot (t4), the microreboot is initiated (t5), and finally the microreboot

completes (t6) and no more requests fail.

The system recovers on its own within 19.4 seconds of the first end user failure.

This time compares favorable to the recovery times witnessed in Internet services
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Figure 8.2: Timeline of autonomous recovery. We corrupted an internal data
structure in SB ViewItem, setting it to null, which results in a NullPointerException
for SB ViewItem callers. Labeled light-colored vertical lines indicate the point where
the fault is injected and where the faulty component completes recovery, respectively.
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Figure 8.4: Timeline of autonomous recovery from multiple failures. We
simultaneously injected a data corruption fault in SB PutBid (C1), a Java Exception
fault in SB ViewUserInfo (C2), and a Java Error fault in SB SearchItemsByRegion
(C3). The more frequently called C1 and C2 are automatically recovered within 20
seconds, while the less often used C3 is recovered 46 seconds after injection.

involving human assistance; recovery there can range from minutes to hours.

Finally, in Figure 8.4, we show the result of a multi-point injection: three different

faults in three different components, respectively. Our system notices and recovers

two of the components within 19.9 seconds, and the third component 46.6 seconds

after the injection. The reason for the delay is that, in our workload, the first two

components are called more frequently than the third. Thus, the Pinpoint analysis

engine receives more observations sooner, letting it achieve statistical confidence of a

problem sooner.

These results show that combining a statistical monitoring approach to fault de-

tection with microreboots, a general fault recovery technique, allows us to build an

application server that autonomously recovers from a variety of component-level fail-

ures. Since the failures detected by our statistical monitor are not exactly the same

set as those recoverable by microreboots, there will be a diminishment in the size of
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the failures that can be autonomously recovered end-to-end, as compared to the class

of failures detectable by our monitor or the class of failures recoverable through mi-

croreboot. However, we found our system to be effective in detecting and recovering

from realistic transient faults, with no a priori application-specific knowledge.

While, as described in Chapter 5, we have not observed our statistical monitor to

report false alarms, they certainly are a possibility. However, cheap recovery makes

the cost of these false positives negligible, making autonomous recovery a good first

line of defense. Even if the microrebooting ends up being spurious or ineffective, it

does no harm to try, and has the benefit of simplifying fault management in many

cases.

8.3 Summary

This chapter presented a preliminary investigation of integrating statistical monitor-

ing into a broader fault management process. We first described various integration

options for combining statistical monitoring into an existing process, and discussed

the considerations for deciding whether to automatically respond to reports from a

statistical monitor, actively send reports from a statistical monitor to a human oper-

ator, or simply passively provide the reports for human operators. We advocate using

each of these options simultaneously, choosing different sensitivity thresholds before

exercising each response, in order to balance the potential benefit of a particular

response versus its cost and the likelihood of false alarms.

In the second half of this chapter, we described our experiments combining statis-

tical monitoring for fault detection with a general mechanism for quickly and safely

recovering from failures. We found that, with the addition of a simple recovery man-

ager to mediate between our fault detector and recovery mechanism, we were able to

autonomously recover from a wide variety of failures. Such autonomy, occurring in

“machine time” rather than “human time,” improves the reliability of a service by (at

least temporarily) repairing problems within seconds. This autonomy is particularly

useful for large scale systems where there are a small number of administrators manag-

ing thousands of machines. While our implementation exploited particular properties
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of J2EE programming, such as the existence of well-defined components and explicit

state management, we believe the techniques presented here can be applied more

generally to non-J2EE systems as well.



Chapter 9

Discussion and future work

The application of statistical techniques to problems of fault management has sig-

nificant benefits, such as avoiding a need to deeply understand the semantics of the

monitored application. However, there are also challenges when using statistical tech-

niques. In this chapter, we discuss these issues and how they have affected our work

across our application of statistical monitoring to fault detection, inferring of system

structure, and fault localization. We end the discussion in this chapter by presenting

avenues for future work.

9.1 Data quality

Statistical monitors are severely limited by the quality of the data being analyzed. If

the observed behaviors or structure are inappropriate proxies for our purposes, our

sample of observations is not representative of the breadth of all observations, or our

observations are too noisy, then the results of an analysis will suffer.

Inappropriate proxies: In our monitoring of activity and state metrics for the

session state manager (SSM), discussed in Section 4.5, we found that a number of the

initial metrics we planned to monitor were inappropriate proxies for the properties

of the system we cared about—namely whether or not the system was working. For

example, CPU usage was simply too variable in this system for us to meaningfully

compare across the nodes in our cluster. Monitoring this metric would have, at best,
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had no effect on our monitoring performance and, at worst, would have added false

positives.

A similar issue occurred when we applied our path-shape and component interac-

tion analyses to our observations of a remote-method-call-driven J2EE application,

described in Section 5.8.1. In that case, our assumption that every request to the sys-

tem was a largely independent unit of work was broken by a system whose workload

was driven by many intertwined remote method invocations. Breaking this assump-

tion meant that our observed component interactions and path shapes no longer

represented the important application-level behavior of the service, and our ability to

detect and localize failures in this system was poor.

Unrepresentative data: While monitoring for faults, an anomaly detection

approach assumes that an anomalous behavior is an indication of a change in the

system’s functionality, such as due to a failure. However, if the observations being

used to generate the monitor’s models of acceptable behavior do not capture most or

all of the acceptable behaviors of a system, then our models of acceptable behavior

will necessarily be incomplete, and cause many acceptable behaviors to marked as

anomalous instead.

In the context of inferring system structure in the Windows Registry, we found

the same problem of unrepresentative data lowering the effectiveness of our statistical

monitoring. In our experiments, we inferred extra structural information from obser-

vations of a number of sample Windows Registries. However, some of the problems

that we found occurred in the real-world Product Support Services (PSS) logs in-

cluded misconfigurations of applications not installed on our sample machines. This

effectively limited our ability to reason about and detect problems in the configu-

rations of these applications. If our training data had included a wider sample of

registries and included registry information from these machines, we might have been

able to detect more of the frequent real-world misconfigurations represented in the

PSS logs.

Noisy data: When capturing data from a real system, we cannot expect our

captured data to be a perfect record of the system’s behavior. Whether because

of skews in the clocks of distributed nodes, software bugs in the instrumentation,
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external interference on our observed behaviors, or the dropping of observations due

to excessive load, our observations of a system will contain noise. This noise can

affect the ability of a monitor to make statistically significant assertions.

We saw the effects of noisy data most significantly in our fault localization ex-

periments in Chapter 7. As we added various levels of noise to our labels of faulty

and successful requests, we saw a decrease in the efficacy of our fault localization

algorithms. We also saw the effects of noise in our fault detection monitoring in

our monitoring of Amazon.com. Background noise in our observations, caused by

heavy sampling and almost constant changes in the workload and behavior of the

system caused our analysis to show a small but persistent level of anomalies in our

all our experiments. The effect was to make it more difficult to tell whether a spike

in anomalies was likely to represent a real failure until it reached a high threshold.

9.2 Algorithmic considerations

In parallel to questions about data quality, we must question how robust a particular

analysis algorithm is to the potential problems of data quality. Choosing the wrong

data to observe and monitor is something that any algorithm would be hard-pressed

to compensate for. However, classification and anomaly detection algorithms should

be robust to a certain level of noise, and learn and generalize from system observations

while avoid overfitting to the data. For example, if a fault monitor believed that only

the exact behaviors it had already seen were acceptable, then it is likely that the

fault monitor would raise many false alarms. On the other hand, if an algorithm

generalizes too much, it might accept too many behaviors as normal and not detect

true failures. There are several techniques, including cross-validation methods and

lowered sensitivity thresholds, that can help to avoid or mitigate issues of overfitting.

For more details on overfitting in statistical techniques, see any standard machine

learning textbook, such as [44, 62].

We must also consider the statistical assumptions that a particular algorithm

makes on the underlying data being observed. In our work, we have explicitly chosen
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to use distribution-free or parameter-free algorithms which make minimal assump-

tions on the statistical distribution of the underlying data. This is sensible in our

environment because we have no reason to believe that the behaviors we observe fol-

low any particular distribution. The effect of choosing distribution-free algorithms

is to reduce the statistical confidence of our analysis as compared to analyzing the

same data with an algorithm which made accurate assumptions about the data’s dis-

tribution. Of course, if those assumptions were violated, then the confidence of the

algorithm might be misplaced.

In addition to assumptions on the statistical properties of the data being analyzed,

analysis algorithms and data models can make other, more subtle assumptions as

well. As one example, our modeling of component interactions assumes that a class

of components has only a single mode of behavior. As discussed in Section 5.8.2,

we found that when monitoring some lower-level components this assumption was

violated. As a result our component interaction models did not accurately represent

the behavior of these components, and erroneously marked them as faulty when they

were not.

We must also recognize the fundamental limits of statistical techniques to auto-

mate the process of reasoning about an application’s behavior. For example, simply

because an application’s behavior is anomalous or has changed does not mean it has

failed. Similarly, just because a component is correlated with a failure does not mean

the component is the cause of a failure. While it may be convenient to act as if

an analysis has detected or failure or localized the cause of a fault, we must tread

carefully and ensure that the benefit of acting correctly when our convenience was

warranted is not overwhelmed by the cost of acting wrongly at other times.

9.3 False positives and other mistakes

Intuition might suggest that minimizing the false positive rate of a detection mecha-

nism while maintaining a high or perfect true positive rate would result in a reliable

and useful fault detector. [5] refutes this intuition, declaring it to be the base rate

fallacy. The refutation is that, when looking for rare events, such as failures, any
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non-zero false positive rate will overwhelm a detector even if it detected all true

failures perfectly. In the context of computer security, [5] argues that this makes

intrusion detection systems based on anomaly detection unusable in practice.

In the context of our broader project, Recovery Oriented Computing, we argue

that false positives are only a problem when dealing with them is expensive or unsafe.

We advocate making the cost of online repair for failures sufficiently low, such that

a reasonable degree of “superfluous recovery” in response to false positives will not

incur significant overhead.

We advocate a cheap, safe first response to a failure, such as reboots of nodes in

the system or microreboots of individual software components [23]. Rebooting and

microrebooting are both successful at recovering from a wide range of failures by

returning the faulty component to a known good state. They recover from corrup-

tions of soft-state, memory, resource leaks, deadlocks, and other software transient

problems, though they do not help in cases of persistent state corruption or perma-

nent hardware failures. Automatically tying some form of rebooting as a response

to the detection of a fault avoids the cost of involving a human operator in the case

of a false alarm, but also sharply reduces the time to recover in the case of a true

failure. We have successfully demonstrated the autonomic recovery both in the con-

text of J2EE middleware [24] in which microreboots make it almost free to recover

from transient failures; and in two storage subsystems for Internet services [70, 93]

where, in response to Pinpoint’s non-structural behavior monitoring, any replica can

be rapidly rebooted without impacting performance or correctness. Cheap recovery

has another benefit for fault detection as well: when false positives are inexpensive,

it is reasonable to lower detection thresholds to catch more faults (and more false

positives), and potentially catch problems earlier.

When operators notice that a Pinpoint monitor is reporting semantic false posi-

tives, e.g., because of a major software upgrade to the system, retraining Pinpoint’s

models is equally cheap and safe. Retraining Pinpoint takes on the order of min-

utes in our experiments and is tied primarily to the time it takes to observe most

of the system’s functionality being exercised. The safety cost is a small window of

vulnerability during the time of retraining. However, depending on the severity of the
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change to the underlying system, we may minimize this vulnerability by continuing

to use older models, perhaps with higher thresholds to avoid false positives while still

detecting major failures.

9.4 Security

Last, but certainly not least, is the hazard of malicious adversaries attacking statistical

monitoring. To date, little work has been done studying the effect of a malicious

adversary on the results of statistical techniques. However, it appears likely that if

adversaries obtained knowledge of the model used by a failure detector, they might be

able to induce specific failures that did not appear anomalous to the failure detector.

Alternatively, if adversaries had the ability to pollute or influence the training data

used by a statistical technique, they could potentially make failures appear correct,

or correct behavior appear faulty.

9.5 Future Work

There is a wide range of opportunities for future research based on statistical moni-

toring and the management problems of Internet services.

Future work directly leading from this dissertation includes further exploration of

statistical techniques for modeling and detecting anomalies in the structural behaviors

of component interactions and path shapes. Exploring how more advanced techniques

might improve robustness to noise and otherwise more closely suit the data gathered

during statistical monitoring could significantly improve accuracy and precision.

There are more structural behaviors that can be monitored, which may allow us

to detect different classes of failures. For example, monitoring data access patterns,

such as whether or not individual records in a database have been read or modified,

could provide useful insight to detecting data corruptions in persistent state.

Another area of future research lies in demonstrating the scalability of statistical

monitoring. There is significant room for demonstrating scalability through explo-

ration of both the trade-offs in sampled observation of structural behaviors and the
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efficacy of the resultant monitor; as well demonstrating scalability by parallelizing our

analysis pipeline. There is also opportunity here for machine learning and statistical

learning advances to improve scalability of statistical monitoring. Recent improve-

ments in on-line learning of decision trees, such as [43], are promising in that they

provide good bounds on correctness, while requiring only O(1) work per new observa-

tion. Enabling similar on-line learning, especially parallelizable, scalable techniques

suitable for giant-scale services, will only improve the speed at which we can detect

and react to problems at Internet services.

In the broader context, we believe that this dissertation leads to two general

thrusts of future research, described in the rest of this section: first, applying statis-

tical monitoring to a wider variety of management tasks, such as capacity planning,

provisioning, and change impact analysis, in addition to fault management; and sec-

ondly, broadening the application of the statistical monitoring techniques discussed

in this dissertation across a wider variety of systems.

9.5.1 Applying to wider variety of tasks

Machine learning techniques have the potential to bridge the gap between high-level

requirements and low-level behaviors and control in several different aspects of sys-

tems management, including behavior analysis and understanding, end-to-end fault

management, auto-configuration, and others. As an example in the context of the end-

to-end fault-management process, reinforcement learning has the potential to learn

the appropriate reactions to a detected failure given the symptoms of the failure and

the systems history of recovering from similar failures. Another promising applica-

tion of machine learning techniques to system management lies in the area of policy

specification and auto-configuration. For any non-trivial system, it is difficult for an

operator to understand the interaction between an application, its workload, and its

environment. Careful application of machine learning techniques has the potential

to simplify the process of configuring and reconfiguring a system, both by support-

ing the manual inspection and analysis of a system and, in other circumstances, by

directly transforming high-level decisions into corresponding low-level configuration

and policy parameters.
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9.5.2 Generalizing to other systems

Generalizing statistical management techniques for application to a wider variety of

systems will first require common models of management issues, and recognition of

which aspects of these management issues are general and which are system-specific.

Secondly, statistical management techniques may be aided by system modifications

to improve observability and controllability, such as an improved tolerance for false

positives without sacrificing correctness.

In addition to Internet services, large-scale distributed systems and networks are

obvious targets for statistical management, but there is also the potential to ap-

ply similar techniques to smaller-scale, yet still complex systems, including desktop

environments. Under certain assumptions, many machine learning techniques may

be trained by aggregating observations from a large number of similar small-scale

systems, with the results being distributed afterward to individual systems.

The key indicator of the applicability of machine learning techniques in these sce-

narios is that each requires a human operator to interpret low-level details about

a complex and poorly understood system and its environment to intuit their rela-

tionships to higher-level goals. Using statistical techniques to simplify and automate

this task might enable operators to concentrate on their high-level goal of building a

robust, well-performing and secure system.

9.5.3 Generalizing fault localization across systems

Many large-scale systems, as diverse as Internet service clusters, inter-domain routing

in the Internet, and software systems, suffer from the common problem of fault local-

ization: when the system fails to function properly, it is often difficult to determine

which part of the system is the source of the problem. We illustrate this problem

using three diverse examples. Our first example, as described in Section 7, is the

root cause localization problem in Internet services. Second, detecting the source of a

large-scale outage in Internet routing can be a a nightmare—network operators often

call other operators and exchange large volumes of emails on the operator mailing
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lists [105]. Finally, it is well-known that diagnosing bugs in large-scale software sys-

tems using even the best debugging techniques is a laborious task involving several

human hours or more [92].

The communities that build these large-scale systems have historically taken dif-

ferent approaches to solving this problem—alternatively referred to as fault diagnosis,

alarm correlation, root cause analysis, and bug isolation in the context of a wide va-

riety of systems [16,22,29,30,35,59,112,118]. Despite this, we take the position that

many of the challenges are common across a surprisingly diverse set of these systems.

In [83], we capture the commonality of the root cause localization problem across

these different systems by defining an abstract system model and formalizing the

localization problem for this model. Our model explicitly represents the nature of end-

to-end failures, captures the common theoretical issues and challenges, and separates

system-specific challenges into the process of mapping a system representation into

the abstraction. While the generality of the model will definitely not capture several

intrinsic details of a system, it does provide the ability to re-use techniques from other

systems and tune them for system-specific needs.

The primary motivation of this abstract modeling is to set up a clear bridge

that enables researchers in different communities to share knowledge in a common

language. In particular, we hope to enable and attract theory and machine learn-

ing researchers to attack this general problem. To highlight this promise, we show

in [83] how one can leverage existing techniques to solve specific aspects of the gen-

eral problem and briefly illustrate how these solutions have been applied in the three

application domains mentioned above. We hope that, in the future, this model will

enable easier sharing of solutions across domains, as well as encourage non-systems

researchers to attack the computational problem directly.
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Conclusions

In this dissertation, we have focused on the challenging problem of detecting application-

level failures in Internet services, without requiring a priori knowledge of application

functionality or semantics.

We demonstrated that using structural behaviors as a proxy for application func-

tionality allows us to detect a wide variety of failures. In our testbed environment,

our approach reduces the number of missed failures by 30-70%, depending on the

type of injected failure. We achieve this while remaining resilient to false alarms from

algorithmic noise and minor day-to-day changes to to the system and its environment.

Applying our approach to captured logs and metrics from two large Internet services,

we have shown that statistical techniques do detect real failures without requiring

specific knowledge either about the system or about anticipated failures. Further-

more, we combined our automated fault detection with a general recovery mechanism

to create an autonomous recovery system that quickly and automatically detects and

recovers from a large class of failures within an Internet service.

In addition, we demonstrated how the same statistical monitoring approach can

be applied to two other problems in fault management: extracting hidden structure

from observations of a system; and localizing failures back to their possible causes.

As with our approach to fault detection, we validated these additional applications

of statistical monitoring in the context of realistic systems, inferring complex data

types in the Windows Registry and localizing failures in our testbed Internet service.

152
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The success of this dissertation in applying statistical monitoring to three different

problem areas in fault management is a significant early step in creating systems

management techniques that can deal with the scale, complexity and rate of change

of future computer systems.
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